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CHAIRWOMAN GLORIA MOLINA:

Good morning, we're going to

get started this morning since we have a long hearing and we
really want to hear from all of the witnesses that are going to
be testifying today.

We are awaiting Assemblyrnembers Robinson

and Hannigan who will be joining us this morning and Assemblyman
Herger will be coming in later on this afternoon who will be
('

members of this particular committee with regard to computers and
warranty protection for consumers.

Let me begin by readinq an

introductory statement which basically tells us what we're going
to be doing here today as a qroup and as a hearing.
AB 1507 is a consumer protection measure for computer
buyers which was introduced by me on March of 1985.

Not only had

I had an experience, a lengthy problem with a computer purchase
for my office, but after careful research I found that others
were experiencing similar problems of misrepresentation,
overblown promises, frustration with the prevalence of "as is"
warranties and the present available avenues of recourse.
AB 1507 passed both the Consumer Protection Committee
and- the-Assembly Floor.

AS-it reached-the-

Senat~s-Insurance

Claims and Corporations Committee, the industry
against the measure.

bega~

________

to organize

In response to this mounting opposition, I

tabled the measure until the next legislative session and decided
to hold an informational hearing on the subject matter so that
all views could be expressed.

'

.

Today, I welcome each of you and thank you for taking
time from your businesses to be present.

I realize that many of

you have left your businesses not only here in California, but
have come from other states in order to provide your testimony.
The subject matter of warranty protection for computer
buyers is a timely one as evidenced by the increasing news
coverage and groundswell of disgruntled buyers.

This is an

opportunity to hear from all different seqments of the industry,
from user to manufacturer, from legal counsel to lessors, to
dealers and software developers as well as others.
AB 1507 is not an "as is" bill.

The legislative process

allows for the give and take of all concerned parties so that an
equitable measure can be passed.

The informational hearing today

should be viewed as one that identifies the various problems
experienced by consumers ann by the industry in addressing these
particular problems.
There are many witnesses here today, so I would ask each
of you to limit your remarks to about 10 minutes so that we can
include the testimony of all the people that are present.

We've

set up the hearing so that we can do it in a series of panels in
order that we can get some dialogue goinq and not just have
individual people come up and testify.

The first panel we want

to have is a group of consumers representing-YariouB companies,
many of them representing themselves.
The second panel that we're going to have is a group of
lawyers that are going to be talkinq in support of the bill and
in opposition to the hill.

Then, of course,
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w~

have a whole

The second panel that we're going to have is a group of
lawyers that are going to be talking in support of the bill and
in opposition to the bill.

Then, of course, we have a

l~hole

series of computer industry representatives that also will be
speaking to this particular issue.
At this time, I'd like to welcome Assemblyman Tom
Hannigan who is joining the committee here this morning.

Thank

you for coming, Tom.
If we can begin, I'd like to call on Mr. Tom Wicks, Mr.
William Selden, Daylor Saner, Barney McCauley, Neil Havermale,
and Richard Provenza to come up as the first group of consumer
representatives.

Mr. Wicks, why don't we begin with you on this

as our first witness.
MR. TOM WICKS:

My background involving personal

computers dates back to 1978 when I bought an Apple II and at
that time the computer industry was definitely in its infancy,
that is, the microcomputer industry and a lot of things that
we're addressing today were expected to be happening then.
However, the industry has had quite a bit of time to solidify and
get certain things taken care of.
The

ind~stry

has had eight years to formulate a

self-regulating policy and has failed miserably in getting this
- - - -,k-i-nd--e -f -an a-ct together.

-Y-et, right-now--a sezvtc-e----organrzat"ron--------

called ADAPSO is trying to say, let the industry regulate itself
in this regard, and I think eight years is plenty of time for the
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industry to go and get their act together without having
legislation like this being introduced.
ADAPSO is against the passage of this bill because it
feels that software publishers will be driven out of business
when they are required to stand behind their products.
Publishers also often take a rather cavalier attitude.

I

recently bought a program for the Apple which let the user create
what are known as adventure programs, which I hope to market.
The program is a puzzle-type of program where people wander
around in a maize trying to find out the answers to different
puzzles.

It's a very good program, it has a lot of good points

and I felt that therP. were many things which I could use in it.
However, the documentation was rather vague in many places and a
lack of clarification on certain things which prompted me to
write a letter to the company.

In addition, there was a problem

when I was printing certain things with a printer.
I wrote to the company

detailin~

my questions and gave

them extremely explicit documentation and details regarding my
problems with the printout and with the rest of the program.

I

included an example of the printout so that their technical
support department could better enable themselves to see what my
problem was.

Yet, after a month, I received an unsigned form

let-ter from them referring me to a nen---8M-type phone number in

Illinois saying I should call them to have my questions and
problems resolved.

I was astounded by the lack of interest hy
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this company.

There was nothing I could explain over the phone

that wasn't already down on paper.

If it wasn't, I wouldn't have

written, because I could have called their number anyway.

As it

is, I wanted them to help me fix it by looking at what I had
written and the printer documentation that I had sent.

It was a

case where there was a buq in the program and the publisher
hadn't responded to fix it.
I also wrote a second letter to the Chief Executive of
the company and that Has six weeks ago and I haven't heard
anything from him, yet.

So, here's clearly a case where a

company is sitting there selling their program and not taking an
interest in the consumer who has already bought the program, who
has questions and who definitely has a problem.
address the problem.

They didn't

I've had the program since July.

There are a number of cases where publishers market a
product that either is incomplete or totally shoddy
craftsmanship, also.

A recent experience of mine was with a

program that was marketed for the Apple Macintosh which I
recently bought.

It's a program designed to keep track of the

various programs and files on data diskettes, commonly called the
librarian type of program.
The advertisement that I saw for it said that it seemed
_ _ _ like it would do_ e_v_erything_that Lwanted it- to-r y.et-When I--90-t- - - - - - -

D

this program, I was extremely dismayed because of the way it was
working.

It was an extremely slow program.
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The program would

take over a minute to read the directory of a disc and those of
us who work ,.,i th computers know that that's a rather lenqthy time
to read a direct.ory, which is a rather simple thing to look at.
I wrote a letter to the company explaining the prohlems
that 1 have and that was over two weeks ago and I haven't heard
anyth.inq from

th~m.

I feel companies that offer programs for the

public that nre ranging from $50 to $200 and up, should have some
sort of an answer to the public when they write about thinqs

lik~

this.
The onlv way consumers currently have to guaranteF:! that
~

particular software program will work and satisfy their

is to borrow a proqram from a friend or acquaintance.
.in the industry consider this "pirating".
t~kinq

a test drive.

need~

Now many

However, r consider it

I personally have saved over $2 thousand in

getting proqrams from friends and acquaintances and tryinq out
before I actually bought.

ThesP. programs I do not have n.t all

because they were totally worthless to me.
a

$~00

One in particular was

proqr.am which I thought would handle my needs at home and

in a hom£> business t:hut we have.
exten~ive

However, it was a rather

proqramming language and I decided it wasn't the one

for me, exit the discs.
thPm pirated discs.
each of the seven
proqrams for the

T don't have those, so I don't consider

That isn't to say I don't buy programs.
~ars

comput~rs

I have bought over $400 a year in

that we own at home.
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In

In a recent article in the Wall Street Journal, Jon
Shirley, who is president of Microsoft is quoted as saying, "does
any GM car come without bugs?"

This false analogy is typical of

the whining we hear from chief executives in the industry.

In

answer, of course, Jon, some GM cars have bugs in them, but at
least GM offers a warranty on safety and road worthiness and
against mechanical defects.

This is a quantum leap ahead of any

warranty that I have seen from any Microsoft product or most
other products I have seen offered for my computers.
Let me ask you this, can you imagine a car being sold
"as is" with a disclaimer that it might not even drive down the
road?

In that same article, software makers state that they use

the wording in their warranties on the advice of their lawyers
and I think it's time that people who are publishing software
stop listening to their lawyers and start listening to the
consumers about the usefulness and road worthiness, as it were,
of their products.
Some of the license agreements actually go so far as to
prohibit you from reselling the software that you have paid
several hundred dollars for.

Actually, sometimes it outlives its

usefulness to you and you should be able to sell it.
The "shrink-wrap licenses" try to state that you don't
own the software; you only license
publisher.

t~e

right to

~se

it from the

If the software were licensed, that by implication

shows that there should be some support behind it by the company
who is licensing it to me.
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Perhaps if this bill doesn't pass, we should also have a
new bill which creates a software licensing board, much like the
liquor and alcohol boards thnt we have.

Now no one who buys

business software for personal computers actually thinks that
anyone elRe owns it.

A $200 to $500 item (and many software

packages coRt even more than that) in many businesses becomes
capital equipment.

That's a capitol expense that's written off

and nepreciated on inr.ome taxes.

be short and simplP..
this:

I

figure that a warranty should

For instance, it should say something likP

The XY7. Software Company stands behind this product.

If

you have nny problems, please call us at an BOO number for
assistance.

All we ask is that you supply us with the SPrial

number when we anRwer the phone.
qo on to say that the

softwar~

The warranty, I think, should

will work within the limits

defined in our advPrtised specification sheet.
you, the cnstomer, use your product.

It should help

There would be a list of

the applications for which the original programmers
program.

develop~d

the

Also included in this package are two complete sets of

proqrams; one which should be kept in a safe place and usen for
backup purposes.
The warranty should continue to say howevPr, because of
the very nature of the universe in which this product operates,
we cannot be liablQ for-.an-¥---l.oss of data or an" expense incurrQd
by vou because of loss of data.

J think that shou1d he in there

because it's just a simple protection for the software

- R -

companiP~

much the same way that GM doesn•t say that the car you drive
isn•t going to keep you from having an accident.

The warranty

should also state that the software company will fix and update
the program if you find and fully document a problem.

They

should also provide you with the next twb problem updates
completely documented with respect to the problems that were
incurred.
XYZ Company should reserve the right to market new
models which include more features and allow the consumer of the
first product to trade up to a new model.
Finally, with respect to piracy, if software publishers
tried using the referral method of sales, piracy might be
substantially reduced.

The scheme might work like this where a

consumer is referred by another consumer to a particular product.
The referred consumer would get a substantial or a small discount
on the product for having been referred and the person who
referred him would get a reward, also.
If the program is good and useful the referrals will
keep corning in.

Pirate copying of the program is reduced to a

small amount because you could probably never reduce it to
nothing.

However, if the program is a real dog, nobody is going

to refer it to anybody else and nobody would be copying it.
____Thank--Y-O·

-----------

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Wicks, we are going to have

questions in a moment from the rest of the witnesses, but I am

-
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interested riqht now only because I also had an opportunity to
buy a Brock product.

I purchased the Brock Keystroke.

What was

interesting about it is that the manual that went with the

~rock

Keystroke (and I read the manual for a long period of time before
I applied it) did not match with the application.

It was

interesting that Brock claimed when you purchased that they have
n.n 800 number, but the reality
instal1erl it, so it was

that they had not yet

wa~

costin~

me a fortune.

It took

approximately five phone calls for them to finally admit that
manual did not yet match with the software package that

I

bought: and that it was in the process of being printed.
not going to be available for another

thr~e

th~

had
It was

or four months,

ev~n

thouqh they had sold the product to me with the idea that
eventuAlly it would become available.
What was interesting about it is I bought Keystroke for
the mail merge capabilities, a very complicated program.

And

because we did not have the manual to operate it, I had to hire a
consultant to help me figure out how to work it out.

When we had

various problems, we found that the Brock Keystroke people were
,,ery interested in talkinq to us because they

~aid

that no one

had tested their product yet and they were interested in all the
various bugs that were available (laughter) and would we keep
_ ___...d""'o_,_,_c_......umen_tatjon
fin~

for them.

I'm not so sure that you're going to

any kind of remedies, or at least I was not able to find any

remedies from thP Rrock Company.

I've not physically ever seen
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anyone or met anyone who represents that company.
respond to any of our letters either.

They did not

It became basically, let's

ignore her, you know, and the phone calls became so expensive
that it was not worth it to continue _chasing them around, so, I
wish you good luck with Brock.
MR. WICKS:

I just sent it back and I figured I'm out

$50.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Oh, mine was much more than that.

Just librarian

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Oh, yours was only $50?

I see, okay

As a matter of fact it was.

I was intending

to buy the Keystroke for the Macintosh and after the experience
with this one, they certainly aren't going to get my business for
it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I don 1 t know if they yet ha,re

refined the Keystroke program.
Next we have Mr. William Selden from the Selden Company.
Mr. Selden.
MR. WILLIAM SELDEN:
very much.

I am William Selden.

Thank you

My background well-qualifies me to testify concerning

Assemb~y.--BiU

-1-S.o..:7-.

I

st.a~d

working

wi~-int--±1~9~5-44....-.--

During the decade, I was a member of IBM's programming research
team.

I was responsible for products and concepts which are
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today's industry standards, notably, autocoder (Macro assembly
program) and COBOL, and I contributen to the early development of
multiprogramming, multiprocessing technology as well as advanced
applications in word processing and manufacturing design.
J have since headed three companies offering computer

services to the public and selling computer hardware and
software.

As an author and programmer, I have designed and

written widely distributed software.

As a dealer, I have sold

other people's products and as a consultant, I help people solve
~roblems

with computers.

As a consumer, I have found out what

happens when computers go wrong.
Mine was one of more than 40 companies that was sold a
software system that did not work developed by a major computer
manufacturer.

I was one of the few who surv·ived long enough to

bring suit against the manufacturer.
went bankrupt.
precedent.

Several other companies

I won my case, establishing an important

I quote from Judge Bansal's

decision in AccuSystems,

Incorporated and William M. Selden "· Honeywell Information
Systems, No. 8057.10, Southern District of New York, 2/7/84, and
I quote:

" ••• Honeywell pointed out that Selden had prior

computer experience.

Moreover, the court finds that since this

is a dynamically growing industry, Selden's reliance on

-- ----

~ll~ s

representa~

with respect to the-Ph 6

system was reasonable."
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operat±ftn~g---

The point that any buyer has to rely upon vendor
representation has been cited in subsequent litigation and is
very pertinent to Assembly Bill 1507.

Some vendors point out

that it is unfair to hold computers for higher standards of
honesty than other businesses.

Judge Bonsal answered that.

buyers have to rely on vendor's statements.

The

The lesson to be

learned from my lawsuit is that litigation is not a valid remedy
for fraud.

Large corporations can prolong the agony past the

point where most small businesses can continue.
As the winner in a precedent-setting case, the money I
received in settlement did not even repay me what the fraud had
cost me and was further reduced by legal fees and expenses and
the interest on money I had borrowed to keep going.
Even more important than the loss of money were the
years of tension and uncertainty, the stress on my family and the
loss of opportunity to work on other projects.
is all past now.

Fortunately, that

My purpose here today is one I've had

throughout my career1 to realize the potential of computers to
work efficiently for people.
The 1985 bankruptcy rate in the computer industry is
approaching the rate of company startups only a few years ago.
Industry prediction of sales has not materialized because
--------------~0~_:~-~mer_ expect a ~i~n~_<?-~-- p~_rfo~_anc_~-- have -~()t _}?een_met·---------------·-------·--·

Computers are underbought today because they were oversold
yesterday.

Even IBM, which was initially able to secure a large
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market share in part because it is perceived as reliable, is
suffering from the public's general reluctance to take a chance
when everyone knows someone who has bought disappointment along
with the computer.
Computer industry practice puts buyers at the mercy of
vendors.

There's no way to tell in advance what you are buying.

You have to buy a pig in a poke.

Vendors say that with more than

30 thousand programs available and hundreds of new or revised
programs announced each month, it is impossible to know what is
best for each consumer.

It is even more impossible for the

buyers, sophisticated or not, to make a choice.

The most readily

understood phrase in the instructions on most software packages
is, no refund if the wrapper is broken.
But some problems appear only after the system is used.
Accounting programs may not close the books at the year's end the
way you need.

You may find only after well into a program that

your system is too small or that it will not run on your
computer.

It's happened to me.

It's happened to you.

It's happened to all of us.

I heard testimony about a librarian.

I

purchased a librarian program to take care of the upwards of 700
files on

~y

hard disc.

I called them and inquired1 "will it work

with a hard disc?" "Yes".
--------~sue~a~J~,~r-~jscovered

When I got it, after I had broken the

it had a maximum capacity of

less than a seventh of what I needed.
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1~7,

which is

The Software Digest, a software testing service reports
that " .•• a well-known word processing program ran perfectly on a
compatible computer, except that you cannot save a file."
(laughter).

Their $3,000 service has complete information about

word processing.

For $7,500 they cover all areas of

micro-computing.

This sum is clearly ridiculous for the average

buyer quite aside from the time required to wade through a three
foot book shelf of technical reports.

Minimum fairness demands

that the buyer get his money back if the system does not do what
was promised to you directly by the dealer or by advertising.
When an honest mistake or misunderstanding occurs, both parties
share the loss1 the vendor losing his profit and the huyer losing
time and effort spent learning and attemptinq to use the system.
It is not proposed to refund the customer's money just because
there is a better system on the market next year, if the purchaRP
included hardware and the dealer can offer no other reasonably
priced software, which is what the dealer promised on that
machine, then the dealer should take the machine back, also.
In ordPr to prevent lost ground, lost sales and lost
confidence of consumers, the computer industry must narrow the
gap betwPen consumer's expectations for a specific product and
its capabilities.
________if:__the

Some relief must be provided for the customer

~_roduc ~ oe~---~_ot per f.~ rm ~!: omised.

Shirley'n statement.
Week.

You mentioned Jon

I noticed an article in September 74th, PC

One of their experts, a technical editor, was running a

-
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copy of microsoft access, trying it out.

Suddenly, we were

assembled with an error message that struck fear into our hearts.
"Internal security violation."
fruit."

"The tree of evil bears bitter

"That crime does not pay."

"The Shadow knows."

And

finally the punch line, trash in the program disc, since the
program disc was a hard disc, this was no laughing matter.
Microsoft's response was unsatisfactory.

Don't worry about it,

it really doesn't do any damage.
The State of California is addressing this problem for
itself by planning an approved computer store where state
agencies can purchase computers with confidence because the
dealer and the stock will have been checked out.

AB 1507 will

extend protection to the rest of us by providing an incentive to
vendors to become truly knowledgeable about what they are
selling, to make sure that the proposed system meets the buyers
needs and to stand behind the sale, once completed.
As a fringe benefit, and remember this, 1507 will give
an advantage to local business over out-of-state mail order
firms.

But the most important effect will be to establish

confidence and trust between the buyer and the seller which will
increase the potential market for small, innovative new
manufacturers of hardware and software.

----WiJ.l benefit in two ways.
California industry.

The people of California

Computers and soft'llll'are are our major

Any steps to increase confidence and

thereby create more sales, will help this important California
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industry.

More computer sales would be selected and installed

and these systems will better match user needs.

This will

increase the efficiency of California and industry, especially
the small businesses which are the special concern of this
committee.
To repeat, AB 1507 is not simply a bill to take money
out of vendors pockets, it is a bill to benefit the vendors as
well as the buyers.

I thank you very much, Assemblywoman Molina,

members of the Legislature and press1 ladies and qentlemen.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
Mr. Saner.

Thank you Mr. Selden.

Is that correct?

He is not here.

Next we have

How about Mr.

McCauley, okay.
MR. BARNEY McCAULEY:

As a user and producer of software

and president of a 700 memory PC user group, we have noticed
buying software is different than purchasing other products.
warranty in software guarantees absolutely nothing.

The

The

advertising promises miracles while the guarantees protect the
software producer, not the consumer.

After reading

advertisements and listening to computer salesmen you would think
every product could produce miracles.
Most computer retailers really only know about three
software products; a spreadsheet program, a data based system and
a _wo.rd_ pr.o.cessing_prog.ram..

.That-iS- rea.lly all--the time-the¥ ha.ve

to learn these rather complex tools.

-
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On rare occasions, the salesperson may have some
knowledge about the software packages, but this shrink-wrap
package on software creates a ridiculous situation.

Once you

take the plastic off a key disc, you have agreed to all sorts of
terms.

The average program may take one or two weeks just to

learn how to see a software tool work.

A new user may take

months to learn a new software tool, so you can see that if you
open this package, you agree to all sorts of terms or license
agreement.

You don't even have to sign on the dotted line to be

committed to terms for use of their product.
It would be interesting to notice that if new car
dealers would put a piece of tape on their hood with the
statement that in effect, if you open the hood, you agree to all
sorts of terms.

I'm sure no one would buy it.

My suggestion is that the software packages charging
more than $75 to $100 should be considered professional software
and public domain software should be excluded from this.

Also,

this professional software should come with a set of professional
warranties.

This warranty should include an audit hy a number of

independent software professionals that certify the product,

do~s

indeed, produce certain results.
The term "softwnre professional" does create a small
problem.

Doctors, lawyers, engineers all have certification

programs.
consultant.

Absolutely anyone can call himself a computer
This profession has grown rapidly over the years and
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now we are beginning to see it level off.

It is time now to take

a look at some academic or testing standards for computer
professionals.
In conclusion, software warranties relieve the software
producer from any responsibility, even if it is the fault of the
product.

If their product was able to do damage to you, the

warranty has covered the software producer and not the user at
all.

As an example of this, these "as is" software warranties, I

might state I have at least ten or 15 packages sitting on my home
shelf absolutely doing nothing.

Those were purchased with those

warranties and really, once you purchase them and open the
shrink-wrap package, you have already voided the warranty.
I might also state that there are several people that probably
are not here today who have actually bought systems and put them
in their closet to save themselves the embarrassment of trying to
figure out what to do with them.
So with those two examples, I conclude with my remarks.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you very much, Mr. McCauley.

Next, we have Mr. Richard Provenza who is representing the Santa
Rosa Chamber of Commerce.
MR. RICHARD PROVENZA:

Yes, I am.

The Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce is a general business
or-ganization-

o ~ a~ma-t-ely

1-6-0-0----member-s.

And we-

:N:fld

ourselves in the situation of having both the major computer
manufacturers a member, many small computer dealers, and many
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more small business consumers.

So we've really kind of run the

gamut.
Today, I'd like to focus on the small business consumer.
In our government review committee that looked at AB 1507 we
found a particular problem.

We had three members of our

committee who were directly involved in litigation over software
packages that had never performed as they were supposed to.
of them was a surveyor: another one was an engineer.

One

They, at a

point, wanted us to look at what needs to be in a piece of
legislation that would give the consumer a little bit of a clout.
And that's, today, what I would briefly like to go into.
Under AB 1507, if litigation

'~as

necessary and the buyer

prevails, the buyer would be entitled to reasonable attorney fees
and any necessary litigation expense.

We felt that this was

critical and important in any element of legislation because
currently, unless an individual is prepqred to invest four or
five thousand dollars at minimum, he or she is not likely to be
able to prevail in a suit.

Most of the time when the computer

problems (at least in our organization) were under 10 or 15
thousand dollars, the people found that once they hired an
attorney, paid the court costs, gone through the battle, spent
maybe six months to trace somebody down who has since gone out of
business and secure a judgment: they basically found that it
wasn't worthwhile.

Many of the potential suits are never filed,

and there's no other process to redress their grievances.

-
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At least if, and this goes along with my second point,
the claimant has proven a loss, he should be able to recover the
entire amount of actual damages that he's out which is the
attorney's fees.
he's out.

If

And he should be able to recover what it is

thi~

software package failed, and if he's out X

amount of dollars, because he's had a problem in his business, he
has a cost of securing the judgment, a.nd the real proven cost
that he can show he's out of pocket, because something was
guaranteed to work to him and ended up not working, no one would
resolve the dispute for him and he was forced to go into court,
he should bP. able to be compensated for this.
We think that these are important measures, that the
consumer really needs to be given clout in this kind of a
measure.
We talked with one of our computer

dealer~,

Mr. Morey

Mawson who appeared before the committee prior to this time.

One

of the things that he does in his business regularly is when
somP.one's leaving or just about to conclude a sale, he asks the
individual, "Wha.t do you feel?

I want you to tell me what I've

represented to you, that this product can do."
The person then tells Morey what exactly it is that they
understand.

So when they conclude their sale agreement, they're

-----------~oth u11d..:...erstandi~

the same

thi~

He's told them_ what__he________._______ _

believes this package or this particular piece of hardware can
do.

And the person who's going to use it understands that in

return.
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We would like to see, perhaps, this somehow formalized,
a way of perhaps requiring the buyer and the seller to have some
kind of a written agreement 'ihere they discuss and put on paper
what the buyer has represented to the seller in terms of
expectations. We recommend a

cl~arer

understanding between the

two of them during the sale process.
One of the problems that we found with small business
people is the expectations they come into the store with.

Most

of their information has been through magazine articles or from
friends or relat:hres.

And even though they may read some

descriptions they're not really capable of understanding a lot of
the technical aspects of the computer.

And they only have the

reliance on that dealer to straighten out
misconceptions.

som~

of those

And we feel that this might go a ways toward

dcdng this.
In essence, we feel for a consumer protection measure
that the reasonable cost of attorney's fees are extremely
important, that the buyer, the claimant, should be able to
recover all the actual costs that they're out of pocket in the
time it takes to right the situation, and that we should have
som~

kind of a more formalized agreement between the buyer and

the seller so that they understand what the seller's represented
to the buy er.

Thank y ou.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you.

-
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We have one additional witness who's not here yet.

But

he should be arriving shortly, flying in from Colorado.
Let me begin by clarifying a point.

I know that many of

you in the audience, as well as the witnesses here, have read the
bill and its beginning process of setting up a series of consumer
protections.

But I think it's interesting how bills, how these

various products are marketed -- you have to tear open the shrink
wrap and then you really find out what you have.
I think it's important to kind of review that or
recognize and understand that.

I think that the industry, for

the most part, doesn't understand, or at least doesn't recognize
it as a problem.

And I thought maybe some of you might elaborate

that if, in fact, you got some kind of, let's say a label, that
went on to the shrink wrap, that talked about the kinds of
warranties that this had up front, whether, in fact, you would
make a purchase.

I notice that in the Jazz ad, which is the

integrated system that is being sold now, there's a, and was in
the Wall Street Journal, that talked about how they advertised
the Jazz system and talked about how it was going to be capable
of word processing, worksheet, graphics, database and
communications, how all together you now have a package that
would help you with decisions, better decisions, faster
decisions.

It said that with Jazz, you can write reports,

letters, memos; analyze trends, and develop forecasts; keep track
of all your files and records; and communicate with other
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computers.

Whether you use all the functions or just one to get

the job done, Jazz may be the only software program you'll ever
need.
That was the representation from the advertisement.
Here's what it said once you opened up
inside:

th~

shrink wrap on the

"Although Lotus has tested this software and has

reviewed the documentation, Lotus makes no warranty or
representation, either expressed or implied, with respect to this
software, its quality, performance, merchantability, or fitness
for a particular purpose.

As a result, this software is licensed

'as is,' and you, as a licensee, are assuming the entire risk as
to its quality and performance."
So I think the issue here that we're addressing
this a fair statement?
the industry is

is~

is

And if, in fact, it's a statement that

promoting~

should they not put that on the

outside label and let the consumer know beforehand; before he
puts down his $50, to $600 to $700, for a piece of software?
Let me ask you as consumers who have been out there
purchasing~

do you think t.hat that would have created a kind of

remedy for you from the very beginning if you would have had
up-front information as to what the, the consumer protections
were on a particular product?
-

--

MR. WICKS:

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Right.

You think that that

I think so, yes.

-
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0
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

What kind -- would that have created

a freeze on your part from the standpoint of purchasing the
product, or what would that have done?

What kind of reaction

would that have created?

0

MR. WICKS:

Well, I think, as for myself, a reaction

would be that, if the product didn't do precisely what the
advertising said it would do for me -- and I haven't even seen
the Jazz package yet, but I've seen the ads for it -- it says a
saying that may be the only program you'll ever need, sounds like
a boldface lie on top of everything there.

0

the world and giving you nothing.

It's like offering

Once you open the package,

you've got this thing that, as Andy Rooney might say, the
loopholes exceed only the legalese.
But it -- I feel, myself, intimidated when I qo into a
dealer and ask for a demonstration because they have their set
pattern and spiel that they go through for a demonstration of a
particular product.

And I would like to try it in my own

environment doing things I'd like to do, to see exactly how this
would work.

That's why I have gone and used copies from other

people to see how that would work.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Mm-hmm.

Sometimes when a dealer starts getting,

talking and hyping the product, going into all the various things
that it's supposed to do, and you try to ask questions, you find
that they sidestep the question.

And the salesperson doesn't
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know, in many cases, exactly how the program does work. · They
just have their own little routine that they qo through.

And,

and I happen to be a person that, that tends to be easily swayed
by certain things.

It's a fault, and I have to live with it.

Therefore, salesmen like this tend to intimidate me, and they
cause me to buy something that I wouldn't buy otherwise if I had
the chance to use it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But you're not necessarily asking

that you be protected from that aspect of it.
MR. WICKS:

Oh, oh, well, yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

(I... aughter)

Well, again, while this law is not

qoing to meet everybody's needs, you're not saying that, that

th~

pressure salesperson -- I mean, that we would regulate that
aspect of it.
MR. WICKS:

Oh, no.

It seems like, that once you get

this package home, after having been -- I wouldn't say pressurP.d
into buying it -- but after having bought it under circumstances
other than what I would feel comfortable with.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Well, how would we define that?

Well, that's a pretty nebulous deal, I'm

sure.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
--------·- --------------------

That's what I'm saying.

I think

-----

that what we can do, and if you look at the bill, it prov i des
certain protections, and those are the actual representations
that are made by either the manufacturer or the seller or the
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0
dealer, that is.

0

I think that the industry fears very much that,

and I'm sure they'll be addressing the issue, are we meeting the
expectntions of the buyPr?

And I don't think that. the intent of

the legislation is for someone to take home a word processing

0

program and think th<'lt. it's going to do their accounting, when in
reality, they just bought a word processing program.
you'r~

think

~R.

r don't

askinq that it should have that kind •••
WICKS:

No, I'm not.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

Okay.

I'm not asking that at all, no.

I'm

jus~

askinq for protection aqainst what they claim will happen and
whc:~t

actually ha.ppens.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLTNA:

0

Which is basically t-.'hat the hi 11

does.
MR. NICKS:

Riqht, right.

distinquishing between an

ac~ounting

I think that I'm capable of
program and a word

processing proqram.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
r-1R. WICKS:

Right.

Howev·er, if the word processing program is

set to work on a range of computers, as this gentleman said, and
on n part.icular computer, it would do everything except save the
files.

Then that's sort of self defeating.
CHAIRWOMAN

MOT~INA:

------=------=---=------=-----·-·-

Right.

has a question.
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Yeah.

Assemblyman Hanniqan

ASSEMBLYMAN TOM HANNIGAN:

Could I just explore a little

further this visit to a dealer to purchase a software program?
And please excuse my ignorance.
software program.

I've never purchased this

So I don't -- I don't have a lot of background

in that area.
Are you able to, or is there a demonstration given of
that program on the site of the dealer?
MR. WICKS:

Well •••

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

I mean, even if you feel

intimidated by some of the activity, do they put a program into a
computer and try to demonstrate to you how it would suit your
needs?
MR. WICKS:

Yes.

Now what I've seen are dealers who

have their particular copy, their own copy of their particular
package
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. WICKS:

Right.

••• that their salespeople are extensively

trained on and •••
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. WICKS:
particular package.

Uh-huh.

••• maybe one person is the guru of that
And you go in there.

Many places, they like

you to make an appointment if you're going to have a
------ - - - - - - - - - -

demonstration.
Okay.

They will bring this out and they have their

demonstration computers, and they'll plug it in and run it
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0

through its paces.

0

There are also packages which come with a

demonstration program which many dealers use.
constantly running.

Sometimes they're

It's a flashy new program that may have this

on it, and they'll put this on to a computer where people who

0

walk in can see this.

It runs through its paces.

It requires

absolutely no, or very little, action on the part of the buyer to
know how this thing works.

•

It's an automatically running series

of screens •
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

So you go in and indicate what

your needs are7 and you think there's a program on the market;

0

you've read it in an advertisement; or somebody's told you about
it; you thlnk it meets your needs; you describe in some detail
what they are; and they demonstrate how it will or will not meet

0

your needs.

Then if you make the purchase, you walk out of the

establishment with a program that's in a shrink wrap.
break that shrink wrap, you have bought the farm.

And if you

There's no

is there some case law, or how, how did we arrive at this notion
that breaking the shrink wrap is tantamount to taking the •••
MR. WICKS:

That's a very good question.

I'd like to

find out.
MR. SELDEN:

There's --with respect to the shrink wrap,

my understanding,· sir, is that there are -- the State of
State of Illinois have passed bills that
obligate the user.

The other 48 states, the question is pretty

much up for grabs.

And there is no, I gather, no really clear,

-
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clearly defined case that has gone through on case law jn that
matter.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Hannigan, as I understand the

way the law is structured, and maybe Mr. Elbrecht can respond a
thi~

little bit more, what we have, and why we have a problem in

state, is that computers and its software are not protected now
undP.t· any of our present California Consumer Protections.
rely on the Uniform CommP.rC'i.al Code which c:tllows
any warranty.

So

con~equently,

th~m

They

to disclaim

they use thRt as their mechanism.

Once you purchase, once you open up your manual, or ,.,hatever
package, and vou'll read-- and I gave you a copy-- of that "as
js" lanquaqp that's in there which automatically tells you, y0u
bought it as js.

And maybe Richard

ASSEMRLYMAN HANNIGAN:

But you -- the situation you

described would suggest that there are times when you purchasea
the program, hreak the shrink wrap, only then to find this ljst
of disclaimers.

It's not ••.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's the only way that you will

find that list of disclaimers.
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNJGAN:

Do the dealers tell you that if

you break this shrink wrap you've bought thP. package?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No.

At least I have not heard of

any denier that tells you that.
MR. SELDEN:

It's we 1 1 knm'ln in the indust rv, anvway.

ASSEMBI.. YMAN HANNIGAN:

Yeah.
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MR. SELDEN:

0

question is:

I don't think that's the question.

The

What does it say?

There's a case in, I understand, in litigation, in
Louisiana where a firm in Toronto, Canada, which has its

0

interesting aspects, is being sued for a hundred million dollars
on the grounds that it tried to figure out how this software
program worked in violation of the shrink-wrap agreement not to
try to find out how the program worked.

How that will come out,

nobody knows as it's not had its first discovery action, I
understand.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Hannigan, the other thing that's

interesting about this in regard to the protection again is you
buy a piece of software that lists certain capabilities1 that is,
you can accomplish certain tasks.

What's interesting about it is

that the industry has gone as far as to put out products that, in
reality, they have not tested.
In other words, they will make certain claims, and yet,
when you put it to that actual use, you will find that it does
not do that.

You go back to either your seller or your

manufacturer and the response is:

Our software has bugs.

Right now the industry, for the most part, is saying you
cannot develop bug-free software so that, consequently, you're
------ -----stucKwi t-11- Tt:----------- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MR. SELDEN:

I believe that it is a generally accepted

-- that it can be proven, that you cannot make a software that
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-----

has no bugs in it.

And I'm sure that it is generally accepted in

the industry that any piece of software you get will have buqs in
it.

The question is whether they're serious, which is not a

yes-and-no answer.

And more particularly, the question is:

Will

the manufacturer fix them promptly and effectively?
Beamon Potter in Harrison, New York, has a guarantee
that says, "if this software you bought does not work the way I
said it would for five years, I'll fix it."

And when you dPal

with them, they say, "if you have any problems, please call us
right away: we'll fix it."
That is a point of view of one company.
Other companies who feel they are beleaguered and
plagued by

~hieves

who are stealinq copied, protected

sof~ware,

stealing their product, protect themselves against thieves.
Thjeves get around anyway.

They break the copy protection.

Rut

honest people get seriously injured.
Many of the problems of software come with the schemes
for copy protection.

And the fact that copy protection depends

on some idiosyncrasy, the machine -- if your machine is slightly
different from the one that they -- software is checked out on -the idiosyncrasies may be different.
enormous prohlcms.

And that does cause

Often, the problem surfaces after you've

ns~d

the software.
If the year-end closinq in your accountinq

sys~em

doesn't work, you won't find that out in the demonstration.
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If

0
anything, it is related to volume.

If you have a word processor

that works for a 10-page letter, and you're trying a 12-page
brief, and it loses the last two pages, okay.

But you won't find

that out sitting in the dealer's room and trying it.

0

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

I agree with that.

determine how frequent the situation is.

I'm trying to

You just don't either

adequately describe your problem, or that whoever is selling to
you, doesn't understand your problem, and so this mismatch causes
you to purchasP something that doesn't work.

I mean, I don't

think it's black and white that, you know, because you bouqht a
program and it didn't do what you wanted it to do, that it's
necessarily the dealer's fault.

It may be just an inability to

communicate comprehensively and it didn't work.
On the other hand, those cases where it appears that
they don't provide warranties, that they don't back up claims
they make, that's a clear case where there's a need for
legislation to protect the consumer.

But I don't think you can

protect the consumer in every situation.
MR. SELDEN:

I think there are many cases when there is

a genuine misunderstanding.

The question is, when there is a

genuine misunderstanding; is the entire financial burden to rest
on the buyer?

I mean, the software may cost $20 to make a copy

-----------orit--;-and -they sell for $500; an honest misunderstanding, it
doesn't work, is the consumer to be out $500 or the dealer or the
manufacturer out $15?

-

D
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
misrepresentations.

We do have quite a range of

The bill does not go as far as it may need

to although I think that it might need to be better defined, in
saying that the product has to meet the expectations of the
buyer.

All the bill says is that it must meet the expectations

as the manufacturer/seller advertises its product.
So that even if you have, let's say, a person who buys a
word processing program and takes it home and even though there
were certain capabilities that it

outlined~

if that person, the

one who purchased it, went home and wanted to do other kinds of
things, they would not be protected because we do have all
various ranges.

And some of it is not misrepresentation.

Some

of it is just a misunderstanding on the part of the consumer.
And that's why we need to develop some kind of process where we
have a little bit more accountability at both ends.

I don't

think it just rests exclusively with the manufacturer.
Let me ask a question again, as a consumer.

When you, I

guess that when you purchased your product -- and I'm talking
about -- I know that when I purchased my product, I bought it
when I was making this $10,000 investment --

th~t

I was getting

certain -- I just made an assumption about certain protections.
You're not talking about just buying a used kind of car or
anything else.

We're

talk~ng

about something that you bouqht

brand new from a reputable company.

And so you automatically

determine -- feel -- that there's some kind of standing behind a
particular product that you purchase.
-
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0

Let me ask you as consumers, did you feel that?

0

you now have a different attitude?

And do

Since all of you are not just

first-time buyers, it seems like you're still involved in
venturing into computers and continuing to purchase software and

0

hardware.

Did you enter into that particular market with that

kind of feeling or sense?
MR. McCAULEY:

I think I'd like to address that.

A lot of the user groups are actually doing very well.
Our user group has more than doubled in members because of the
thing that people want to get together and talk to each other and
say, gee what's going on here; what's good and what's bad?

And

probably the biggest conversation is on what can we purchase that
works?

Because no longer do I purchase software unless four

people tell me it works.

That's just the way I work.

user group I can do that.

In a big

But I wait until that happens.

No

longer do I go out and purchase it the first day it's out because
there are just too many times it comes out disappointing, and
those kind of things occur.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. McCAULEY:

But
Mm-hmm.

That has been one technique I've used.

And I think a lot of people in our group are making sure that
they always check with the members before they go ahead.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You need some affirmation from

someone else who's used the particular program.
MR. McCAULEY:

Yes.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

One of the other things that is

interesting about testing or running consumer tests, is that I
was fascinated when Macintosh presented its test drive.

And I

thought this is exactly what needs to happen in this industry.
You know, you can go in and you even have an opportunity to take
home a Macintosh, and they would permit you to do so.

And then

you went home and you got a chance to practice with it.
What you found is that it was like watchinq television.
You plugged it in; you put it in; and then it only did what they
wanted you to see.
practice with it.

You could not input into it.

You could not

You got to draw which was a lot of fun.

But

the reality was that you were not really doing a test drive.
There was no way you could test its application for your own
personal uses.

So it was also a very misleading test drive

because it really did not have that kind of backup as it
presented itself when they did all of the advertising about take
Macintosh for a test drive.
MR. SELDEN:

Assemblywoman Molina, you mentioned you

would have more trust in a larqe and well-known company.

I

believe that Lotus is the largest software house in the
microcomputer business.
software.

And they surely produce much fine

They're in -- the gentleman showed me the second of

October Wall Street Journal commenting on Lo t us ' t roubl es with
the recent release of Lotus 123.
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And again I quote from the last week's PC Week:

0

•It was

difficult to sympathize with Lotus Development suddenly finding
itself having to recall.

A Beta test user at PC Week had run

into what appears to have been the same bug in his Beta copy of

0

the program two months earlier and then telephoned Lotus
semi-hysterical because some important work was in danger.

He

failed in his attempts to report the bug or to find help because
he was told the production had been stopped two days earlier and
therefore they were no longer supporting the Beta version.

No

amount of pleading, begging, or threatening would work; the Beta
user lost his work and Lotus lost the month.•
I think that says that even the best, well-known, and
generally accepted company sometimes drop a clangor.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. PROVENZA:

Yes.

I might also add on to that -- it was m.y

understanding, and I had to kind of go from ground zero on
dealing with the whole computer issue, that in order to work with
bugs in the system, that you needed to be able to have
code which was something that was protected.

th~

source

And on this

particular Lotus package, it was my understanding that in the
accounting package that they had discontinued (though it's out
with thousands of users), that now the source code is owned by a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------

different person so it's one person with a toll-free number and
that's the person that you call and they work through the bug and
attempt to tell you what you can do about it.

-
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If something

should happen to this person or if he's not available, there's
all those people

'~ith

a potential problem that really have no way

to redress it.
With some of the shakeout in the computer industry
itself, what we have seen is you may buy the package, then the
person's out of business, and then there's not that link to find
out how to solve a problem.

And, you know, we've identified that

one.
Secondly, we don't have that relationship or that kind
of feeling and trust.

There was more of a mood of apprehension

on the part of our members.

Our small business consumers, when

they look at their business, decide maybe there's an appropriate
software package, they have enormous apprehension because of the
problems that they see the other people around them having which
is the possibility of ending up in litigation over it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

One last question of consumers.

Have any of you found any remedy

no,~,

under the present

law, other than Mr. Selden filing his lawsuit?
MR. PROVENZA:
MR. SELDEN:

No, only court action.
Court action.

Court action is not

recommended from my point of view.
CHAIRtvOMAN MOLINA:

But right now, you've not been able

to go back to that seller and return any k1nd of product and qet
any kind of remedy now?

-
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0
MR. WICKS:

0

In the two cases that I mentioned in my

statement here, I haven't heard anything.

One has been pending

for over two months now.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WICKS:

0

So •••

So there have been no redresses from one

company into the other company.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And agajn, do you find that when you

call a company that there is a Consumer Affairs division or
there's some group, person, or individual you can talk to?

Have

you found anyone like that?
MR. WICKS:

No.

It's usually, we'll send you to the

Tech Support Department.
MR. McCAULEY:

You have to be able to sit on the

telephone for 15 or 20 minutes while you're put on hold and
usually they're long distance phone calls, so that's a last try,
b~cause

it's not the first way we tried, because of the expense

involved.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I know that in my dealings with

Apple, I found or was surprised to hear that they had no consumer
affairs department or person or anything.

I was referred to the

Public Relations people to address my problem.

And they knew n

lot about marketing but they didn't know a damn thing about
~se--4~

interesting. -------------------------

MR. SELDEN:
is the Source Code.

I think that one of the problems addressed
When you buy mainframe software from IBM,
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'IBM will sell you the Source Code.

In the case of many small

computer systems, the firm is a publisher and somebody, an
individual or entrepreneur or a two or three men company actually
wrote the software.

And while there's some kind of contractual

relationship, Ashton-Tate does not, I believe, have the Source
Code for Framework.

It belongs to Foremost or someone or other.

So you can't get, - the publisher - you got buying from the
dealer.

He buys from a publisher or distributor buys from the

publisher.

The publisher doesn't have the Source Code even.

It

belongs to an individual author who the publisher is representing
and the name of the individual author, you see a copyright by
somebody, that isn't the guy I bought if from, and that's
probably where the Source Code is.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right.

Is Mr. Havermale here?

Mr. Havermale, will you come up and join us?

This is the

consumer that carne in all the way from Colorado, we want to make
sure he has some input for the hearing.

Yes, just sit down.

Go

ahead, Mr. Haverrnale, do you have some testimony that you would
like to provide?
MR. NEIL HAVERMALE:
bill is immense.

The controversy created by this

I work in a vertical market of agriculture and

entered into it initially as a consultant in the use of computers
and farm records.

That was about four years ago.

1rne,

out of some consulting work I had been doinq for some ranchers,
we carne across a number of ag packaqes that claimed to be

-
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agricultural software, and out of that grouping of software

0

packages we solicited and looked at, I picked out one that I
thought had more agriculture than just plain bookkeeping for tax
purposes.
Over time I eventually worked into a place that I became

0

a distributor for this company.

The company is actually located

in Canada, so there was an additional border that we had to deal
with.

In the interim, they had also been developing their own

marketing arm in the United States out of Illinoi.s, and now in
Des Moines.

Because I would suggest, it was probably

personalities and not so much a chanqe of overall policy at
Homestead in Canada I started running intn conflict with this
side of the border.
basic code.

We are increasingly finding problems i.n the

For example, one of the dilemmas I had to deal with

was we were supposedly ahle to handle 99 fields, individual crop
fields and in reality when you sat down and started hacking at
the software, it would stop at 29.

Well, going back to the

original authors in Canada, I always found a helpful ear.

If

this was in the domain of an emergency problem, they would go the
extra mile to ensure success with these users.
the business policies on the

u.s.

Unfortunately,

side increasingly were trying

to close this door and to put this exclusion of warranty and
f1tness b etween myself and our users that I was trying to
develop.

As a result, we kind of carne into some

loggerhead~.

This fellow is no longer with the compnny and now, again, they're
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charting a new course and one of them is, they're trying to
provide a 30 day guarantee on a license.

If you take it home and

you can't make it perform in accordance to the farm problem that
you have, we will work with you and try to refund the money.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Now, is this a Canadian company or

the American company?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Well, this was a license that was

originally designed for both Canada and the United States.
the

u.s.

Now

arm of the business does not have the Source Code that

you have been talking about.

Therefore, any user that has a

problem come up, we have to appeal all the way to Canada and
increasingly, I was getting in a position where the only ones
that I could talk to about these problems on the
the

u.s.

u.s.

side was

so-called arm and they were slowly trying to fold the

doors back closed on trying to take care of us.

I think we've

rectified that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
product.

Let me ask a question about the

You said that it represented that it had 99 fields and

it only had 29?
MR. HAVERMALF:
we come up

a~ainst

Well, that's been rectified again.

When

these obvious errors on their part, they've

always been helpful.
--------------------ccjHLA~IIRRWW~O~MAaaN~MMnO~L~l~NnA\:::--ssoo~wrcans~tthhEe~pnz~o~b~lleemm~i~n~t~h~ee-~u~s~e~a~ssp~e~c~t~-

nf it or in the actual product?

-
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MR. HAVERMALE:

The dilemma that I had faced is that I

was going out and talking to farmers and saying, we do 99 fields.
Well, in reality, they sat down and found out it did 29.

Now, if

we had to deal explicitly within the domain of the warranties and

0

whatnot, that came with the software, there was no hope for the
user.

I mean, he's bought it nas is" and essentially, that's the

way it went.

Later on once they get picked up and if the company

wants these things off the street, if they are having troubles,
farmers are notorious about talking to each other, so you appeal
to them to take good care of their farmers.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Did they correct the situation so

that there were 99 fields available in the software, itself?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Eventually we got that straightened out.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

How long did that take, more or

less?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Oh, to recall that particular one, I

would suspect it was on the order of five weeks
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Five weeks •••

MR. HAVERMALE:

and some other products came down

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So it was an upgrade.

with it.

MR. HAVERMALE:
ave is feedlots.

Right.

One of the larger problems I

For example, where you have ten thousand head

of animals that are standing out there at 600 pounds and you're
hooked onto a record keeping system in terms of the way you do
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your marketing, the way you service your clients that put the
cattle in the feedlots; that if these systems collapse, there's
millions of dollars involved.

You know, a change in the market

overnight can alter the way they look at their business as well
as the bankers look at them.
I think one of the dilemmas posed by your legislation is
that you're trying to place the dealer in a position of liability
as well.

I'm not as certain in our case, agriculture, that that

is well-founded as it may be deemed for say, Framework or word
processing software because of the unique requirements of having
an agricultural science included with these record systems.
CHAIRWO~~N

regard to that.

MOLINA:

Let me ask you a question with

You're considered pretty much, what, a dealer?

MR. HAVERMA!,E:

Excuse me?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. HAVERMALE:

You would be considered a dealer?

Yes, because now I fall

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Because you

MR. HAVERMALE:

in a dealer framework

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Why, because basically you're a

consultant to the agricultural community, right?

But, you market

or at least you sell products that are manufactured by someone
else, so consequently you would probably be defined as a dealer.

------

MR. HAVERMALE:

Correct.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right.

Let me ask you a

question with regard to this software that you're talking about.
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If, in

fact~

the representations made to you by the manufacturer

of this software was that it did have 100 fields, you would go
out and market this product or sell this product with that kind
of capability.

If it only had 29 fields and even though you were

out there making representation to farmers that it had 100, who
should be liable?
~1R.

HAVERMAI.E:

knowlPd9e base.

Well, again, I can only speak on my

In the case where we had something that would be

deemed an emergency error, meaning that the software
hung up and it was obviously our dilemma.

WRS

either

Then I believe

HomestP.ad, the Canadian side of the firm was very

inter~sted

in

finding these problems bP.cause that's just helpful to everybody
j

nvol 'Jed and we're nof- trying to put agricul tun~ out of business:

we're trying to help it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
understand this correctly.

Wait a minute.

I'm trying to

You're saying that this partic11lar

product was out there being marketP.d and Homestead, which is the
company, did not know about this as a problem?
MR. HAVERMALE:

I can't talk for Homestead.

CHAIRNOMAN MOLINA:

All right, do they represent to you

that they didn't know about that problem, a.nd they appreciated
your giving them that information?
MR. HAVERMALE:

1 had access to the programmers.

would suggest a user has a little harder time finding a
programmpr in any one of these outfits.
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I

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

How did your clients feel about

being the guinea pigs for this particular program and how much
did they invest in that process of being test rats for them?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Well, I wouldn't call them test rats.

I

would suggest this, that what I've learned in this business is
that there are two important pieces of supportive software; one
is called testing the product prior to sale and you can never
test the thing ultimately because you deal with hundreds,
potentially thousands of users.

The other side of the coin,

then, is the maintenance of that software and a lot of things
fall into that.

One is repair of fatal errors that are

absolutely in the domain of the software house.

The others fall

in and predominately are called the wish list software, that
everybody who uses a product comes up and says, I wish it did
that.

Now, are those errors?

Well, according to that particular

farm, trying to deal with those particular problems, it does not
fit his farm, okay, but in the same breath, we're very
interested, at least in my consulting business, and I feel now
that I have a little better working arranqement with the
Homestead people, that down the path that we're going to solicit
this information backwards, because there's a lot of common good
sense at the farmer level as well.

Now, how do you balance out

what 1s a f ata l error in t he domain of a liability issue for the
company that produced the product and what is an enhancement in
terms of making the software more usable to the user?

-
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All I can

claim is that we're all learning it a bit.

Nobody's really

computerized agriculture before and I think there's some flaws in
trying to hammer the dealer by saying, we want you to take up the
responsibility of testing these products.

In the case of

agriculture, there's a well-established testing procedure for
many agriculture technologies.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
any kind of testing.

The legislation does not deal with

The legislation presently says, that any

representation that dealers make to the buyer of the product they
will be held liable for it.

Hopefully, that dealer is not making

any further representations than the manufacturer of the product
that you're selling.
MR. HAVERMALE:

That is a key and the problem is in

trying to be immediately so smart in agriculture that I am not
only intelligent in the accounting principles but that I have to
deal with the genetic background that stands behind the herd
records and the crop histories.

Then you're saying I need to be

an expert in all fields of agriculture.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I would not say that, but if you

certainly make a representation to a farmer that you, a
consultant or a dealer that specifically deals with that
particular industry, more than likely I am buying your expertise
or rel1ance.

Now, 1r-you make a m1srepresentation to that and

the · only thing you know is about growing turnips and I am in the
cattle business, then obviously you've made a misrepresentation
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to me.

I don't think that in the legislation as it's outlined

now that we ask the dealer to go above and beyond the
representations that they wish to make.

That's why it's

important to clarify that it doesn't go beyond that and if it
does, I would be interested in hearing how the lanquaqe that's
presently built into 1507 goes beyond that.

Because riqht nm·1,

it only includes those representations that you, yourself, make
that are beyonn the representations of the manufacturer or t:he
publisher of that software has made.

We don't want to hoJn them

responsible for something that you're going out and marketing and
then go hack and hold thP. manufacturer liable when, in fact, you
made the representation.
MR. HAVERMALR:

Well, again, I believe it comes back to

good faith that we assume that these products come in and that
they do work and that they have been tested, okay.
to lead up to something here.
very well established

I was trvinq

In agriculture at least, there's a

testin~

procedure for agricultural

technologies through our land grants schools and our extension
services.

Now to appeal to an unbiased firm and sav, test the

scjence on this, we're trying to sell things that are coming out
in black boxes,

(which has been an unfortunate characterization

of some of the products in agriculture,) that I wouln openly do
that and

I'v~

tried to solicit this assistance to get an unbiasen

estimator to help us work on these problems.

Now agriculture is

unique in that we have this facility we can hopefully draw on.

-
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Now the other firms, whether or not there is an in-place
t~,

Underwriters Laboratory, that helps evaluate some of these

products prior to them going into the field, that's something I
think will come out of

this~

whether there is a need for that.

I

personally would like to solicit the State of California to get
its agricultural colleges to get more involved in this because we
have lots of agriculture hanging on a thread to begin with and to
throw a ratty piece of software into them is just another dilPrnrna
that they don't need.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Absolutely.

There is a group that

will be testifying later on, the International Bureau of Software
Test, which is developing a mechanism for that kind of testing.
We'll be hearing from them.
Let me ask you a question on reliance.
talking about an informal use of this.

Aga.in, we're not

You're talking about a

business person, basically, who has bought n piece of hardware or
software that he's going to rely on as a tool for profit and for
carrying out their business.

Right now, what kind of reliance or

guarantee do many of the people who are your clients or other
people out there, what kind of reliance do they have now
available to them:
MR. HAVERMALE:
---the-~lems

All levels of reliance.

I think one of

-i-s- that every dealer is a unique person and somE" of

those people go a long way to help satisfy any dilemmas that
come.

Then there are others who do a perfect job of excluding as
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much or exteriorizing the costs of doing business with those
users.

I would sugqest that doing business in downtown San Diego

and trying to sell ag software is a little different than if
you're in Tulare County talking to farmers.

That's a dilemma as

a one-time distributor product that I had to deal with that many
want to sell products, especially in the vertical markets.
Aqain, I talk about agriculture which is a very small vertical
market, hut a very specialized one.
need for a computer.
vendor.

They have a client who has a

They are possibly the most local hardware

Okay, I look at that and I think here's a good

situation.

The hardware can be taken care of.

Hopefully we can

cover the software via long distance because he's not an ag
expert.

He doesn't know a pig from a poke, you might say.

how do you take care of that?

And

Do you give that individual the

same rights and responsibilities who will just essentially put
you on to a client and say, I've heard of this product, we've
read about it, we have a demo in-house that's a year and a half
old and it hasn't been updated because the operator or the dealer
showed no interest in the market and we did not update him.
There's a lot of potential problems, here, that could stifle nur
industry.

At the same time, I believe that there should be some

tightening as well, because I've had the problems identified in
-------

- --------

your legislation.

We've solved all of them.

own conclusion on taking care of the user.

We've come to our
It's a little more

scary to think suddenly, now, a year after we install something

- so -

0

that we may have to repay that user after he's gotten all the

0

benefit he needs out of it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
with regard to this.

Let me ask you a question, then,

If you, right now, are the middle person,

right, because you've got your client over here and there's
probably some manufacturer out there, do you provide a warranty
protection for your client?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Right now?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. HAVERMALE:

Do you sell to him as is?

Yes.

I do as a response to some of the

activities here as well as in Illinois that I'm aware of, that
this is something I've been counseled that is part of potentially
doing business in this industry, especially on the casework.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You've been in business for four

years and you're just now started selling as is?
MR. HAVERMALE:

No, we've had - I've expressed and

licensed the Homestead "license", okay, that's an as is license
with originally a 30-day return policy on it, that we'll take
care of it if you demonstrate a hole in it in 30 days, okay.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay, in this particular product,

you sell it with a 30 day warranty?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Correct.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, so you don't -really sell

as is?
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MR. HAVERMALE:

Well, you know, again it becomes a

dilemma as the software house and with me being intermediate.
The phone calls come to me first about a complaint or a problem.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
middle person, okay?
the product as is?

No, I've asked you, you're the

Do you sell your product or do you market
Do you make any warranty to your client?

MR. HAVERMALE:

Do I?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. HAVERMALE:

Yes.

I make a warranty that as a consultant

to them, I will help them.

That's as far as I go.

We execute a

signed license on the software.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But again, you make a warranty that

you're a support system, right?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Correct.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But you don't make a warranty on the

product?
MR. HAVERMALE:

Well, I assume that by us selling it,

there is an additional implied warranty that I have been
cautioned to be knowledgeable about.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Right now if I were to sue you

because you sold a product to me, could you be held liable?
MR. HAVERMALE:

I don't want -- I couldn't comment on

that, I have no idea how a court would ..•
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Again, did you make a warranty to

me?
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MR. HAVERMALE:

A warranty?

I can provide the warranty

that I've been obligated to execute.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
Haver.male.

Okay, all right.

Thank you Mr.

Next we have Mr. Robert Booth from Hewlett Packard

and the American Electronics Association, Mr. Ric Giardina, from
MicroPro International Corporation, also AEA, I'm sorry,
representing ADAPSO, Mr. Ralph Godfrey, also representing Hewlett
Packard, Mr. Ronald Braithwaite representing Rising Star
Industries and Mr. Gordon Mustain representing Rising Star.
MR. ROBERT BOOTH:
Robert Booth.

Let me introduce myself.

My name is

I'm a senior attorney with Hewlett Packard Company

in Palo Alto, which is a large California Manufacturer.

We

employ about 25,000 employees in the state.
I'm appearing today on behalf of the American
Electronics Association, which is also headquartered in Palo
Alto, which represents approximately 1500 electronic
manufacturers through the gamut of electronic products,
computers, instruments, software, et cetera.
To my left is Ralph Godfrey, I'll briefly introduce him
and then he can go into more, who is the commercial products
Sales Manager for Hewlett Packard in the

u.s.

I thought it would

be helpful to have a business perspective from a manufacturer's

pcr:tnt----or view amr-hl:ft-s-atso here appearing--on--:oenalf o r m . - - CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Right.
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MR. BOOTH:

Then Mr. Giardina is the Executive Director

and General Counsel of MicroPro which is a California corporation
in San Rafael and they ·are makers of software products.

He's

appearing today on behalf of ADAPSO, but will give and round out
the manufacturer's side of things.
I think when we initially put our presentation together
we thought it would he helpful to go over the existing law and
then go to how this applies in the hardware side and then move on
to how it applies to the software side.

I can do that, although

if you want me to wait for Mr. Perez, I'd be happy to defer what
I \vas going to say until he gets here, if that is hm-1 you want it
to go.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

It might be worthwhile.

Mr. Booth

is a lawyer and Mr. Perez is a lawyer as \'/ell, and they represent
different sides of a position.

It might be worthwhile, I'd hate

to hold up the hearing for that.
MR. BOOTH:

I'm sort of

tr~·ing

to give a . legal overviet-7

from an unbiased .•.
CHJURWOMAN MOLINA:

I thj nk that would be helpful, why

don't you go ahead?
MR. BOOTH:

I'm not really here to speak on legal

protections for manufacturers, I'm just here to kind of set the
rame"rork of what the law is now and why we feel that 1.t
adequately protects the buyers in California.

-
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Basically, as you indicated earlier in your discussion
with the consumers that were here, the Uniform Commercial Code,
which was enacted in California and the California Song/Beverly
Act which is a consumer protection statute are generally designed
to protect all buyers of products in California.

The Uniform

Commercial Code was enacted about 30 years ago because sellers
and manufacturers were having a very difficult time doing
business across state lines.

They were met with the patchwork of

various statutes and businesses found it very hard to write
contracts and do business transactions that were consistent, so
the Uniform Commercial Code was enacted with lawyers and industry
to try to provide one set of rules for everyone to work from.
However, it was only designed to cover business transactions and
the consumer was specifically excluded.

Consequently, in many

jurisdictions following the enactment of the Uniform Commercial
Code, California is one, the Song/Beverly Act or similar consumer
protections statutes were enacted to handle consumer protection
or handle warranty and other issues from the consumer's side of
things.
If I can turn to the Uniform Commercial Code, basically,
it's difficult to summarize a year's worth of law school training
in two or three minutes, but essentially what it provides as far
as what we're concerned with today, is express warranties are
created if a seller or manufacturer makes a representation about
a product that's material to the product and affects the
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transaction and there are some implied warranties stated in the
statute of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
The statute also provides a series of remedies that are generally
designed to put a purchaser in essentially the same position the
purchaser would have been had they not had a problem with the
product or the warranty had not been breached.
The UCC also envisions that there is a tremendous need
for flexibility in the buy/sell process and so it provides that
although implied warranties may be disclaimed, there is nothinq
in the statute that says expressed

wa~ranties

can be disclaimed.

In fact, it's the prevailing wisdom that express warranties are
not disclaimable if made.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Give me an example of an express

warranty that's not disclaimed now.
MR. BOOTH:

That is not disclaimed?

look at a statement about the product.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well I think - you

If you look at a truck •••

No, with regard to this particular

industry.
MR.

BOOTH~

An express warranty that - I'm trying to

think of a good example - I deal more theoretically than in
reality sometimes.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I know, but sometimes, we as

consumers, we have to actually purchase a product and put it to
application and it's real hard to deal with a lot of theory of
law.

-
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MR. BOOTH:

No, I understand that, I understand, I was

just trying to set the framework.
MR. DICK ELBRECHT:

What about a case where the sale

contract says there are no warranties expressed or implied,
except those set forth in writing in this sale of contract?

Now,

won't some courts give that literal effect according to •••
'!R. BOOTH:

I think what you're talking about is

contractin9 •.•
MR. ELBRECHT:

Merger clause, exactly, which is a clause

for those of you who aren't lawyers, it's a clause that says " •••
all of the representations and promises and warranties that have
gone on between us during the sales process, you can put down in
this contract or are eliminated. "
its due to a clause like that.

And the law generally gives

So, the effect of that clause

where a court will enforce it is to effectively disclaim express
warranties as well as implied warranties.
MR. BOOTH:
semantics.

Well, I think we're picking on a bit on

But I think the point that I was trying to make is

that expressed warranties are not blanket disclaimable unless you
make a sale "as is" which is what both the Consumer Protection
and the UCC specifically provide.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right.

Then let's clarify that

becaus-erwe--want-to---ma-ke -sure--that we understanct-tht""g-;- - - - - - ---You're saying that under the present UCC code they cannot
disclaim expressed warranties unless they say it's sold "as is."
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~..R.

BOOTH:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All computer hardware and software,

for the most part right now, is sold "as is. "
MR. BOOTH:

I don't believe that that's true.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

The ones that are sold, the ones

that •••
MR. BOOTH:

Computer hardware products certainly are not

sold "as is."
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. SOOTH:

Well •••

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Software is sold "as is"?

Most software?

Some software is sold "as is."

larger industry than we've really addressed today.

It's a much
And I think

that's what Mr. Godfrey is going to try to tell or put forward •••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

That's okay.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

I'll try not to interrupt you again.

An example of an expressed warranty.

No, I think it's important, though, since we

are on the point of, of the disclaimer, to say that, despite what
the gentlemen were saying earlier, a disclaimer and an "as is"
statement has to be conspicuous when done and it has to he
available to the buyer at or before the time of purchase.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Is that in the statute?

The statute requires that it be conspicuous;

the Magnuson and Moss statute for consumers requires that it be
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made available for consumers prior to purchase.

General contract

law would preclude a buyer or a seller from imposing terms on a
buyer that were not there when the transaction took place.
MR. RIC GIARDINA:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Can I clarify that?
Go ahead.

From listening to the earlier testimony,

there's a bit of confusion as to how the shrink wrap licenses
generally work.
They tend to work in one of two ways:

Either the shrink

wrap license will be on the outside of the package, visible
through the shrink wrap, so all of the license terms are
available to the end user before he opens the package.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

We use the second mechanism.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Is yours?

Okay.

The second mechanism is as follows -- and

we think this is better because it lets the person get into the
box rather than into the software -- we seal off from the rest of
the package the actual diskettes that are sold to an individual
who buys the software.

And they're in a specially sealed

package, when once opened, cannot be resealed.

It's obvious it's

been opened.

--------------------------------The licens_e ___agreemi:mti s l ocated ln- the package with _____________
plenty of bright red stickers pointing to it and indicating what
you must do, including a bright red sticker on the package with
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the software diskettes themselves saying:

"Do not open this

until you look at the document."
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You didn't happen to bring an

example, did you?
MR. GIARDINA:

We discussed this in the back when I was

listening to the testimony.

I didn't bring the example.

have a copy of our license agreement.

I do

And I'd be happy to read

that portion of it to you if you want to hear it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I have a copy of it.

I just don't

know where it goes on your product.
MR. GIARDINA:

This particular one goes in the package,

inside the box.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Inside the shrink wrap?

Inside the shrink wrap.

But it's not the

shrink wrap that causes the license to go into effect.

It's

taking the disk outs -- diskettes -- which are enclosed in a
similar shrink wrap package, but it's a little more complex than
that.

It's sort of like one of those Ziploc freezer bags, but

it's got a full paper label across the entire place where you
open it.

So there's no way to really open it without destroying

the packaging.
We think that gives the individual end user an
opportunity to look at all of the elements that he possibly can
without getting into the software and us running the risk of him
copying the software and then returning it and saying, "I don't
want it."
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So that's why we've moved to the inside of the package.
But in almost all instances, those terms are available to an end
user before he makes a decision, either to open the package, in
which case it's on the outside, or to get to the diskettes, in
which case it's on the inside.
MR. BOOTH:
will say:

Most of those, if it's inside the mannal,

"Please read these terms before you open the

diskettes."
If you don't agree with the terms, then you can return
the package even though you've broken the shrink

wrap~

as long as

you haven't opened up the disks, you can return the whole package
and get a refund.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Are any of these terms brouaht home to

the buyer before the buyer commits himself to purchase the
parkage?
MR. GIARDINA:

Well, we certainly attempted to do that.

In the early days of my company, we made an effort to insure that
end users were made aware of these terms by having the dealer
open the package in the store with the end user and having the
dealer return a signed-off sheet to us with the end user's
signature.

That proved a dismal failure.

We got less than 20

percent of those back in the mail, and we infuriated our entire
dealer network.

So we had to abandon that.

MR. ELBRECHT:

It would be imposing some, a bit of a

burden on the dealer to require the dealer to tell the customer
that the item was being sold "as is."
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Is that part of the problem, that it wouldn't really dovetail
well?
MR. GIARDINA:

Well, we have very little control over

our dealers; we don't own them.
there's not very
do.

~uch

So their independence

and

we can tell them that they must, in fact

We have not been successful in enforcing that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let's go back to Mr. Booth, and

maybe you can further elahorate.
Right now you're saying, under the UCC code, express
warranties, is where you left off, expressed warranties cannot be
disclaimed.
MR. BOOTH:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Unless they say "as is."

Unless they say "as

.

1S.

"

And that is t b e

same provision that is available to any seller and the
Song/Beverly Act has the same provision, that any expressed
warranties that are made can only be eliminated by a conspicuous
"as is" statement.
The other element of the Uniform Commercial Code is the
remedies that are available for buyers who somehow are affectAd
by breach of warranty as well as other provisions of the code.
But essentia lly, as I sain, those provisions are oesigned to put
the buyer i n the same position he would be otherwise.

But 1t

also provides that the parties can agree to eliminate those
remedies and have some other set of remedies that may be
available to the buyer in case of a breach of warranty.
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It's an anticipated normal business transaction:
What'll happen if, what'll happen if?

And that is what you

normally see in the hardware side of thinqs, in particular.

But.

some software warranties will say remedies are limited to repair
and replacement of the product which hardware manufacturers and a
lot of sellers, both within and outside the computer industry,
work hard to fix their products if a warranty problem arises.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But a warranty would only he in the

actual diskette or disk?
MR. BOOTH:

Well, unfortunately, the bill, as it

currently is written, discusses sales and leases of computer
products.

The discussion so far today is focused on software.

But I think it's important for us to remember that, at least as
far as the definitions go right now, we are talking about all
computer products.
CHA.IRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Mm-hmm.

Hardware warranty forms are, and documents,

are available ahead of time -- cP.rtainly is no diskette involved
-- but those provisions are made available.
Because of the fact that some customers may not have, hP.
satisfied with the repair or replace remedy, the law has, bv
statute -- not by statute, but by interpretation -- said that if
-------··--------

----------------------------

---

these remedies failed to provide what the customer should get,
then they're thrown out and you go back to the Uniform Commercial
Code.

-
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So what a lot of manufacturers, including Hewlett
Packard and others, have said is that, if we can't repair or
replacP. this product within a reasonable period of time, you can
bring it back to us and we'll give you your money back.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Oh, it does say that?

Oh.

So I think you can just generally qet the

flavor with some of those examples.

That's where the law stands

today under the Uniform Commercial Code.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Tell me about my remedies available

under this warranty, right on the bold print.

This is R warranty

that's issued with Apple software.
(Pause)
MR. BOOTH:

I think what this says is that, if you, if

there are defects in the media on which the software is
distributed, you can return it and Apple wi l l give you a new
disk.
CHA IRWO~AN

MR. BOOTH:

MOLINA:

That's just the diskette, right?

YE>s.
(Pause)

CJ-TJ'I.IRWOMAN MOLINA:
-- ---------------~ -BOO'l'H:

That's it?

That ~s-ay-s ·.

CHAIRW0MAN MOLINA:

So if I paid S600 for that

particular snftwarP., all that I'm entitled to is a remedy -- even

-
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though it might have been a database, it miqht

ha,~

boen a word

processing -- if it doesn't really, you know, if I can't even get
it to, to word process at all, my only remedy is t. C' get anothP.r
diskette that will probably do the same thing as the last one
did?
MR. BOOTH:

Well, this license agreement that you showed

me also has the "as is" statement in it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's right.

that we're trying to make here.

So that's the point

Riqht now, under the UCC code,

there are certain warranties that can be provided, which is the
only law that governs in this area.

But if manufacturers of

either software or hardware put in that you purchase "as is," you
have no remedy; is that correct?
MR. BOOTH:
~1R.

That's what the law says, yes.

ELBRECHT:

Mr. Booth, the Commercial Code seems to

apply only to sellers and not explicitly to lessors or
manufacturers.

What law would apply in a case of a lease of a

consumer product in California?
MR. BOOTH:
~R.

ELBRECHT:

MR. BOOTH:
been

cas~s

Of a consumer product?
Of a computer product.

Okay.

Of a computer product, there have

around the country that have tried to say, well, a

lease t .r ansaction is effecti ve1.y a -sale.

jurisdictions, the UCC would apply.

And in some

Most courts, when

-·----------·-·- applyin~

just general contract principles to a transaction not governed by
the

nee,

would use the

ucc

by analogy.
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MR. ELBREr.HT:

So in a sense, the law is unsettled and

up in the air in California on that issue.

MR. ROOTH:
I

We don't know •••

I'm not certain if it stands in California.

know of no case in point that says leases of computer products

are sales.
MP. ELBRECHT:

How about the liability of the

manufacturer, since rhe manufacturer is not mentioned in the
Commercial Code?

What law applies to the relationship behTeen

the manufacturP.r and the commercial buyer of the computer
software or hardware product, in your understanding?
MR. BOOTH:

Well, the Uniform Commercial Code applies to

sellers of products.
ahout sellers.

I mean, in the definition sectlon, it talks

And the manufacturer would be a seller like a

MR. ELBRECHT:

If there were a dealer in between the

final purchaser and manufacturer, the seller, wouldn't that hP
the dealer rather than the manufacturer, or not?
MR. BOOTH:

Well, that's another area that is unrler

interpretation by the courts.
MR. EI.BRECHT:

So it would be correct to sa•· the law i.s

a bit unse t tled on that point too?
MR. ROOTH:
involved.

It depends somewhat on the transaction

Bu t there are variations, certainly.

-------;M:::P
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question, that even if there's only a seller and a buyer, the
question's

h~P.n

rais e d as to whether software products are
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covered at all under the Commercial Code, and the theory that
they're not a product but something other than a product.

I

think some scholarly journalist was arguing that point.
~R.

BOOTH:

Yes.

MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. BOOTH:

Do you have any views on that issue?

Well, I think that it is

you have to

remember the cases move slowly, especially, when you get to the
Appellate Court, where you're going to get a decision on point.
This industry has moved a lot faster than the cases have moved
alonq with it.
Software does not -- it depends on which argument you
want to make -- I think it's generally settled that software sold
with a hardware system would be considered governed by the UCC.
Software sold completely separately would probably not.

But

that's, again, something that has been interpreted in various
jurisdictions differently.
MR. ELBRECHT:

So you would agree then that maybe the

law is a bit unsettled on many of the major issues that we're
dealing with here.
MR. BOOTH:

I don't think I'd agree with that, no.

MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. BOOTH:
- - - --------

No, you wouldn't?

No.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Would you give me a specific example

of where it's a clear-cut kind of issue?
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You just said that it's not unsettled; it's fairly we ll
defined somewhere.
Can you give mP. an example?

MR. BOOTII:

I quess J

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

~on't

understand your question.

Well, what I'm sayinq is, is that

you're saying -- I guess basically what I'm conclndinq js that
you're saying the

nee

protections are there for the buyer.

some of the issues that Mr. Elhrecht has

rais~d,

And

some of the

concerns that he's raised, or the legal points that he's raised,
he's saying that it's unclear.

You're saying no, that it is

clear.
Can you give me an example of where it is clear r iqht
now under present law?
You just told me that in my warranty that was provided
for me I had no remedy other than going and getting another
diskette.
MR. BOOTH:

1 think what is clear is that this would be

considered a contract between you and the seller of the product
and that it would be governed by the rules that govern contracts
of sale.

And that is clear.

It's also clear that there are

limitations on the liability of the manufacturer and seller of
this particular product and that there are some warranties that
are given to you as a purchaser and remedies that are afford€ld to
you.
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I'm not -- I don't agree that the law is, is completely up in
the air.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

If I would have gone to court on my

issue, they would have just held that up and said she bought it
"as

i~,"

right?
MR. BOOTH:

Nell,. without trying to second quess the

attorney that you hired to give you various legal theories: what
you could use against Apple
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I'm talkinq about the judge -- I'm

talking about the judge who's going to make the determination.
MR. BOOTH:

The judge is not

the judqe very well

could hold this up and say, yes, this is the agreement that you
signed.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

What would be the exception?

Well, if you could bring a case of

misrepresentation on behalf of the manufacturer or the seller
outside of the transaction that apparently took place here.
CHAIRWO~.AN

MOLINA:

But the only remedies that we have

availallle right now is to go through the court system.

There

really isn't anything that's in place now that would he
necessarily a remedy

that'~

provided automatically \'lithin the

Uniform Commercial Code.
- - - ·--------·--

·- - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - -

MR. BOOTH:

I think buyers of computer products have

access to the courts like buyers of every other type of product
in California.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's probably true, except that, I

think that what we're trying to establish here is to minimize the
kind of litigation that we'd have to go through as far as a
process and a procedure so that -- in 1507. we think we attempt
to dn that so you don't have to, every time you have a complaint,
file a suit against it.
MR. BOOTH:

I think that, if I can address that point

just hriefly, I think the experience in most jurisdictions has
been that a statute that includes an attorney's fees provision
has increased instead of decreased in the number of law Euits
that have been filed because you certainly have an incentive tn
go to court and file a suit.
CHAIRWOMAN MOI.INA:
MR. BOOTH:

~.J

1 right.

Jf I can just finish up with a couple of

other points, the Song/Beverly Act, I've heard some discusRion
today that it's inapplicable.

The Song/Beverly Act addresses

products bought for persona], family or household use.

That

would include what was for a while, a booming home computer
industry.

It: has diminished somewhat over the last couple years.

But if you bought a computer product for personal, family, or
household use, you would get, the Song/Beverly Act wot1ld apply to
that particular transaction.

And that carries with it a

----------------------------------

provision that has

~

much stiffer ability to disclaim impl1ed

warranties and the like.
I d0n't think I really have anything else right
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no~;.

WhAt I would like to do then is introduce

0

R~lph

Godfrey

and have him give you a general overview of the industry, perhaps
help you understand why the industry in general is kind of
galvanized to discuss this bill and give you some aspect of how

0

hardware manufacturers look at some of these things.
MR. RALPH GODFREY:

Okay.

If I may, I'd like to give

you my background, please.
I've been with Hewlett Packard for 17 years, the first
five years selling computer products and other products; 10 years
managing a five-state area: one year as a national sales manager
for our personal computer products; and one year presently as a
national sales manager for our commercial computer products.
You know, the computer industry is very complex, as I'm

0

sure you're aware.

What I would like to do, is I'd like to

present some background data to help you weave your way through
this complexity and the jargon.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GODFREY:

All right.

There are essentially two parts to the

computer system, the hardware and the software.

Together, they

form a very useful, productive system, capable of performing
tasks from the simplest to the most extreme complexities.
The hardware portion of a computer system is typically
-------------------- - - - - - - - - - - compo~erl

of the Central Processing Unit, CPU; main memory, which

is used to store program instruction steps; a disk memory unit to
store data, much like a filing cabinet; and a variety of
peripheral, such as printers and plotters, and things like that.
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Software, on the other hand, is a collection of program
instructions which tell the CPU what to do.

They can be as

simple as helping you add a column of numbers to as comolex as
running a payroll system for a company, for 50,000 employees .
The prices of computer systems vary through very wide
ranges also.

The hardware, for example, can go for as low as

five hundred dollars; it can go for as high as two to thrPe
million dollars.
range.

The price of software also has a very wide

It can qo from as low as twenty-five dollars, for ma v be a

program to help you balance your checkbook, to as much as a
million dollars for some of the morP. complex software packaqes .
There are a few computer manufacturers today -- as a
matter of fact, I know of none -- who make all of the parts
necessary to put together a workable computer system.

Typically ,

we qll qo out aPd buy some of our products from other
manufacturers.

We may put our own name on it, or whatever; but

we assemble them toqether nnd sell them as a system.
There are also two very different marketplaces in wh]ch
computers are sold.

One is the commercial marketplace, and one

is the technical marketplace.

The needs of each one of thesP.

marketplaces are very different for both hardware and software.
Generally, on the commercial side of the house, you're
t~lking

about a terminally oriented system; one has varyinq input

devices to input data and generally run programs such as accounts
receivable, accounts payable, payroll, those kinds of thinqs.
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On the other hand, in the technical marketplace,
generally, the computers there are typified by how fast they are,
how fast can they crunch numbers, for example.

Generally used

for tests, such as, designing an automobile, running an assembly
line, controlling a drilling machine, projecting the flight of a
missile, for example.
So they're very different.

And how you approach them

from hardware and software is also very, very different.
There Are also multiple channels, many channels of
distribution available to buyers of computer systems.
Direct is one.
Hewlett Packard.

That's the manufacturer, such as,

We have sales reps that go face-to-face to a

customer to discuss the needs, the requirements to put together a
computer system.
There are also dealers.

Manufacturers sell to dealers.

Let's face it, we really can't afford, in all cases, to go out
and sell one-on-one computer systems.

It depends on, on the size

and the cost of those.
So for those typically that are less expensive, we go
through dealers; a dealer will buy from, generally, many
manufacturers, as many as a hundred vendors, easily, a dealer can
buy from.

And then they, in turn, sell to the end users.
Typically they also do integration.

They will

they

may use the CPU from one manufacturer and memory from a second
manufacturer, a disk from a third, a printer and a plotter from
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even a fourth.

In software, from multiple places also.

They

integrate these toqether hopefully to solve a customer problem.
There's a couple more terms you may hear.

Value Added

Resellers, VARS; or OEMS, Original Equipment Manufacturers.
These two are related.

They typically buy computers, much as I

described the dealer, they buy computers; they buy hardware; but
they generally write programs to solve a specific problem, could
be called customized; hut then after solving the same problem two
or three times, then they standardize their packaqe and they sell
it to people that have the same kinds of problems.
As you know, the rapidly advancing technology in which
California plays a major role has created an environment in which
the cost of the computer system has been going down at a very
rapid rate.

At

th~

same time, the technoloqy has allowed the

performance of these same computer systems to grow up at an even
more rapid rate.
I have a portable comnuter with me back there by my seat
-- I didn't brinq it up -- that weighs eiqht pounds.
ag0,

~o

Ten years

get the same capahiJity, it would have required a van for

me to carry that computer around.

So this technology has really

increased.

--·-----

This technology has had a very positive effect also in
computer hardware reliability.

The technology has al

now build computers with fewer and fewer components.

And when

vou reduce lh u numher of components, you reduce the failure rnte.

-
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If you reduce the failure rate, you increase your warranty period
without havjng to increase the money.
So hardware warranties are going from 30 days to 90
days.

As a matter of fact, a couple of, the last s y stems that we

just introduced, we are now giving a one-year warranty.

We're

doing all of this while we're bringing the price of the hardware
down at a very rapid rate.
I think this is significant, especially for a company
like Hewlett Packard, because we are extremely concerned about
our customers.

We're concerned about reducing failure rates

while keeping the uptime of our customers.
For ten years, I managed the five-state area with annual
revenues, about a hundred million dollars.
sales, service, and support.

I was responsible for

During that ten yenrs, we

installed, literally, thousands of computer systems.

I believe

that we must have had an extremely happy customer base because we
had so many repeat buyers.
buy another system.

People would outgrow one

sy~tem

and

I don't think they would do that if they

were unhappy with me; they would have gone to my competitors.
Sure, we had some customer complaints and problems.
I

can tell you that there were very

few~

Bu t

and that those that we

had, we took care of them.
It's an extremely competitive marketplace out there.
depend on a loyal customer base because, to be honest with you,
reference selling is absolutely the best way to sell in this
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We

business today.

If I can take someone to a customer that's happy

with me, they feel much better about buying from me.
This brings me to the proposed hill and the effects on
the computer industry.

The bill is intended to provide computer

users protection against unscrupulous vendors who

tak~

advantage

of their customers.
The reality of the situation is that, due to the very
highly competitive nature of the business, we believe that this
is already being accomplished.

As a matter of fact, a lot of the

vendors that are out there today that are not takinq care of
their customer basP are not in business any longer.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GODFREY:

Excuse me.

I'd like to

Let me just ...

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

quickly interrupt.

You're saying riqht now we don't need the law because
there's enough vendors out there that are taking care of that?
MR. GODFREY:

I'm saying from my viewpoint, that the

competitive situation puts tremendous pressures on vendors to
take care of their customers, yes.
As a matter of fact, I'd like to -- you might say, whv
would a reputable vendor then object to this bill?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GODFREY:

Be frightened of this law.

Okay.

R1.ght. ·

I'd like to give you some of the

reasons.

-
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GODFR.EY:

Okay.

Okay?

We believe that if this bill is passed, that there's
absolutely no doubt that we'd have to raise our prices to cover
the increased risk.

So the customer would pay.

As a prudent business person or prudent business people,
we believe that the time to bring the product to market wculd
definitely go out.

It would extend.

I think this would hurt

customers, especially, those that are in need of this rapid
technology and the new technology as it comes out.
A grey market exists in computer products today.

And

we're not here asking you to do something about the grey market.
Put we believe that the grey market activity would actually
incre~~n

if this bill comes into place because products would not

be as available as soon, California, some of the other states.

I

think that this would force people, or I think people would
literally go out outside of the state then.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
~his

You've stated t'·TO reasons .,.,..hy

bill doesn't make any sense.

The fjrst is that it would

increase the cost of the computer because you would have to
perform more frequently on claims, on the

warrantiP-s~

is that the

rationale?
MR. GODFREY:

We would have to protect ourselves from

the increased liability.
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ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

In other words, this bill would

provide consumers a more comprehensive warranty than they
r.urrently receive from HP in this case?
MR. GODFRF.Y:

That's true.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

And you're not willing to go that

far?
MR. GODFREY:
that far.

I'm not saying we're not willinry to go

We believe that it is not necessary becanse we really

believe the competitive nature of the business today forces us to
take care of our •.•
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
today,

Why do you think we're here

'cause we just woke up one morning, decided we needed to

protect consumers who buy computer hardware and software?

I

mean, don't you think peoplP come up here and complain to us
about transactions that they've been involved in and had
unsatisfactory results?
MR. GODFREY:

I'm sure that's the case.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. GODFREY:

Okay.

I'm sure there are also many people out

there today that ...
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

So that suqgests that this

competitive dynamic you speak of is not always working.
---------·-·------------------------------·----

MR. GODFREY:

-----·

It may not be working all the time, but I

think that it's working more and more.

And I think that those

vendors that are not going to take care of their customers

-
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literally are not going to be in business.

I think that it is a

self-policing action in this.
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

All right.

Second problem with

the bill, according to you, is that it would take longer for the
product to come on line; tha.t means it would cost more; and it
means that these anxious buyers who are awaiting this rapidly
changing technology would be denied access to it.
Now I assume that the time you speak of is in testing
the product before it's available to the customer?
MR. GODFREY:

It could be in testing, that's true.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. GODFREY:
it

o~

What else, besides testing?

Let me, let me explain this, that believe

not, we have customers that come to us every day, day in

and day out, asking us for our next product •••
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. GODFREY:

I believe that.

••• or a feature that they really need to

run their business, okay, and we're under pressure right now to
let them have this.

They say let us have it -- a pre-release

version of this because I need that feature to do whatever, to
run my business, okay.

Today, we can do that.

because the liability is not so great.
this is the software.

We can do it

We can say, you know,

We can't say that for sure it will do

exactly all the things you may want to do and that is why we have
not released it yet, okay.

These people are corning to us because

they're driving this industry because of their needs and that's
another thing that the software •••
-
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ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

~7ell,

but I mean, it seems to me

that that can be addressed, you can carve out an exemptjon for
those who come fnrward and want this advanced technology and you
give it as is or whatever but we're talking about, in the main,
people who go in either to Hewlett Packard or to dealers and
to buy a computer or

~Tant

~rant

to buy software to function with their

computer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let's clarify that,

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
by this?

~1r.

Hannigan.

How do they, how are they wronged

What is this time factor that's going to cause the

product to cost more for them?
MR. GODFREY:

Well, the way they're wrong is the fact

that a piece of soft\vare, for example, and I didn't reall y mean
to get into the software side of this because I'm speaking from
t he hardware side of the house, okay.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But AEA does represent software?

MR. GODFRRY:

The way they would be wrong today

Yes.

would be the fact that they mav need a piece of software that's
just not available, okay, and the time frame for us to get it. out
would be increased and they would have to go without this piece
of software.

That was the point I was trying to make.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

----------

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
th~t?

Okay.

Can I follow up a little bit on

Let me ask you a little bit because I think it follows up

on the question that Mr. Hannigan raises.

-
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I as a purchaser, as a

person who needs to use a piece of software or hardware, again
with the cost involved, would I not want, would I as a consumer
out there, not want the product to be what it's supposed to be?
Would I not go ahead and maybe make an additional investment,
let's say an additional 10% or 15% or maybe 25% if I'm going to
be guaranteed a product that represents what it is?

You don't

think that's going to happen in the consumer market?

You think

that people \'Till purchase things and would rather enjoy
purchasing them as is and just risk that sometimes as much as
$600 for a piece of software?
MR. GODFREY:

I think that I would prefer to have to

speak to the software.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, again, let me

ju~t,

because

the point that you raised, you said increased costs which already
sounds as a negative.

Oh, my, we have a law here that is going

to raise the cost of consumer goods.

All right.

I'm not so sure

that that's necessarily a negative when you're talking about a
produ~t

that needs to be used.

It's useless for me to pay $600

as compared with $650 if the product I bought for $600 is useless
to me.

Do you think that consumers out there would not go ahead

and make that additional $50 investment?
MR. BOOTH:

If I could, we had discussed this obviously

prior to corning up here and the idea being that the product would
be there and Ralph would come to me and say we want to bring this
product to market.

What are the risks that are brought to bear?
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How can we -- obviously we don't want to sign up for astronomical
liability even if it's only a very remote chance.

I think '"hat

he's saying is that if you avernqe out the cost of the increased
15.ability of additional lawsuits, double damages, no disclaimer
and the like that the cnst of the product is going- to go np.

In

addition, what he's pointing at is not the time to market is we
have to be prudent, we have to be careful.
careful in products that we sell.

We are prudent and

We have a set of rules that we

work under like every other seller in California, the UCC, and
this is what we use to sell our products.

If you make those

rules tougher, we're qoing to have to go back in and look at our
products.

I think it's a simple cause and effect that any

prudent manufacturer would have to examine and have to re-examine
the test process or whatever.

I don't think it's a case that

manufacturers are now willy-nilly sending products to market that
are fraught with bugs.

I think the situation though is that if

you're going to have increased liability, you naturally want to
he more careful.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, all I know is, and I may he

the only one, but I know that after making my $10,000 investment,
I would not have minded payinq an additional amount of money to
be guaranteed that that product was going to do what it
represen t ed it was going to do and I think that most consumers
who are out there purchasing whether it be harnware or software,
with certain assumptions that the product is going to do what it
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is represented or advertises that it will do.

And people who are

involved in the consumer market right now, if they're looking for
the cheapest bargain out there, I don't think you're finding that
to be the case.

People are looking for technology and they're

looking for application uses and Mr. Godfrey, as part of Hewlett
Packard and AEA, I don't understand if maybe there hasn't been
that kind of analysis or assessment of the marketplace because I
think that that would be the reaction of the marketplace.
MR. GODFREY:

I can't say, I don't know.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, again, in your marketing

surveys , do you make a range of saying a person's not going to
buy this because it's going to cost 15% more?
MR. GODFREY:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Oh, I see.

We are absolutely market-driven.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

You do?

Right.

Absolutely and that includes every

element of marketability you can conceive of including price.
Setting a price that is both reasonable with respect to the
effort and the software and the useability of the software and
the price as we're constrained by what our competitors are
charging is what determines our price.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Then let me ask you a sample.

you in MicroPro, do you have any kind of inteqrated system?
~1P.

GIA'RDINA:

What do you mean by integrated?

-
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Do

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Like Jazz or Symphony?

No.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, all right, do you know the price

of Jazz now?
MR. GIARDINA:

I have no idea.

CHAIRWOMAN MOl.INA:

Does anyone?

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

$500.
$500.

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWm1AN MOLINA:

$595.
$595.

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

How much is Symphony ?

$700.
$700.

The point that I'm trying to

make is that when a consumer is purchasing a product, do you
think that they are just evaluating what is the cheapest I can
get as compared to its capabilities and availabilities?

Wot1ld I

want to buy a cheap word processing program and expect it to do
all of the kinds of things that an integrated system would do?
MR. GIARDINA:

Well, I would hope not.

However, what

you're doing is operatinq under the assumption that either the
bill or any of the actions by anyone respondinq to the bill is,
in fact, going to change the quality of the software that's goinq
out.
- · - - - - so

What is true about software is that there is no way to test
ware

so~at

every s1ngle

algor1t~n d

every s1.ng l e

combination of all of the functions can be tested out to the
"nth" degree.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

This bill does not request or

mandate that software be tested to that.

It only requests that,

as it is marketed, it must have that capability.
lawyers say that it says more than that.

Now, maybe user

I don't think the bill

says more than that.
MR. GIARDINA:

In practice, it's going to have to say

more than that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MP. GIARDINA:

How?

I'll give you an example.

If you take a

product that has color capability and I mean that you can change
the colors in an infinite variety of ways and it will also have
some other function such as the ability to scroll or the ability
to move from the beginning of the document to the end of the
document, the only way that anyone will be able to market the
product and say at the same time that this product has full color
capability and this product scrolls is for them to be able to
test every single combination of all of the colors that can be
used in the product and tested vis-a-vis scrolling.

That's an

impossibility.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But then, again, would you not

change your marketing so that you would not use the word infinite
in it?

Would you not better define it yourself?
MR. GIARDINA:

I could list all the colors we tested, I

suppose, but

-
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Wouldn't that be better becausA

you're misrepresentinq to someone the fact that it's infini t e
when, in reality, you just said now it's impossible to do.
MR. GIARDINA:
I

No, T didn't say it was impossible to do.

said it was impossible to test absolutely on all systems that

i t would work.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Wha.t I guess I'm saying is to the

buyer, you are not assuring them of infinite capability, right?
You're nnt so wouldn't it be better for you as the

softw~re

publisher to define that capability specifically to that buyer?
MR.

~IARDINA:

If it's definable.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But if you eliminate the word, you

know, some of those adjectives that you're using and be specjfic,
42 colors of blue, 55 colors of red.
MR. GIARDINA:

I'm not even talkinq about that.

I'm

talkinq about blue versus red versus green versus yellow and
there may be a palette of 35 or 40 colors that you can choose
from, one for the script and one for the background and one for
the menus and one for the help messages and you'd have to use all
of the various combinations and then test it with each function
that the software c an do before you could go out and say we offer
you colors, we offer you this function.

What I'm saying to you

·-·- - · - - i s -·that any effort - to actually operate under this bill h y any
software or hardware manttfacturer who's producing software is not
going to resu l t in a better product.
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It will res11lt in higher

prices so you're not choosing between a $600 program that doesn't
work and a $650 program that does work.

You're choosing between

a $600 program that doesn't work and a $650 program that's
probably not going to work either.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That doesn't say a lot for your

industry.
MR. GIARDINA:

Assuming that the program doesn't work to

begin with which is what your assumption is based on.
me your program didn't work.

You told

That's what you told me, it's your

program.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
MR. GIARDINA:

(Inaudible)

I agree.

It shouldn't be on the

mark~t.

I'm not going to defend people who sell products that should not
be sold.

I'm absolutely not going to do that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, that's good because that's

really what we want to get at here, okay, is and, again, Mr.
Godfrey can jump in here.

What we're trying to create, and if

this law goes too far, it would really, I need your input to
properly define it but the reality is we don't want
misrepresentations out there now.

We don't want a mechanism that

is being used by any level of manufacture or producer out there
so if people who claimed to be credible business people, business
people that are standing behind their product, I don't understand
why this particular series of recommendations or remedies is such
a negative for them.

It really permits you as that manufacturer
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to establish your own set of \-Tarnings because all it savs i.s how
you market it.

Okay?

Now, if you have one company that gives

you 54 colors, another one that gives you 57 colors, each of yoll
are going to be accountabJe to that number that you've marketed
~s

such.
MR. BOOTH:

This bill, if I might, also mandates

essentially the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness
for a particular purpose and doesn't really provide a mechanisn
whereby manufacturers have the flexibility to fashion a contract
of bargain for exchange or whatever you want to call it bet,'lleen
s~ller.

buyer and

I think Mr. Godfrey gave you the example of

customers that come to us and who want pre-released versions of
products.
CHP.IRWOMAN MOLINA:

They're excluded under

th~

r n stom

portion.
MR. BOOTH:

Not if it's a standard product.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Not if it's not released yet.

Isn't

that true?
MR.

ELBRECHT:

Yeah, t .here 's an amendment in the last

version tha t excludes custom computer products that are designed
specifically for individual customers in an •.•
MR.

BOO~H:

But that's not what I'm talking about.

I

meefh we have so.ftware products that we sell for all customers
that haven't hPen released yet to anyone and that's an examplP of
the types of transactions that are precluded by this bill.
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There's no method of addressing those here.

We can't sell it as

is, we can't disclaim any of the implied warranties that you try
to mandate here and if we even say that the feature exists, then
we're held to it.

The fact is we're not going to give that

product to thP. buyer.

There's no mechanism under the statute tC'

do that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Godfrey, you don't think that

this bill protects you and other reputable dealers and
manufacturers and publishers out there from those unscrupulous
buyers, I mean dealers, manufacturers and publishers?
MR. GODFREY:
saying.

You know, I go back to what Bob was

Obviously parts of the bill would be good from that

standpoint but, once again, it lumps everything together in thP
bill.

Hardware and the software and everything is lumped

together in the bill and there are already warranties, for
example, on the hardware.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, so if we were to separate

it would that be positive?
MR. GODFREY:

I'm just saying that as it stands today

and what I was addressing today was that I was trying to show you
that this industry i.s extremely complex and that it's very
difficult to lump all of these things together, the distribution
-

-

---------------------

of these products, the different marketplaces that they address,
the fact that it's hardware and software
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Sure.
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MR. GODFREY:

... the fact that the prices are coming

down to where what was $50,000 yesterday could be SJ5,000 today
and that was a point that I was trying to make, that li 1:erally
it's not an all encompassing type thing.
CHAIRWOMAN MOI,INA:

But, again, not having any remedies

available now, you don't think that the Legislature should be
involved in presenting any kind of remedies in this particular
.industry?
MR. GODFREY:

I think that the industry

i~

probably

capable of doing it itself because it is an extremely competitive
industry and I beljevP that there are remeoies that Mr. Booth has
described that are available today and I helieve the competitive
nature is also there and is a very strong effect and that's whv I
don't think, yes, I don't think that there needs to be new
legislation.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Perez is here, if

h~

would join

us up here on this panel, a lawyer representative from Perez,
McNabb and Cock.

Would you just sit in for a ser.ond?

The reason

I've called him up is Mr. Perez has, I guess, filed various
lawsuits under the present law in this area.
MR. RICHARD PEREZ:

Riqht, we have represented both

sides, but primarily users, of computer systems. That's correct.
-- -- -- - - ---. ·.r..nd we've dealt both with California law and \'Te've been involved
in other

juris~ictions.
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.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

Earlier, although you wel"e not here,

Mr. Booth testified to the fact, or at least raised the issues,
that under the UCC Code, there were various remedies already
available to consumers.
MR. PEREZ:

0

Could you maybe talk about that?

~ure.

Actually, under the UCC right now, I

think that the law, if you're talking about a case where fraud is
not necessarily proven, is somewhat muddled as to what rights the
user has.
strong

There is at least a very strong argument, and I say

ar~ument

because the vendors invariably raise it, that if

they have artfully enough drafted their contract to first limit
the remedy to repair or replace and then to tack onto that the
provision saying, in effect, even if we do not repair or replace
the defective product, that in the event that your

~emedy

is

limited to the cost of the product, that under those
circumstances even though a product is sold that has the
deficiencies that you have been discussing, that a customer is
left with a situation that the best . chance he has is getting his
purchase price back.

And I think there's a very good argument

that that doesn't provide either an adequate remedy for the
purchaser nor an adequate disincentive to a vendor to engage in
some of types of practices that, unfortunately, I think happened
in this industry.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think that's an important point

because, again, when you look at the whole issue of doing
business and costing out all of it in the process of trying to
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achieve the success of the profit, again, I'm wondering whether
we are not permitting in this particular industry, under the
present remedies, to allow those people to just put that into the
cost of doing husiness and that is that many people out there are
not going to be satisfied but that's all right, we'll just •.•
MR. PEREZ:

Well, in this industry whether it be because

of the competition or because it's moving as quickly as it is and
it creates a very strong incentive for various companies to get
to market as early as possible, we've encountered an awful lot of
situations in which products are being sold according to what the
vendor hopes they will and sometimes do but without telling the
user that that's the situation and, personally, I think rhat
that's unconscionable.

If a vendor is putting a product into

market that, for whatever reason, they know they haven't fully
tested or that there are areas in which it will not perform
according to the advertising, I think the best solution is f0r
them to make that known to the consumer.

I don't think there's

much of an excuse, frankly, to put the risk on the consumer or
the user of the lack of development without telling them that
they're assuming that risk.

If they're assuming the risk, fine,

and I think that even under the bill, I think there is a very
strong argument there that if, in fact, a vendor has some
s o ftwarP that is

s~ill

under development for some reason or 1s

not quite as finiRhed as most consumers would like.

But there

are occasions when a user \vouJd, nonetheless, want that for
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competitiv~

reasons.

They would want to get in first.

They are

willing to assume the risk that it hasn't been adequately tested.
I

wo~ld

think that there's a very good argument that this bill

would, in fact, allow for that type of a situation because an
implied warranty of merchantability, I think what is merchantable
would be different if the vendor has defined this product. that
ht:=!'s selling as still bei.ng in the developmental stage, for
instance.

And I think that there would be a strong argument if

the customer bought a product that was represented to him as
s~ill

being in the developmental stage if he were then

dissatisfied and sued and claimed it breaches the implied
warranty of merchantability.

I think the obvious defense would

be, wait a second, you don't measure merchantability of a product
under development as against those that are already developed.
Instead, you would measure it against products that are under
development so because of the disclosure that was made to the
customer, he would have less entitlement to the expectations that
he would have if he were to take brochures that are typically
published now and read them at face value.

Unfortunately, I

think the situation that exists, well, I can think of a primary
example of a situation where I had spoken at a legal seminar on
this very area and one of the major vendors got up and said
something to the effl?!ct that acknowledged that computer
development is not at the same stage of reliability as is say
cars, which is kind of a sad commentary, maybe, of washing
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machines which typically are dependable.

On the other hand, thnt

same company I had seen had marketing literature for a
demonstration approach that in its scripted presentation had the
salesman telling the people about how critical it was that the
right selection be rnade.

So, basically, what some are doing, I'm

not saying everybody by any means but I think there's

~

little

bit of playing both sides, when they're selling to the customer,
the computer sounds like the best thing since sliced bread and r
have yet to

se~

any marketing

lit~rature

that will acknowledge

any of these prohlems that the vendors will rely on as a defense
when the poor customer who expected it to work, as WPll as his TV
might, comer, and complains and says it doesn't. do what the
brochure says and then the ' endor stands up and savs, "well, gee,
7

that's because no software is ever perfect."
there's an easy solution to that.

It seems like

If they're going to rely on

that when there's a prohlem, they might make it known when
they're selling the product.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

~Je

talked about that earlier that

many of the as is prot.ect ions are inside manuals or in5ide covers
so when you open it up, it isn't anything that's

n~ally

available

hecause jt's not part of the content of it so that most of us, as
consumers out there, rlon't know that we are purchasing this
·-·-

----

product as i s und, had we known t -.::h-::a:-:;:t::-_--:a:-:t~L:tt:h-::e:-;:b::-::e::-:g=J.r•;;;-n::n~i~n::-:g=-,--:p=r-:;;:o-,;:b:-;;a'""ho-1Jt";;y-;--- ·· · --- -would either not hr.tve purchased it or asked some questions .
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0
MR. PEREZ:

Well, it would probably help if the

contracts even used the words "as is" but usually they accomplish
the same result by language that's a little less clear than that
might be.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

That's interesting because one of

the other questions or concerns that we've had in this is that
I've sPen various representations of various warranties and I
never know, not being a lawyer, some of them are right clear and
they put it in quotes.

You have purchased this as is but you're

right, some of them go into this wordy legalese that you're not

0

really sure if it's as is or what exactly you have got a warranty
on.
MR. PEREZ:

As a practical matter in litigating these

cases, I will say, at least in my experience, that I think
probably the more important part of the bill, frankly, is not so
much what it does to the implied warranties because at least with
respect to the cases I've litigated, typically it's not an
implied warranty you're suing for anyway.

It's usually because a

product doesn't do something that you were expressly told it
would do whether it was orally or in writing and if you have
those kinds of facts, the implied warranty is less significant.
But I think where the bill has a greater impact, really, is what
it does to the damage limitation provisions because most of the
contracts, and certainly of all the major manufacturers that I've
seen, will have provisions in there that would really attempt to
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limit the purchaser despite how badly the system might work,
despite the failure to repair or replace, the ultimate remedy is
merely getting the dollars back and, unfortunately, the damage
that can be caused by a system far exceeds the price of a system.
And, again, because not all of the problems by any means hut
because many of the problems I think could have been avoided by a
little bit more candid marketing either with respect to specific
problems that are known or at least letting a customer know of
the possibility or likelihood of problems, many of these thinqs
could he avoided and avoided hy the vendor also.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:
MR.

PEREZ ~

MR.

~LBRECHT:

I agree.

Mr. Perez.

YPs, sir.
Could you tell us some examples of the

kinds of defenses that sellers or manufacturers have interposed
in the cases that you've handled?
MR. PEREZ:

Well, the way I would usually characterize

it is when the customer first complains about the computer, the
first response is typically no, you're wrong, it works fine.
Then if the customer persists a little bit, they'll say

w~ll

the

problems are really because you're really not using it right and
then if you keep pushing, then the next line is usually well,
a

•

-•••••

it Is because-you i-v e -chanqed y o ur r e q uiremenTs and I've seen that
defense raised notwithstanding the fact that the salesman's own
handwritten notes, that were taken during the presentation , said
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exactly what the customer was saying at the time of the trial.
If that doesn't work, they will frequently say well, you waited
too long to complain with us and then I've had the same vendors
in other cases say, you complained too soon.

I jokingly, in

dealing with some of the defense attorneys, have asked them to
tell me during what frame will they not raise one of these I'm
too soon or too late and they haven't defined that for me yet.
Once you get past that, of course they typically ''ill then resort
to a contract and I have to say that I have pretty strong
feelings that contracts, you know, people have the right to enter
into contracts.

Unfortunately, I think, again, at least from the

perspective that I've had, that there has been some abuse because
of the lack of remedy that's left to a customer and because of
the fact that there are really a lot of times where if you take
statements that appear in national advertisements or in brochures
that are used.

I'm not talking just what a salesman will say but

even on a company-wide level, comments that are made about a
product that turn out just not to be true.

Under present law, if

you prove fraud, you can get by all the limitations and, in fact,
when we've succeeded, it's by proving fraud.

But it seems to me

that might be a little bit higher burden than is necessary for
sone of these situations.
--di-fficulty .

It really does

creat~

quite a

± --ea-rt --ehlnk- -o-f one ca-se- · I -was -Involved-

in--wh-er~-

t-e- -

was very obvious and it's something that I've concluded, I can't
say I was there when they were making the
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d~cisions,

but it

seemed apparent to me that one of the attitudes frequently is to
get the product on the market now, notwithstanding it has
problems, in the hope that you can deal with the problem that the
customer cites aftRr they bought it, hopefully mollify them
sufficiently so that they don't turn around and sue you and
meantime you've established some kind of a market share.

And,

despite the number of lawsuits that there are, my experience has
been users typically, because of the expenses involved, are Vf'rV
reluctaPt to try to get their rights.

If the vendor basically

takes a hard line, most of the time it works.
~1P.

ELBRECH'l':

Are you able to re.sol ve many of

thP.~e

cases ".rithout t''e necessity of filing a lawsuit say by assertina
an election to revoke acceptance of the product?
MR. PEREZ:
problems, depending
of filing a lawsuit.

Well, as a matter of fact, most of the
011

how you define resolve, are resolved short
I think many times the resolution is just

that the user concludes that he'll eat his losses and go on.
Because of the practice I have, usually when we've gotten
involved, we've had to file a lawsuit but that's the nature of

our practice.

J mean usually it's because they come to us

because they ' ve exhausted whatever they could do.
times, in fact, something has worked out.

A lot of

One of the very common

suggested solutions that I've encountered, both made to me after
I was in and my client will relate to me, is that a client
contracted to spend X dollars to get a system that would do
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functions A, B and C.

They buy it and it only does function A

and they paid their $50,000.

Finally, the vendor will concedP

that it doesn't do B and C and the solution is well, if you only
buy this extra piece of equipment for another Y dollars, we'll
finally make it.

Then they're magnanimous enough to give you a

discount on this extra piece of equipment that qets you where you
should have been.

As a practical matter, that usually "resolves

the problem" because it's cheaper for the customer to do that
than to really hold out to get what they should have gotten in
the first place.
~IR.

ELBRECHT:

Are you aware of any reported appellate

decisions in California, specifically on computer sales, of the
kind we're talking about here?
MR. PEREZ:
involved

i~

No, I'm not.

Most of the times when we get

the cases, the case law that's applicable is not that

directly related to computers.
There was one case - well, it's a federal court case,
but it's within the Ninth Circuit which governs California also called the (inaudible) versus MCR Corporation that. dealt with
some of these, but it really didn't deal with them as computer
problems, but instead really is typical for our type problem,
and that was a case where a customer did ••• it was an inadequate
r ~med :y_

b_? t, in fact, it

E~ qui ,;-~d _a

s_h ~wing:

of fraud in order to

do that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

What was the settlement on that

case?
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MR. PEREZ:

The final award was $2.3 million, most of

which were punitive damages.
CHAIRWOMAN: MOLINA:

IJet me ask you, both Mr. Booth and

Mr. Perez, what we're trying to strike here is a process by whi.ch
we can effectively work with computer manufacturers and dealers,
or the industry itself, and the consumer.

Both of you

(inaudible) if in fact there were to be some kind of a contract
or a disclosure that was sjgned at the time of sale, by both the
buyer and the seller, and that that would exempt them from this
particular law, and those people who estahlish their own
contracts, do you think that would be an effective means of
establishing the kind of consumer protections that we need to
see, from the standpoint that the consumer needs out there, and
also protP.ct the industry from the standpoint of just standing
behind what it claims to represent that it will stand behind ?
MR. PEREZ: My expectation is that every contract
specifically exempt the transaction from the bill if they had the
opportunity to do that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But then, again, it might create

that self-regulation process that might be most effective out
there.
MR. PEREZ:

l'lell, theoretically, as I think has been

pointed out, the UCC, rlght now, provides very adequate remedies,
bnt it also provides the opportunity for the parties to contract
away those remedies; and, theoretically, one can say the forces
of the marketplace would cause some companies not to contract
those away so that they would be more desirable products to buy.
As a practical matter, I don't think that happens.
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MR. ELBRECHT:

What if a provision like that would bP.

available only if the contracting away process included some kind
of a warranty?

You know, you would allow parties to contract

away the provisions of this bill but that same document would
also have to include some kind of a warranty.

Is that - would

that affect your answer?

MR. PEREZ:

Again, my feeling is that the more

significant part of the bill is knocked out which deals with
warranties.

And, I don't want to belittle that but I think the

more significant portion has to do with remedies.
could throw out various ideas

I mean I

I have to admit, you

kno~~

I carne

in a little bit late on this; somebody else from my office had
been in vi ted initially - I've read the bill, of course, but call'

f·

say I'm intimately farnj .liar with it, but a repair and replace
remedy; if in fact somebody, within a reasonable period of time,
does repair and replace, I don't find that offensive to say to
the user that if it doesn't work our obligation is to either fix
it or

~o

give you one that does work.

Okay; if that, in fact,

is done within a reasonable period of time, fine.

Where I haVP

problems is when it's not done, and then, a lot of times even,
the customer will say "at least give me my dollars back" and thev
won't even do that.

I mean, I think there has to come, at some

___________s_!:~~- of __:the _Q~QQe..S.h_at_Jibi.ch,

qj v..en_ the._llendor..!..s

r.eact-i~

-t-he------

customer is entitled to go after all the damages he, in fact,
suffered.
MR. ELRRECHT:
~he

Of course, even under the present text of

commercial code, if the limited remedy fails its essential
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purpose, then all of the other remedies specified in the
commercial code, theoretically, should apply, if the transaction
itself is covered.
MR. PEREZ:

Okay, but as I say,

think is at least questionable under

that is one that I

pr~sent

law.

The limited

remedy, initially, is that our only obligation is to repair or
replace.

If it stops right there then the commercial code works

exactly as you describe - if they don't repair or replace, you
can sue for all your damages.

However, any of the well-drafted

contracts will first say "your remedy is limited to us repairing
or replacing" and then, some place, maybe in the same paragraph,
it may be in bold letters, but it will then say "but in any
event, your recovery is limited to the price you paid for the
computer."

Under those circumstances, the vendor could first,

either try or not try, but fail to repair or replace, could even
refuse to give money back, and there is a pretty good argument,
at least, and we take offices aside when we're faced with these,
but I think it's less than

~lear,

a pretty good argument when

they say, "no the repair or replace failed, but then we have to
read the rest of the contract to see if there is anything else
now that takes inlo effect."
MR. ELBRECHT:
Ts ne~ng

~n-'Eerpreted

Your concern is that the commercial code

by some

j~es

as to allow the sellei to

cracks at limiting remedies.
MR. PERF.Z:

Exactly.

And that's argued in every case

v1here we raise the commercial code type of remedy.

Ann, what t.re

end up doing, frankly, in these cases, at least in California,
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because of the present state of the law, is we rely on having to
prove fraud.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Which is an expensive proposition

for most consumers.
MR. PERF.Z:

Of course.

CHAIRWOMAN MOTJINA:

Mr. Booth, could ycu comment on that

as far as if there were that kind of established contract between
yourself and your buyer, that you would be excluded, do you think
that would help?
MR. BOOTH:

Well, certainly it would help.

Our concern,

obviously, just in general terms, about the current breadth of
the bill is that it really limits our flexibility

an~

when we put a product in a distribution channel.

I think it

control

would be helpful, although I think it potentially has some
practical problems ..•
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Such as?

Well, you need ••• frequently Hewlett

Packard Company, for example, doesn't ever see its customer.
Products go through distribution chains and end up in various
forms at the end-user site, so we don't have complete control
over whether or not this process could, or
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

'~Tould,

take place.

Would it be difficult to establish

how_ that wnnl..d_be _sold in the ..same- fashion- that yeu

would~ - ~

anything else that goes mailed with that particular product, or
distributed with that particular product?
MR. BOOTH:

I really hadn't thought that much about what

you proposed other than the few minutes I've been sitting here
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li.Rtening to Mr. Perez, but I think the idea is that you want to
qet information to the consumer •••
CHAIRWOMAN
MR. BOOTH:

MOJ~INA:

Absolutely.

•.. and protect the seller.

You know, we

have a legitimate concern to at least limit our exposure,
products on the marketplRce, and sellers have a legitimate neeo
to know, to get, information.

Certainly a mandated contract

would be a step in that direction, although I don't think I could
say it would be the best step, or the easiest one right now.
CHAIRWOMAN MOI.INA:

Why?

It would give you maxim11m

flexibility because you would write it.
MR.

BOO~H:

Well, what I'm saying is that, practically

speaking, somebody's qoing to have to fill in the blanks.

HP is

not going to be there when the blanks are filled in, in many
cases.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

What if there are no blanks, other

than the date and signature?
MR. BOOTH:

I don't know what the document would contain

then; I thought you described the document
(Inaudible - two voices)
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA: • • . right nm·l when I hought my Anple
Lisa, that. was, if they had made me siqn that document that was
-1iHnTJss-~i<·daee----tt:-Jhl-4:e~c~.oovv:ee~r::..-.co;l..,ft-...;mtn¥Y:......J:Si!DL:ft.:tt.'wlrl.aa..rr:.ee~,'--'IL.....:w~o~uul~
. dunrl!OQtL~h~a~v~e~p~u~r__c:c:.!:h~a~s~e~d~.~i~t~·---

It says very clearly that it is "as is."

That's what I'm talking

about, that if you sell things "as is," you will say so.
MR. BOOTH:

As I said earlier, I think that that

requirement is already in the statute.
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If Apple •••

---- ---·

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, I kn0w it's in

th~

statute now,

but I didn't get to find out until I got my box and opened up my

0

book and, you know, tried to look for my remedies, and I saw
them, what they had there, but if I would have had that the
minute J turned over my $10,000 check, I would have had a better

0

avenue of protections, I think, because I probably would have
started asking a series of questions about exactly what did I buy
here for $10,000.
MR. BOOTH:
available.

This type of information sh0uld be

The type of thing that Mr. Giardina described earlier

when MicroPro initially came out with their product, trying to
get people to sign cards and send them back in that it did prove
to be unmanageable in the marketplace.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But it would be more manageable if,

in fact, before you turned over your check you signed it.
MR. BOOTH:

Certainly.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Bet they would all sign it.

If there were no blanks to fill in, if it

said "this iE, if you make these warranties, they have to be
available •.. "
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

This has no blanks to fill i.n right

now.
- MR-. GIARD-I-NA-;

- Ne- i-'E--deesn-tt-. - -That' s---a- iat·er· versl:"orr:-------------- -

(Inaudible - multiple voices)
MR. GIARDINA:

No, no.

But what you initially described

was, I understood it to be something to be filled in by the
customer and the seller.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No.

For example, if, in fact, right

now we were to p ut 1507 into operation - all right?

That would

be the standard by which computer products are sold in this
State, but if we were to put an exclusion provision, that if
there is a contract, a warranty contract between the seller and
the buyer, you would be excluded from, I guess a series of
remedies or protections, and it would be siqned bv buyer and
seller so you could have, conceivably have, something like this
and on the bottom would be very frankly, dated and signed at
whatever location would sign.

lik~

legal documents are - and both people

no you think that would benefit you and,

agai~,

trying to go in and respond to your need for maximum flexibility
within your industry?
MR. GIARDINA:

As I said, I think anything that gives us

more flexibility than what's currently in AB 1507 would be a
benefit.

I

just, I

foresee though, practical problems with

actually having that done1 so in reality our protection is not
going to be as great as envisioned because we don't have control
over the people who resell our products, and perhaps •••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But the key is, it's right there in

black and white1 you don't have to say anything to them.
MR. BOOTH:
ozder

t.o -~ak~

But it has to be given to the customer in

effect, and more importantly, retrieved from the

customer so you have it when, and if, the customer comes hack to
you.
CHAlf<WOMAN MOLINA:

Retrieve it?
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0
.MR. GIARDINA:

Well, i _f I were a customer, and I signed

a document like that, and the signing of that document was going

0

to preclude remedies to me that otherwise would he nvailable, I'd
q~t

make sure I didn't present it when I wanted to

those

remedies, so it needs to be retrieved from the end-user by the

0

company so it can be used in case the end-user comes forward
later.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

And that would be burdensome.

It's impossible;

it'~

not burdensomP-,

what you described ••.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
salesperson that develops

Is it possible your computer

soft\~are

to meet nll the beta needs of

every technol.ogy, and you're telling me that there isn't
technology that's capable of keeping such data.
MR. GIARDINA:
not the issue.

That's not the issue.

Ms. Molina, that's

What I have here is a document that you describe

and it is dated 23 May 1980, and surprisingly enough, it was
signed at a company called Compu-Development International down
in Newport Beach.

This is one of perhaps 50,000 of about

1,000,000 of these that went out that we got back.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:
there who

Right.

That means I've got 950,000 people out

ma~~o_t_,

have signed___o_ne____o_L_--h.ut- I - don--!t..,__ _

have them.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Wait a minute.

And J don't want to

create a big papermill out there in this process.
simple as a receipt, okay?

To me it is as

Sometimes there's an exchange policy
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that says "but only if you have your receipt."

If I lose my

receipt obviously I have lost any kind of remedy that I have.
The receipt usually very clearly states where I purchased it or
what store it was, so that there is some kind of remedy available
to me.

What I consjder, I guess, as a simple process, I guess

you are sayinq is not.
MR. GIARDINA:

I don't believe it is.

Now, perhaps

there is some permutations of it that would make it more
simple •.•
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I was just trying to find some kind

of option here that would be more readily available to vou to be
inclusive of the kind of flexibility that we've been talkinq
about.
MR. GIARDINA:

I understand.

The key is that none of us

who are responsible for the functioning of our software and our
hardware, are on the end where it is being delivered to the
end-user and have very little control over what the interaction
between the end-user and the seller of the product, our product,
have to say or do with each other.

Sometimes that relationship

is as many as three or four steps away from us.
CHAIRWOMAN r10LINA:

And yet it operates ''lith cars, and

irons, and washing machines.
-··---

MR-.---GIARDINA: - .I..t doesn 't_aperate that way with cars.
Car dealerships are practicaJly franchises of manufacturers.
That is nnt the case in the computer industry.

I have no control

over what a Computerland dealer says about my product, does with
my product, charges for my product, or makes representations
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0
about my product.

I don't even have a contract with him.

He

buys my product from somebody else.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. PEREZ:

Uh, huh.

Doesn't that help answer the question though

as far as this bill is concerned?

0

The bill, at least as I

recall, would say that with respect to the implied warranty of
fitness for particular purpose applied to the manufacturer only
if the manufacturer has reason to know what the customer
do

'~ith

the product.

'~as

to

Under the situation he just described, the

manufacturer doesn't know and, therefore, isn't caught up in that
web.
MR. GIARDINA:

So why have it in the bill?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. PEREZ:

It would seem to me

The problem that I would at least like to

pause with respect to, the possibility of the
disclaimer.

~o-called

As a practical matter (maybe it's a sad commentary)

hut as a practical matter, people frequently do not read
contracts.

They read the marketing literature.

It seems to me

that any time, if we create a mechanism by which a contract is
able to disclaim some of the representations that were made in
the marketing literature, you've dreated an unfair situation.

In

other words, if they can present a brochure to you that says a
- - ---S¥8-t.em can do a, ----b-,----a-rui-c, and then they give you-a -contract of

some kind that says "notwithstanding anything we've ever told you
or we really don't say it will do anything," unfortunately, most
people in dealing with it will have seen the glossy brochure, the
ad, will see thP. name of a national, reputable company,

-
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frequently, and will not - it just doesn't register with them that this company really is going to say "that despite alJ that
we're not obliqated to give you what we said we were going to
give you because our contract says to the contrary."
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Perez, one of the most difficult

things with this aspect of the bill is really to figure out, how
far can you protect the consumer?
MR. PEREZ:

Of course.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And, again, my interest is to

really, at least, inform the consumer out there of \That they are
purchasing.

What is happening in this particular industry now is

that you don't even have that part of it, and very few remedies
in order to

achi~ve

that in any way, so what I'm offering is a

potential amendment to deal with the needs of this particular
emerging technology that has a lot of growth potential, and not
to stifle that growth potential, and to create a possible,
flexible method that they could incorporate within their
processes.

I think the ideal wo11ld be to put a three year

0r

four year sunset on it, do an evaluation at this point in time
and see if it worked, where we might revise the law later on.
And, again, that would also create the situation within the
industry of sayinq "let's try to operate within it."

It's like

the attorneys' fees and the trouble damages that are involved in
the bill

b~rause

that creates a reaction right up front - "I

better not sa y tl1is; I

bett~r

not

misr~present

this."

That's

what we're trying to create here - trying to create a mechanism
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0
within the industry itself, for that self-policing.

And, I, very

frankly, would like to find {because I think there are reputable
dealers out there, reputable publishers, reputable manufacturers
that are willing to stand behind their products) and because it's
hard to define, as it's been explained to me, it would be nicer

0

if they, themselves, established that warranty protection
directly with the seller and were held accountable to it in that

•

fashion.

If there was not anything there, then you would have a

State law that would go into play.
MR. PEREZ:

All I can say is that it is not an industry

whose growth will be stifled if the vendor is held for selling
products that will do what they said it would do.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

It's interesting that all the

testimony to date has been exactly that.
very discouraging that you, because

I

I

find it also very,

think, again, I think it's

a real instant kind of situation, with I as a consumer out there,
that expects when I purchase a product, particularly one that you
are making a large investment in.

You're not talking about $5 or

$15; you're talking about anywhere from $200 to $25,000 to
$50,000 and people are not stnnding behind them.

It's very

discouraging .
MR. PEREZ:
k.naw ~_bow

Well, one of your questions was whether, you

.pr.ice- sensi-t-i-ve- ~he- --preauets- ar«:. ·----And, I - ca-n-ft::·--cl1rim-------··-··---

to be into marketing, but I think that the answer that \'.ras given
saying that "yes, they're very price sensitive," I think is in
the context of if one vendor had to raise his prices to comply
with the bill, obviously would knock them off the competitive

-
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track.

But, I think you would find it was somewhat less price

competitive if, in fact, impact were across industry so that
everybody had to adjust some.
competitive disadvantage.

You don't then suffer at least a

Now I've had enough economics to know

that if you increase the prices generally, you're goinq to knock
off some segment of the market, but I would suggest that if thev
have to raise their prices to make their products do what they
sny they're supposed to do, well, that's the price rise that's
justified.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GORDON MUSTAIN:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MUSTAIN:

Yes.

I agree.

Ms. Molina, if I may, please •••
Certainly.

..• comment on this.

I think that the

issue of the fact that legislation - regulatory legislation
increases prices on products, is something that history has borne
out.

I really don't think it's a question of the fact that we

will have to charge more because we will have to test the
software longer, or we have to charge more because of any
particular provision in your bill, which I have no particular
quarrels with: I certainly have no quarrels that there is a
horrendous situation in the industry today, but we're talking
about a process here and we're right on the leading edge of that
process, and 1t's a consumerism pLocess that started probably, in_ ____ _
this country, back in the 1800s with patent medicines and the
rising consumerism to battle patent medicine.
In each case there has been an inevitable sequence of
ev P. nts where the first Jaw was passed which served as a basis for
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0
additional laws and amendments to cover loopholes in the first
law which served for additional laws, additional regulations the next thing you know you have commissions, committees, and
regulatory cabinets and agencies.
Where the price increase comes from is in having to pay
a clerical worker $20-25,000 a year to throw in all the
government forms, in having to pay an attorney, his retainer of

•

$50-100,000 a year, to advise you as a businessman, how to rnn

your way through this bureaucratic maze, and this lP.gal maze.
And, it seems to me that we are really at a critical point in
this industry.

We, obviously, and I'm speaking for myself, and

for my company which is a softl"'are company, we obvionsly need to
redefine our priorities in many ways.

This industry needs to

recoqnize that at the core of this industry is the consumer.
It's not the marketplace; it's not the technology: it's not the
software, or the hardware, or anything else: it's the
individuals, like yourself, who spend the money that you put your
time and effort in to earn, to invest in a product that you hope
will improve the quality of your life.
However, we have two things here that
critical, and
this morning.

I

I

think are

haven't heard either of these issues addressed
The first is that certainly in software we have a

- -t;y.pe- ef.. pr-edue~-t-fl.a-t:-never -e:X±sted-be-fore-; we- have- here- an·- - · - ---

evolutionary product; we have a product tnat, today, may shoot at
a design goal six months down the road, and in that interim time
period, there may be breakthroughs in the programming technology
itseJf, in the language development technology itsP.lf, which
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suddenly make it possible to do 30 times more than what that
product did to begin with.
We have an evolutionary product because the hardware
will continue to evolve at an exceedingly rapid rate - we haven't
begun to see the r-ilte at which the hardware w]ll evolve in this
industry.

And, as the hardware evolves, every time a

comes out you can do more with your software.

nE""Y7

chip

To try to

legislate an evolutionary product, to try to control it with
legislation - consumer legislation that is patterned on the kinds
of legislation that have been designed to protect consumers

wh~n

buying medicines, or buying cars, or buying refrigerators, I
don't think will work.

And, I don't think ...

C'HAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

J don't see why not.

Again, ]n that

evolution of development, I know that I, as a computer consumer
ont there, Lought a certa]n state of the art, right?
MR. MUSTA.IN:

True.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

If I'm somewhat informed so, but if

1 buy it at that point in time, I'm buying exactly what you

represented to me to be that particular development.

Why could

that not be rE"presented as such?

MR. MUSTAIN:

Okay.

And, I think the key here is the

issue of how the products are represented.
CHI\ IRWOMAN MOIJINA:

MR. MUSTAIN:
out

,.,i th

R1ght .

We have recently, with our company, come

what we consi(ler a relativel"y novel and innovative

marketing plan fer our software, and in that plan we disclose, as
was suggested by this gentleman over here, the long-range desiqn
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0
~oals

for the software.

We tell the r.onsumer up front that this

is an evolutionary product; here is what we are workinq toward;
here is what the product will be eventually; here is \'/here the
product stands at the moment; and this is what it will do at the
moment.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And are you held accountable for

\'lhat it does at the moment?
MR. MUSTAIN:

Yes.

We also offer a warranty that if the

customer discovers a bug within ninety days of the purchase of
the

software~

and we cannot fix that bug and get the fix into his

hands within sixty days after it's reported to ns that we will
refund the money on that product.

Now that's the kind of

responsibility that we would love to see the industry as a
adopt.

who!~

We think that's a warranty with its provisions which is

somPt.hing that a software development company can live with.
can certainly live w.i th it.
the opportunity

t~ith

We

But, more importantly here, we have

these products, and with the very technology

we're selling to create a new kind of consumer who is more aware.
Why go after - why spend our time and our effort, trying to
define what the consumer's remedy will be or won't be, whether
they did or didn't buy, they've read their license agreement, or
they didn't, or so forth, why not establish, why not work tm11ard
------'e~s:t-abl-i

shing a nationa-1-- eensume! uuion; why not

pas~egislatJ.on

that would tax computer related products a half a percent, or a
quarter percent, and use that money to finance a national
consumers union?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

trh, huh.
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MR. MUSTAIN:

Now let me finish if I might.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MUSTAIN:

Okay.

The focus of that consumers union is

basically then twofold: 1) is to sit down wi th represen t atives of
the industry (and it certainly would be in the industry's best
interests to negotiate with those

p~ople;

those are t he ct1stomers

they depend on) to sit down and to establish the directions, the
long term goals that this technology will eventually take, and
the research will take; and secondly, to establish a consumers
bill of riqhts controlling, or establishing, the basic parameters
for how you represent a product.

It could be something as

simp!~

as saying "this product is not yet a complete product, but we
want to brinq it out on the market; hAre is where we're qoinq
with it; if you, as a consumer, want to go along with us on this
and if you believe that's going to handle your needs when you get
there, you pay a one time price on it, you get all the future
updates free until that design goal has been reached."

It seems

to me to be a much better solution than to involve ourselves in
this process which will historically, almost inevitably, result
in hurting the exact people that we're trying to help by
increasing the cost of products.

I think it really is

inevitable .
-cnAT RWOMJ\N MOLINA:

I could uot agree with you more.

I -·· ·-- ··---

think that t hat, again, is something that would be wonderful to
see industry develop on its own, a self-regulation policy of some
type, of some process by which consumers find some remediP-s.

The

only problem with that and the only thing I see as a problem is
that there is no teeth in it.
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MR. MUSTAIN:
industry regulating

Well, if I may, I'm not talking about the

its~lf.

I'm talking about the consumers

regulating the industry; I'm talking about the consumer sitting
down with the industry representatives and liaisons and
establishing parameters that are fair to both sides.

Because

fair exchange between consumer and business is not just an ideal,
it happens to be extremely good business and also is one of the
fundamental tenets upon which civilization is based.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

There's no doubt about it, and I

think that it would probably be an ideal if that could happen.

I

just don't know that the consumers out there necessarily can go
through that whole process in order to represent their interests
overall.

I mean it probably would be the ideal.

I think, by

far, the ideal is for the industry itself to create that kind of
mechanism in regulating itself and providing the, you know, the
products, some form of standing behind the products that they
manufacture and develop.

In the absence of that, you as an

individual that already has a certain warranty protection for the
consumer which sounds very adequate, aren't you worried about
that manufacturer or publisher or developer out there that has no
warranty whatsoever and goes around beating you in the
marketplace because of misrepresentations that it's making,
--------~h~io~p~1H·J~Ig~rt~ly

and jump out wrth its money, while in

the meantime you want to be a sustaining business person in that
area?

Don't you think there has to be some form of regulation

against those individuals as well?
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MR. MUSTAIN:

! f I may,

I think that probably, to some

degree, I agree with the gentlemen here, that there is an awful
lot of laws on the books already that could be applied here.

If

I may give an example:
The most recent ad that IBM is usin9 for their personal
computers js a rather classic example of the kind of thing
talking about here today.

w~

nre

It represents Charlie as a potentjal

computer buyer who is concerned about power and expandability,
and so forth, and then it rather questionably reassures him that
the IBM is easy to use and is expandable and it's powerful, and
sa~ ; s,

come on into the dealership and the tag line on the ad
"once you've taken the first step, the rest come easy.
Their pricing strategy is this.
computer.

$ 2 4.95?

11

They offer a $24.95

You walk into the store and what do you get for
You get a CPU and a keyboard.

The monitor is extra, the

cables to connect the monitor to the CPU are extra, oftentimes
with some computers, the disc drives are extra, the software is
extra.

~Tell,

it • P time this industry stood up and

acknm>~ledqed

the fact that a computer without software is a doorstop and
software

1~lthout

a computer are imitation frisbees, you know.

So, hf're's IBM telling you you're going to get a $24.9 !' computer.
When you get in there and find out that all of the rest of the
t h ings tha t. ma ke

~t

usable as a tool are added into the

it's a $5,000 computer.
this

~~ate

new car and

packa~e,

Now, would not the Attorney r.eneral of

if an automobile manufacturer offered a $4,500 brand
\ol h£~n

the cu sterner got into the dealership fou nd t- fl a t

at that pricP the car didn't have wheels or gas tank o r
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0
windshield wipers, would not the Attorney Genernl's office
on the basis of bait and switch?

pros~cute

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think there are

now that allow him to (inaudible).

prot~ctions

right

In this industry, it does

not.
MR. ELBRECHT:
contr~ry

What you've described

woul~

appear to be

to the law although actually your company and your Trade

Association also have the power legally to go into court to deal
with that kind of misrepresentation in the marketplace under
Business and Professions Code 17.500 in California so it's not
only public law enforcement authorities who could take action
here, to the extent they have the resources, but also the
computer industry itself could too.
MR. PF.:REZ:

I was just going to

s~y

if, in fact, there

are othPr remedies existing in this area, short of having to
prove fraud, I would like to have them pointed out.

It would

make our job much easier in the cases that we're involved in.
No, I'm not questioning that.

I'm saying to take that analogy

that Has qiven and say therefore there must be laws in this area
that already exist to make this bill unnecessary, I'm just saying
if they exist, I'd like them to he pointed out to me so that we
can use them.
_______,f'"""'r...,.a~u~d and

I haven't found them short of having to prove

the one ---thillg.-about

thl-s--bi-ll....,...-a-s it i-s--now-as-opposed

to havinq the paperwork requirements, excluding yourself out, the
way

~t

exists now, I can't see anybody sayinq it creates any

arlministrative cost.

There's not a record keeping requirement.

It doesn't require the formation of some kind of a national
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commission .

1 mP-an it doesn't do those things.

The cost that's

going to be involved is making sure your product does what

jt

savs it will d o and paying the consumer if you don't do that,
both of

whic~

are pretty valid costs I would think.

MR. MUSTAIN:

I agree that this law does not, that this

law in itself, in specific, would not create the kinds of costs
we're talkinq about, at least not the total kinds of costs that I
was talking about but I

really think we have to see this law

becatJse we're dealing with a brand new kind of product here and I
thjllk we have to sP.e the historical perspective

C'S

we11 as th8

immediate perspective of the need to protec1: the consnrner.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, Mr. Mustain, that might be

true hut if we can direct it to the present law that we're
discussing here or the present proposal which is AB 1507, it
would prohably be much more effective because I don't want a
whole lot of other things to be included which this bill
represent.

not

But what I'm hearing now and what I've been hearinq

from industry
i n ~reased

~nes

A~d

some of the concerns is that it would be an

cost to provide any kind of warranty and you're saying,

in the work t hat you do now, in the software that you're
developing, you ar·e not havinq a problem with providinq the kind
of warranty that von provide now?
MR. MUSTAIN:

No, bat we would incur additional c o sts

were we to have to warranty that product for any specific use to
each individua 1 <'w,tomer.
us and said, I

w~nt

In other words, if a customer carne to

to be able to use this product to keep my

books and d o my word processing tasks
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, this hill does nnt do that.

This bjll says that it's how you market it or advertise it.

Now,

0
if we can define that, and there's a problem with that and I've
heard this often enough, I am looking for someone who Hi 1J help

0

me to define that because it's not my intent for a consumer out
there to create new applications or whnt they thought they heard
or what they thought it did.

I'm trying to 7 the very, very

aspects of its application and what it's marketed to, what
processes or capabilities does it hnve.

That's all we're asking

that jndividual to stand behind who either produces jt or
publishes it or manufactures it.

MR. MUSTAIN:

Well, I guess the best we could do would

be to offer our warranty as a model and other kind of warranty
that we feel gives the consumer protection as well as being
something that we can live with economically as Nell as
ethically.

w~

do feel that we should stand behind our products

and we do feel that we should not involve our customers.
mentioned earlier, you used the phrase test rats.
editorial I wrote last month, I

in~icated

You

In an

that we didn't feel it

was ethical to involve customers in an ongoing R&D experiment
without their being aware of the fact that, in fact, that's what
they \oJere involved in.

And that's why we suggest that perhaps

the-soiution might· lie in the area of-the disclosure of a product
as an evolutionary product if, in fact, it has not yet achieved
the final design goaJ and a warranty not unlike the one that

WP're currently using which does give the consumer, minimally,
recourse for the rP.fund of the money if the prod1.1ct r.annot be
repaired and replaced.
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MR. BOOTH:
that to qive

cl

If I might, I don't think we meart to sa y

warranty we don't want to do it because it's q oing

to makP. the p roducts a lot more expensive.
wc:~s

nat t~ rally,

that,

I think what

,.,,~

f'<tid

it is qoinq to potentially increase the

expense, that this Lill will definitely increase the expense
because o f the punitive damages aspect of it and the attorney's
fees so tha t

the potential liability is going to go up.

CHAIRWOMAN MOL INA:

Tell me, you, as an attorney that

would be advising Hewlett Packard for example, wouldn't you
caution them with rPqard to how they would represent their
products so that they would not be liable under the provisions of
this particular hill now because the law
MR. BOOTH:

js

in effect?

Well, I can safely say that this bill

probably wouldn't affect how I would advise Hewlett Packard in
any event.

I

wouldn't advise them to be, wouldn't cause me to

change how I'm doing things right now.

Hewlett Packard Company,

and other ,Tendors in the industry, strive to represent thf.'
functions and c apabil i ties to the public in all of our marketinq
literature.
becaus~

J don't advise them now,

say anything ynu want

As i s the r e and we're all set and I don't think anyone

does that that h o pes to be in the industry more than a few
months.
- e HA-'iRWOt-'.AN Mei:rU1A-t- - ¥flu '- re - te.ll.ing_ me that x iqht now

Hewlett

Pack~rct

does not sell its product as is?

MR. BOOTH:

(Inaudible).

CHAIRWC)MJ.N MOLINA:
d qht.

No, hecanse thPy're hardware oeoplc,

They'r e not software people.
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0
MR. BOOTH:

0

Well, we sell

so~e

software but we don't

have an as is -- we sell some products, for example, we sell
MicroPro products and we would take whatever warranty we would
get from that vendor and re-sell it with the product potentially

0

so I can't say all products are never sold with an as is
warranty.

It's not our policy to use the as is warranty as a

blanket provision but I think what I was trying to say is that
you asked the question, would this bill make me be more careful
in advising the company and what we're trying to get across is
that we are very careful already and vendors are very careful
already.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Why would you say it would involve

an increased cost?
MR. BOOTH:

It's going to involve an increased cost just

because of the potential lawsuits that we would get.

Mr. Perez

is going to have more of an incentive to sue Hewlett Packard than
he does right now.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Again, I'm not a lawyer and maybe I

shouldn't put in my two cents.

You'd think that he would not

have.
MR. BOOTH:

Well, I think the practical reality of the

way litigation works today is that 95 out of 100 cases settle and
---------l:he-s-e-trt~rre

prospects are go1ng to go up regararess of_tne_____________ _

merits because it costs us money to defend a case and you just go
through a risk analysis.

You can't always be certain in 100% of

the cases that you're going to win.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And Mr. Booth, in my instance when I

went to my lawyer and I said I wanted to file a suit against
Apple because I purchased the Lisa and they misrepresented what
it did, they said, "we could probably get your money back, we can
probably go through a long, tedious process and we might be

abl~

to conclude that it was fraud but it's going to cost you $6,000
and all we can guarantee, if anything, is that you'll get your

$10,000 back."
MR. BOOTH:

I can't second guess the advice.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

So what remedy was availahle for me?

I can't second guess the advice you miqht

have gotten from another attorney and really, I don't know enough

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, with you a lawyer, what kind

of •.•
MR. BOOTH:

Well, I really don't think it's appropriate

for me to ask about your particular case.

I just know I haven't

had the opportunity to sit down and ask you questions about it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

The point that I'm trying to make is

that we're trying to create, hopefully, a standard in this statP.
by which you are minimizing the litigation that's going to be
occurring in this area.
MR. DOO'f'II .

I really don't think that this bil1 is qoing __ __

to do that and I've stated it previously and I guess I restated
just a moment aqo.

If I might, I'd like to finish up with one

other point I think we've tried to make but perhaps has gone
unnoticed but reminded me of it when we talked about the
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evolution of technology.

The software industry, the hardware

industry, the computer industry in general to the general public,

0

I think it's pretty well understood has mushroomed over the
course of even just the last five years.

I mean the company you

bought your computer from didn't exist ten years ago.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

It might not exist tomorrow, either.

But for a lot of companies, I would venture

to say most of the companies that are here today didn't exist ten
years ago.

During that start-up period of time,

ther~

was, I

can't say that the competitive pressures in the industry were
there.

Everybody wanted a computer product and if you could get

one to market, you could make a buck but the fact is that in the
short period of time since 1975 to 1985, that's not the way
market operates today.

0

th~

I think you heard testimony earlier, you

can see the bankruptcy rate is as hot as the start-up rate was a
few years ago.

The competitive pressures are coming to bear now.

People know more about computers.

Some of the lessons have been

painful but the fact is is that they're out there.

Consumers are

better informed, manufacturers are better informed and I think
they're putting better products to market and consumers are
asking tougher questions.
the

st~rt-up

To come in now and say because during

period, the practices of the industry need to be

corrected , ! _think is premature.

I

th~~~~---------

self-regulatory •••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MF. BOOTH:

It's premature?

Premature because I think the industry, the

competitive pressure in the industry is going to take care of a
lot of the concerns that you raise.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOI..INA:

But Mr. Booth, you're almost savinq

that if I was going to share in this risk, why didn't you allow
me that choice?

If r wanted to share in the risk or the growth

of Apple, I would have bouqht its stock, not its computer.
MR. ROOTH:

I

don't think I said that.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
R

representation here.

But that's almost what you're rnnking

You had to allow to have all of these

unsuccessful kinds of products that we are marketing because it
was so new so we had to make those mistakes in order to get to
the final product.
MR. BOOTH:
it.

Well, r guess there's two ways of looking at

I'm not, certainly not trying to say that and I think all

along the way, manufacturers, members of AEA, Hewlett Packard,
IBM and other manufacturers and the software companies that are
here worked as hard as t hey could to get good products to markPt.
I'm not trying to say that everyone was perfect.

Certainly the

testimony we heard this morninq would indicate otherwise but the
fact is that I don't think that consumers that you're trying to
protect are not well served by the forces that are working in the
marketplace right now and that's the message we're trying to give
to you.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And I think why I'm trying to

establish this potent.ial optio11 because _I think that that \d 11
strive to

hav~

the industry itself create its protection.

That

particular an is warranty that I received in still carried
throughout.
is Jazz.

Right now the product that's bPen out and

It carries that as is warranty.
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th~

ne~est

0
MR. BOOTH:

But the point is

it now, that product now?

~ow

many people are buyinq

How many people are rushing to the

0
store to buy Jazz?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

I'm trying to tell you this, that it

was unfair for that company to sell one under this
representation.

We should not permit one company to make such a

misrepresentation.

That's what I say and I think that you're

saying, let the buyer beware and let's see how much we can soak
the market first •••
MR. BOOTH:

0

That's not what I'm sayinq Miss Molina.

I

think it's unfair for you to say that I'm saying that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

That's what I want to clarify.

What I'm saying is that people who do thosP

sorts of things are not going to be around to do them aqain much
longer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

This is Lotus, one of the larqest

software manufacturers.
MR. BOOTH:

I can't speak for Lotus with respect to how

they handle that product.

I have only read one article in a

newspaper journal and my understanding is that the newspaper
reporter didn't give the full side of the story and that's all I
know about it so I can't speak for Lotus.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

MR. BOOTH:

All-rtqtrt----;·--------·-·----------------------------------·

But what I can tell you is that those

companies that do handle themselves and their products that way
are not qoing to be in the marketplace because what it's ahout is
customer service .

We're getting pressure from every direction
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possible to insure that our products work, to stand behind our
products and to provide continuing and expanding customer service
and there's no getting around that.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Is it your view then that therP should be

no, the buyer should have no legal rights whatsoever in a case
where

~

software product simply fails to function?
MR. BOOTF:

I think there are legal rights that already

exist.
MR. ELBRECHT:

What legal rights would you think there

ought to be in the marketplace?
MR. BOOTH:

Which ones there ought to be in the

marketplace?
MR. ELBRFCHT:

A buyer buys a software product and it

doesn't function, it doesn't work.
MR. BOOTH :

Let's assume it does nothing.

He should be able to brina it back

immediately, as you can with our software, if that should happen
and it hasn't and get your money back.
MR. ELBRECHT:

The problem is this, that the as is

clause legally what that means is that there are no legal rights
or remedies .

The buyer is giving them up, the seller is

disclaiming them.

If an as is clause is given legal effect, and

thig is the problem that we're talking about here, if an as is
clause i s gi.Ven-Ene e--rfect- -that-+t-pu-I'ports4e----have -Under our
laws, under the Commercial Code that Mr. Booth has described, the
buyer has no legal right so you have bought a software product
from a seller, it doesn't work, it's not even good as a frisbee
and you've said to me, yAs, you ought to have a right to take jt
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back and get your money back but the truth is, if it's sold as
is, you don't have that right so I guess I'll ask the question
again.

Are you really sure that's the right you ought to have

and if it's so, then perhaps we need to make some changes in the
law to give you that right, you as the purchaser of this
non-functioning software product and that is one of the issues
that we're facing here today.
MR. BOOTH:

I think one of the problems and we're not

here today to ask you to do anythinq but one of the practical
problems with that in the software innustry that naturally I
don't face as much but certainly MicroPro faces and other
companies face is return of a product sets up a mechanism
whereby, and I'm not saying consumers are going to do this in
giant numbers, hut certainly sets up the mechanism to purchase a
product, copy it, software is easily copied, and then return it
and have a free copy.

Piracy and unauthorized copies is a hig

problem in the software industry.
MR. ELBRECHT:

I'm not aware of any buyer advocates

suggesting that it should be possible to return a hardware or
software product unless there's a legal cause for rloing so.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think that the bill clarified

(inaudible) .

D
evidence, the testimony has also been that it's not possible in
all cases to produce a software product that is completely bug
free.
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MR. PEREZ:

There are degrees there anyway.

I mean

that, as I say, is the common defense, well, no software can be
perfect.

People don't sue because of those types of bugs that

are generally • . •
MR. BOOTH:
nm-1.

We're talking about returning the product

We're talking ahout returning the product.
MR. PEREZ:

Well, I don't really think you mean what

you're saying because the solution to that would be to say they
cAn't rPturn the product.
fr.o~

ycu.

I

t:hP. product.

thin~

They just get to qet a lot of money

you'n prefer. that they just be able to return

Tha+ rPaJ.ly dof'f.r,'t seem

to mr,

<it

J~·;•r-t .

tc }l· t~H;:

type of thing that would prevent this type of bill from being
passed most certainly.
I would like to comment on the mention that because the
competitive forces have changed, there's less need for this type
of bill.

Aside from the fact that that asks you to sit and wait

to see how many consumers, in fact, are taken advantage of whil.e
the industry matures, I think that the contrary may be the case.
As the marketplace qets more competitive, I think, in fact, there
may be more incentive for vendors to rush to market even sooner
with products so they can try and get an edge on the competitors
and that's one of the things that I've had happen.
~nvolved

1n

I was

a suit recently whe:z:e brochures and marketing

literature had been out for at least nine months saying that a
product would do something that it certainly would not do.

I

have no doubt that the vendor hoped it would someday do that but,
unfortunately, they

wer~

selling it now as though it would do
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0
that.

J mean that happens and one of the reasons it happened was

because they had a very strong incentive to beat the other

0

companies to the market place.
possibili~v

I mean I actually see the

of the problems increasing as people have a harder

time selling their products.

If it's easy to sell your product,

0
you don't have to do those things.

It's more likely when it's

hard to sell your product.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think that that would he true and

we've seen it over and over again.

For example, Macintosh was

being marketed with the Jazz program as one of its key components
when, in reality, Jazz was not developed until a year later or

0
completed which I think was a misrepresentation but if you ask
the question, which I did, you would find out that it really

0

didn't exist but when they were making those representations, you
had all those magazine articles and advertisements that came out.
They were really almost making the representation that there was
now an integrated program that was available for the Macintosh
which was not the case.

A lot of people might have, and I don't

know who did, purchase their Macintosh thinking that they could
go now somewhere else and look for this Jazz when in reality, it
was nowhere to be found because it had not been developed.
Mr. Giardina, I have not given you, I mean I'm sorry I
-------nh~a~v~

not albowed you to

to testify.

testify~-the

issues-that you-came here

I'd like you to do so at this time.

MR. GIARDINA:

I apologize.

I think even though I've been talking

around it, I should tell you who I am and what I do.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes.
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MR. GIARDINA:

I'm General Counsel which means,

unfortunately, I ' m a l so a lawyer so I'm in the same boat with
these guys.

I've been with MicroPro now for five years and

MicroPro is only seven years o l d so I'm sort of, other than the
founder, I'm the grand old man of the company.
San Rafael.

We're located in

I'm also representing ADAPSO which has approximately

800 member organizations and I ' m also representing the Lawyers'
Committe~

of ADAPSO which is a subcommittee of ADAPSO and

consists of several lawyers, about 30 of us, I think, at this
point, who work on issues and probably the primary one we've been
working on the last few years is warranties.
MicroPro does buRiness worldwide.
known for its Word Star product.

It's probably best

I tell people that

1.5 million

people loved it enough to buy it and another 1.5 million people
loved it enough to overcome their own moral instincts and stole
it.

The bottom line is that we have substantial experience

dealing with end users.

There's not another software product

anywhere that has gotten anywhere near 1.5 million people using
it so we have a great amount of experience and we have been
involved in this evolutionary process that Mr. Mustain has been
discussing earlier.

In fact, you'll see it's a theme throughout

my testimony because I think it is probably the most elemental
and import ant force involved in both the 1ndustry and a11y
l PgiRlation that's going to affect the industry.
Expanding a little on what Mr. Godfrey said, the
software industry, if you can break the computer industry down
into hardware and software, the software industry itself will
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break down into a myriad of different
not a unit.

~nd

distinct parts.

You can't simply talk about software.

It is

Software

consists of consumer oriented applications programs, things like
"One, Two, Three", "Word Star", things that are designed for
someone to use for a particular process; source codes; operating
systems; software solutions which are precise little things you
plug into a program so that you can get it to do something a
little extra than the program would normally do; customizing
package~

which allow you to change a software product, that's

software as well; customized software which is software written
for a particular person's particular need and their particular
machine; parts that look like hardware but they're software, real
only mornory commonly referred to as the ROM, the big Apple

cas~

a

few years ago when the district in Pennsylvania dealt with that,
is that hardware or is it software?

It's determined that it's

software, it's covered under copyright.

This is further

complicated that each one of these applications, and probably a
dozen more that I have not even heard of, each one of these kinds
of software make their appearance in three arenas: you've got
main frame, you've got mini computer and you've qot micro
computer.

Micro computer software more often than not is what's

considered consumer software.

It's the kind of software that

··-wH-i sit-- on your-de-sk--in- a -·bmr; - Many---compute-rs-w:tt:l -re-qui-re

-------

probably the space of this room to be able to use them and a main
frame will often take up a floor or more of a major downtown
office building so we're talking about products that run the
gamut from tiny to major and from every kind of application you
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can think of to non-application products.

Laid over this is a

matrix of custom relations which is even more complex than the
products that are sold through this matrix.

You're going to

have, at one extreme you're going to have programmers who are so
intricately involved with the technology that they understnnd
every element of it, you're going to run through people who
simply know how to use products, you're going to run through data
processing managers until you get to the other extreme which the
naive users, people who fully expect to take a computer and
software horne, plug it in and be able to word process.

Even if

they don't know how to type, they're going to want to be able to
do that.

So, you've got this gamut of customers that you're

dealing with on top and this is laid over this matrix of
software.

Laid over this is probably the most complex and, I

don't mean immature, I mean unmatured, not maturated,
distribution system that you can imagine.

It changes constantly.

We are constantly forced with making decisions that are either
going to infuriate dealers because we're going to deal directly
with corporations because corporations are begging us to or vice
versa.

We have a constant flux of changes in relationships and

that's the distribution channel that we're dealing with.

These

kinds of distribution channels are going to include hardware
manufacturers who happen to distribute softwares such as HP
Software manufacturers, value added re-sellers, on-site retailers
such as Cornputerland, Entree, Businessland, mail order sellers
and systems houses and, I think, Mr. Godfrey described most of
those in detail sufficiently that I don't need to go into those.
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Warranty provisions regulatirg all of these
relatjonships and all of these matrices cannot be written, simply

0

cannot be written, and it cannot be

writte~

in one bill for sure.

Laying on fixit legislation over this complex set of
relationships can only be unnecessarily restrictive.

0

workable.

It's an evolutionary process.

It's not

I believe that this

sort of a bill will be so restrictive, in fact, that we run the
risk of halting the evolutionary

proc~ss

of software development,

marketing and distribution channels and, as well, the
evolutionary process of warranties.

Is this a question coming

up?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, I'm sitting here watching you

weave this web of total confusion and then telling, I guess,
basically, the Legislature you can't do anything about it.
MR. GIARDINA:

I'm saying you can't do anything about it

with an omnibus bill, one bill.

You cannot do it because, quite

frankly, Ms. Molina, we do not know what all the pieces and all
the parts are.

We've only been around seven to ten years.

We

can't tell you, this is where we're going, this is what has to
happen next.

We don't know.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We're doing the best we can.
All right and I want to be

respectful of that, all right?

I really want to be respectful of
----------·-

- ----t.ha-t-- a-!1-G -t-ha~wh-y-,------r--- guess, i -, -a-qat-~1:1irew out -t Ea.t ________ _

possibility.

You establish a relationship directly with your

seller and then you'll be excluded from this thing.

This will be

the hammer for that one that does not comply at all with any kind
of warranty protection for that consumer.
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But then, again, you

started that weaving process of confusion, of how difficult it
could possibly be.

I guess my concern with what you're saying is

that you're almost like, well, like I think most good lawyers
will do is confuse the issue sufficiently and I'm not trying to
be disrespectful because I understand what's going on.

I don't

think there are any automatic solutions to anything and any
absolute remedies to anything.

What we're trying to create here

is a standard, hopefully, that is going to be respected not just
in this state but in this industry and hopefully across the board
about what a relationship is with a consumer and what kind of
responsibility that individual who is making profit has some
responsibility.

And I guess it's sort of unfair to say, to

ignore the problem, which I guess is what I'm concluding from
what you're saying because you're saying it's so big, it is so
unknown, it is so potential, I mean it's growth that is going on
there so, conseau ently, there isn't any way to deal with any of
the problems t hat are occurrinq from it.
MR. GIARDtNA:

That's not what I'm saying.

What I'm

saying is you c annot legislate the way these problems must be
dealt wi th.

They must be allowed to continue to evolve.

CHAIRWOMAN MOL1NA:

The problems must continue to

evolve?
MR. GIARDINA.
continue to evolve.

No, the solutions to those problems

m11st

The rest of my testimony deals with the

steps that have been taken, as I see them, both by my company, as
I see the industry, in causing and creating that evolution to go
in a consumer-ori e nted -- you need to look at the roots of this
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0

industry.

See where we've come and where we are right now to

sort of get a sense of the historical perspective of this.

0

And

I'm not suggesting that nothing is being done and nothing should
be done.

I'm suggesting that a great deal is, in fact, being

done and I don't think it's appropriate for the legislature to
0

jump in at this point, clearly not understanding either the
industry or the issues, and attempt to correct the problem they
see as being there.

I'm just not sure that's the way it should

be handled, because I don't understand all the problems and I've
been around a long time dealing with this industry.

That's my

point - that's the point of that.
I think the customer, the customer base is involved, and
I think that's what's caused some of the questions to come to the
surface.

Now, we've been aware that the customer base is going

to evolve.

I think, I've explained at hearings in Newport Beach

that we view the entire marketplace and the customer base like a
pyramid, and at the very very top of the pyramid, and it sort of
filters down, you've got the technical experts, those people who
understand computers, they know how everything works, they can
get into the code, they can make changes, they can write the
stuff; and for a very very long time, particularly in the
microcomputer industry, that's where all the sales and all the
_______products were_ being sold - up-in---tha-t- uppe;-- echelon area.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

------------------

But there's no profit there, right?

I'm sorry?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

The profit is in the larger market,

right?
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MR. GIARDINA:
a

What's

happen~d,

and, in fact, I'll talk

little hit about our products bP.cause we started in that

marketplace, what's happened is that we watched these products,
becanse of the demand, filter down into first, what we call
computer literates, those who at least understood computers and
knew how they worked, then to computer willing - now we're
gettinq into the area of computer illiterates, people who don't
understand how computers work, don't understand what they need to
do to make them work, and, last, and not least of course, are the
mass of people who are probably computer illiterate and computer
unwilling.

We're going to have to deal with each segment of that

marketplace as we go into them.
We've just come into the consumer market - we've just
come into the consumer market.

If you look at MicroPro's

relationships with its end-users, it is clear to see how that has
developed.

We've talked a lot about the licensing agreements

today, as though the end-user licensing agreements and the
warranties are somehow inextricably interwoven, and that is not
really the case.

It is simply an historical accident that

end-user licensinq is, in fact, applied to microcomputer software
today.
Back in the days of mninframes in many computers, when
vo11 wan t e d t o 9"E't computer software for your computer, you'd go

to someone, have them write it for you, and they, generally,
entered into a license with you for the use of that computer;
they didn't want to sell it to you, and the reason they didn't
want to sell it to you was it was not clear how that product
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would be protected.

It was very possible that if I carne and

worked for you and spent hours and hours and hours, and you paid

0

me $100,000 to write a major data processing product for you,
that when we were all done, if I didn't have a restriction with
you as to what you could do with that, in other words, a license,

0

that you could go and sell that to someone else.

This carne out

of the complexities and the uncertainties of whether or not trade
secret law had to control software, or whether copyright law had
to control software.
Most of the people who are in the microcomputer industry
today, at least the founders of it and those who are involved in

0

executive positions in major companies, have come from that
backgtound and when they started microcomputer software, and
started distributing it, they didn't know how to protect

0

it~

the

law wasn't clear; the 1980 Software Protection Act, which applied
copyright to software, was not in effect; people did not know
what to

do~

what they did was they relied on the old tried and

true licensing agreement; so licensing agreements were sort of an
historical accident that has stayed with us.
As copyright becomes strengthened, both by federal
mandate, in terms of amendments to the '80 and '76 acts, and by
enforcement of the laws that exist, I think you're going to see
the

licensin~agreements

are qoing to disappear.

~- mean,

almost at the point with my company of

recommendin~

we don't need licensing agreements any

more~

I'm

to them that

what we're talking

about is the sale of software that is a mass-produced product,
the same way you buy a book, copyrights protect books (you do not
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have to sign a licensing agreement to go to a book store and buy
a book), so that is one element of it.
The other element of it is the warranties, and that's
what we're here to talk about today.

I can only give you

MicroPro's personal view because that's all I have.

I've been

involved in the evolution of warranties that MicroPro approached
since the

beginning~

I understand it

fully~

I cannot speak for

other companies - I can't even speak for ADAPSO in this regard,
so I want to make that clear up front.
In 1978, Wordstar, rather MicroPro was founded, and then
in 1979 we produced Wordstar, which wasn't our first product, but
clearly was our major project.

The end-user license aqreement,

which included the warranty provisions, had a warranty for 10
days from purchasing; if the defect in the diskette was
discovered in 10 days from purchase - not even from installation
- we would replace it; that's basically what it said.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

What was the defect that would be

covered?
MR. GIARDINA:

The product - if you couldn't get the

product to work.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

I mean, what does that mean?

You would for example, try to open a file

-a:nct--r t -wouidn • t ope-n-a--f-:i.le
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

f e F - - - y E : ) - l ; h r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·-- __ .

But what if you expected it to do

something and it didn't do it?
MR. GIARDINA:

You found out right away.

We're talking about 1979-80, that didn't

happen, so I can't tell you what we would have done.
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We would

c

0
have fixed it or replaced it, I'll tell you

0

that~

I know that; I

know it's on my company (multiple voices - inaudible).
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Didn't do what?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

What if it didn't do that?

Well, what if somebody expected, in

your Wordstar, in your word processing, that it created
footnotes, or you could ,.,ork with footnotes, and it really
doesn't, but they thought that that was included in there; did
you return - and they found that out reaJ quickly, within 10
days.
MR. GIARDINA:

That's not a defect.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, that's what I was trying to

define.
MR. GIARDINA:

I see.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

So, then, what is a defect?

A defect is when a product will not work

as we say it will work.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That brings me back to that point.

What did you cover 10 years ago as a defect?
MR. GIARDINA:

That wasn't 10, it was 6 or 5 years ago.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

What did you cover 6 years ago as a

defect?

because I can't put myself in that time frame and have someone
ask me a specific thing.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right; and I'm not trying to be

disrespectful, I'm just trying to understand.
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MR. (:;IARDINA:

I understand.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I'm trying to understand.

J bought

a product, Wordstar, and your warranty you provided me is that if
I

found a defect in it within 10 days, I could go back for

replacement, right?
MR. GIARDINA:

That's correct.

CHAIRWOMAN MOI,INA:

All right, but you did not define

what that defect would be?
MR. GIAPDINA:

No.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So, if I went back and told you I

didn't like the color of the disk, was that a defect?
MR. GIARDINA:

Probably not7 but you know what?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But the warranty wasn't, had no, you

know, the same issue you're raising with me.
MR. GIARDINA:

Ms. Molina, are you really expecting uR

to warrant that the people are going to like the color of our
diskettes?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR.

GIARDINA:

No, I'm not, I'm not.

But that's - t.hat' s the example you gi,Te

me.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, no.

Okay.

What I'm tryinq to

represent to you is - that how do we define that?

Obviously you

made that zepresentation, so I was just trying to figure out how
did you define "defect"?
MR. c:;rARDINA:

I just gave a weird example.
All I can say is, in the words of Justice

Frankfurter, all I can say is "I'll know it when I see it."
someone brinqs ..•
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When

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Oh, I see.

When someone hrings a defective product

to my attention, it's either defective or it isn't, and I'll tell
you, my company, and maybe it's because I'm the author of that
policy
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So it's based on the judgment of

that individual, of whoever that individual might he, because
there is no definition
MR. GIARDINA:

I can only tell you what we do.

That's

all I can tell you is what we do.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I was just trying to get a better

definition of what you do.
MR. GIARDINA:

Yeah.

There really isn't a definition

for defect; I mean there really isn't.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

That is not accurate.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Okay, so there is no warranty.

All right.

That's not accurate, that there is no

warranty, especially for a product like Wordstar, people know and
knew how Wordstar - we're talking about 1979 - this product was
produced for one segment of the marketplace.

It was produced for

technical people - it was developed for technical people - who
h nppened to be l:ouch-typists - tha't--+-s all we planned to do with
that product when it was produced.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

MP.. GIARDINA:

All right.

And, it would be real clear to anyone,

including any of those people, and us, if'that product didn't do
what those people expected it to do.

0
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, I cmess I was just trying to

define it, because I was just trying to see what your warrantv
covered.
MR. GIARDINA:

I

understand~

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I understand.

And I can't understand what a defect

is.
MR. GIARDINA:

I don't pretend to have all thP answers;

I mean I can't; I'm here telling you I don't.
That was appropriate for the time.

That 10 day time

period was appropriate because, generally, in those days,
"techies" - they couldn't wait for the software to arrive - all
of our products were produced by Telemarketing; we'd send it out
in the mail, they'd rip the package open with glee, stick it in
the computer , and it either worked to their satisfaction, or it
didn't; and, if it didn't we knew about it within days.

As it

turned out, nobody ever called because the product worked.

The

product worked and that is why we sold a million and a half of
them - because the product worked.

That was in 1979 and 1980.

In 1981, we discovered the market was beginning to
develop because there was just no decent word processing on the
market available.
touch-typists and

Our nice little segmented product for
11

techies" was starting to bleed into areas in

tfhnee~m~ailrrlk~eetfiipiJI:aatcc~e~tfllhaal:t~wiie~nneevv~e!lr~e~x~r"poee-cc~t:l:e!l:drir'tt-tt:cor-cg1<oJ-i-inntt~or..;---iPP1e~o-epr-ll:Ee~-

were buying it for secretaries; people were buying it to keep
track of their home correspondence; that is not what we intenden,
but that's where we ended up.
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--- -- ..

Lucky!

We were happy to have it happen: we certainly

weren't going to say "I'm sorry, '"e're not going to sell this to
you because you're going to use it in your horne."

We did

everything we could to make it clear in our documentation that
this is a commercial product and it is intended for commercial
use only - it said so on the end-user agreement that we developed
in 1980.
In 1981, we were still doing

Telemarketing~

we were

still giving the 10 day warranty, that if it's not an accurate
manufacturer Wordstar -- in other words, our big concern was this
in those days, a.nd I think this may answer your question.
way you make a diskette is very simple.

The

You've got a product and

you've tested this product and this is your master diskette.

You

buy the best piece of equipment you can possibly get for the
money, or on the market, so that it will reproduce that as best
as it can - put one in one slot, put the other one (a blank
diskette) in the other slot, you close them up, you tell the
machine "copy the information from the master diskette on to the
blank one", and then you've got two.

Our biggest concern in the

beginning, was whether or not that piece of equipment was going
to accurately copy the product that we knew worked on to a
diskette that we were going to give to a consumer.

biggest-eeflcern.

It is

st~~~

our biggest concern,

That was our
because -~------

there is one bite out, there is one bit out, you have potential
proble~s

and the product will not work.

So, we were warranting,

and we still warrant, and if you look at our most recent end-user
agreement with the warranties in it, you'll see that we continue
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to warrant; that that product is an accurate manufacture of the
product that we have as Wordstar.

And I'll tell you, we'll know

right away if it's going to run, or not, and the person who is
using it is going to know right away.
Now I

foot.notes, I don r t know.

l'lordstar d i dn It haW'

footnotes.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, I was just using that as a n

examplE!.
MR. GIARDINA:
things like that.

I understand, but there is a myriad o f

So that was our biggest -- did you want to say

something?
MR. MUSTAtN·

I just wanted to add that that really

becomes one of the c ritical issues that I think we're going to
have to deal with if some kind of legislation is going to be
(inaudible - multiple voices) •
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MUSTAIN:

is a definition.

When a consumer says, "Well you said it

was a word processor, my friend's word processor will allow me to
do footnotes at the end of each page, instead of all at the end
of the document but yours doesn't, so that's a defect in your
product, and I want to sue you for damages."
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
do n . - t thi n k anyone

No, the hill is clear on that.

I

ere w1II stand and say that it does that.

That does not do that.
MR. GIARDINA:

What it might do, I suppose is - all the

word processinq packages on the market at the time have footn0tP-s
and some company

~ames

up with a

n~w
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product and says this is a

good word processing package, and it doesn't, you might have an
argument there, under the merchantability, but that is the only
circumstance.

I mean, no, it doesn't go to those extremes, or

those lengths.
MR. MUSTAIN:

Okay.

It's an issue that has to be

correctly addressed when we get into how something is marketed,
and you're tnlking about software.

Our particular software, for

example, is 5 disks and has over 400 menu choices on it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Right.

But, again, in 1507 it

doesn't permit anyone to go in there and use that as an

option~

it's very, very protective in that area.
MR. PEREZ:

In the way the bill is written now, I don't

think the definition of a defect is really much of an issue that
has to be addressed specifically here.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, it doesn't.

I was just raising

the issue because we were talking about historically and they
made a warranty but it wasn't defined, so a guy as a consumer
wouldn't know what a defect was exactly, at that time.
MR. PEREZ:

I guess it's my handicap for having arrived

a little bit late, but we've heard general broadside attacks on
the bill, but I don't know that I've heard any part of it, any
criticism, or any statement, as to what any part of the bill does
------ --t~}hi=at-5IT~

happen 1n the ma r KeEplace.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Perez, today I have not heard

anything, any specific language, or any ideas.

The idea of the

hearing and testimony was to refine this legislation to meet the
needs of the consumer and industry, together, and, unfortunately
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we've been dealing with - we've dealt with some overall consumer
problems, initially, and we've talked about some issues, but it
would be nice if we could get to the specifics of the bill.

And,

it's a little disconcerting for me when we start taking off in
tangents that have no relationship to this specific law; it
really -- well, I

know we have to look at the broader picture,

but I would rather deal with the specifics of this legislation .
MR. PEREZ:

It may be consistent, I know, on handlinq

computer cases that one of the things a defendant usually starts
doing is trying to explain to a jury how a computer is made.

I'm

convincP.d the reason for that is because they know noborly is
going to unrlerstand it, rather than because it's an issue raised
by the lawsuit.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think it's interesting -which is

what I was trying to raise with Mr. Giardina, that the reality is
that we need to look at it as a problem.

I

think many of us have

presented a case that there is a problem, and I

think we even

adequately presented that problem and the fact that there is that consumers have no protections whatsoever out there.

And,

yet, everyone that has been respondinq to this, has not dealt
with the issue at hand, and that is 1507, and the language that's
contained wit h in i.t.

It would make it easier if we could address

that Ts"srre-,----±t would make it easier for everyone
involved, instead of talking of all the secondary problems .
That's why when you raise the issue about this other prohJPm, I
can assure you, that right now, in the language contained in
here, that would not be a problem.

So, maybe if you could direct

your concerns to the specifics of 1507.
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MR. GIARDINA:

It's hard for me to do that.

I suppose I

could sit and nitpick at the bill, but it is really difficult for
me to do that with any good faith when it is my honest belief
that the bill is not necessary.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Really?

Yes.

You really do believe that?
Yes.

And, I believe that if you

look at the history of my company, that warranty that I just read
to you was extended to 30 days in 1982 and it has now been
extended to 90 days (as of 1983), and •.•
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think that it's very, very

unfortunate that we can't operate from the standpoint of
recognizing that there is a problem out there. If you refuse to
see that it's there and you look at what's going on across the
industry: it's not just going to happen in California, there wl.ll
be other states that will be raising this kind of issue, because
you have disgruntled consumers throughout the country.

And, I

think for you to hide your head in the sand and say I don't see a
problem, so I don't have to fix it
MR. GIARDINA:

I'm not saying there is no problem.

!;ee,

I say no bill is necessary and what you hear is there's no
problem-..- ~say-ing that. --------------------------------------------------CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. GIARDINA:

Oh.

I'm saying any problem that exists - now,

I know you've got 158 or 175 letters, or something, and we've
listened to disgruntled people who have had difficulties with
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products, and I know that exists.

I probably could do the same

thing with the automotive industry, and they've got millions of
lines of legislation that is regulating how they're supposed to
do business.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
a little bit more again.

Let me ask you a question to define

Mr. Giardina, would you support a

proposal or a leqislative bill that said no one can sell a
computer product "as is" unless they say so prior to the sale?
MR. GIARDINA:

I think the law requires that now.

No it

does not; you can sell that computer product "as is" without
informing the consumer of it.

That is true.

You don't have to -

there is no, I'm not saying people don't do that.

I'm not saying

you're not going to be able to find someone that bought one and
it was hidden from them that it was "as is."

I mean your own

example with ApplP is - I mean I believe what you tell me; I'm
not saying that you're not saying the truth.

I just think that

there's sufficient law to ensure that that doesn't happen; and,
Mr. Booth doesn't want to hypothecate on what goes on between you
and your lawyers, but I, probably, given what you've told me
about your case with Apple, I don't think I would've given you
the same recommendation.

I would have said it would cost you a

lot more than $6,000, unfortunately, I think he quoted you a
baiga1.n, but I th1nk you might have gotten more than

JllS

your

$10,000 back, and I don't know, I don't do that much - in fact,
I've done none of this litigation because we've only been sued
twice, as I said, in Newport Beach, and out of 1.5 million users,
and both of those lawsuits were filed by attorneys filing in
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propare and the first notice we had of any complaint was the
arrival of a lawsuit so there was not even an opportunity to
repair any difficulty, and as it turned out in both of those
instances, the complaint was with the dealer and not with the
software.

We were just thrown in because the software was

MicroPro software.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
that law is protective.

All right.

Then, again, you say

If you say that's there; if we were to

develop legislative intent because you believe that's there, then
you have no problem in opposing that - I mean you would support
that.
MR. GIARDINA:

I'm not sure what I'm supporting any more

so before I say "yes", I want to get it a little clearer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
protected.

You said, already, that that's

I'm going to argue with that because I don't think

that's the case and maybe you can clarify that, but you would •••
(inaudible - multiple voices)
MR. ELBRECHT:

I think Mr. Booth (inaudible - multiple·

voices) is that after a litigated case, it might be that a trial
court or appellate court would hold that a disclaimer of that
kind, that was hidden inside the package, wasn't legally
effective, but wouldn't it require a lawsuit to determine the
effecti·Jene-s·s---e-f- -t.-he---r-eported -d-i-scl-a-imer?

Isn't -that------r--don' t - - -

want to put words in your mouth now, but •••
MR. BOOTH:

I think what I was saying is that the law

no\or requires that that disclaimer be disclosed and conspicuous
prior to the sale both under the Song/Beverly and under the UCC.
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MR. GIARDINA:

Song/Beverly covers consumer prooucts if

you purchase a c omputer for your horne; but I'm saying even under
the Uniform Commercial Code, that that information has to be made
available ahead of time.

If I might finish -- even if you pass

legislation tha t said that that type of information had to be
made nvailable ahead of time, it would still come down to a
question of fact at trial as to whether or not it was.
MR. ELBRECHT:
accurate though is it?

Using the word "require" isn't quite
The Commercial Code says that the

disclaimer is inoperative; it's not legally effective

unl~ss

certain conditions are made conspicuous, and so on and so forth,
but this doesn't actually prohibit the manufacturer or seller
from merchandising the product in a

(inaudible) purported "as is"

clause or other disclaimer, so in that case you would

~till

need

a lawsuit to determine if the purported disclaimer was legally
effective or not, and we're into the $6,000 or whatever the
lawyer charges.
MR. BOOTH:
any event.

But you're going to be in that situation in

You know the fix you propose is still going to come

up, potentially, to a fight between the manufacturer and the
purchaser as to whether or not the purchaser actually did receive
it and the manufacturer is entitled to the exemption.

Those

types of things happen, and that's what cases are made out of.
In most instances, t he warranty is available ahead of time, or
the customer does know about it.

The ones we hear about are the

ones that they oon't.
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MR. ELBRECHT:
b~

I'm sure that Ms. Molina's proposal would

one that was an attempt to deal with problems without

litigation and I'm not sure
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's what we we've been trying to

establish.
MR. ELBRECHT:

And we sought to do that here too with

the civil penalty in case of
MR. BOOTH:

All I'm saying is that you made the

statement that the law doesn't require sellers to make that
information available to purchasers ahead of time and I guess I
don't think that that's true.
MR. ELBRECHT:

I think that it does require it.

You and I disagree in terms of that on

that point.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And Mr. Booth, I would invite you at

any time to go with me to any Computerland and I can assure you
that none of that would be made available to me.
MR. PEREZ:

I think what he's saying is when he says the

law says it has to be done, I mean despite my support for the
bill, I'll aqree that nonetheless people do i t - - he's just
saying not enforceable if you take them to task on this issue, at
least I think that's a fair statement of what he's saying.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Is that what you're saying?

- - -MR-.----PER-E.Z..-:-----~-t:-4- -· think -on--the- other 'Side--±t....s - being

-

suggested that vendors nonetheless do it and probably discourage
an awful lot of customers from ever questioning whether or not
what they did is enforceable, I mean I think that's a problem
too.
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~R.

BOOTH:

MR. PEREZ:

That ' s right, that's correct.
As a mattPr of fact as I said despite ... I

know the vendors and maybe I don't even blame them that there are
just lots of attorneys and lawyers out there looking for any
excuse to sue.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

Oh, yes.

As a matter or fact my experience has been

most customers really don't want to, I mean they bend over
backwards to try to avoid it.

And I'm talking not just about the

person who has a problem with a relatively inexpensive system but
even major systems.

Because litigation is expensive and they do

bend over backwards.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And I assure you that even if, I

think that's the case, when people purchase a product they bought
it for intended use.

I know that in my opportunity I didn't look

for a lawyer until a year and half later after I had purchased my
product

becau~e

in this time I'm trying to figure out how I'm

goinq to get some kind of remedy from the company.

It wasn't

until a year and a half later when I still couldn't do what they
had told me that it was going to do that I finally said I better
sue.

And I think that that's true, so we're tryinq to create a

mechanism where you have up-front protections that are going to

create anothet whole series of litigation out there.
MR. BOOTH:

I don't understand where the up-front

mechanisms are going to come.

You did mention that you haven't

heard specific suggestions about AB 1507, thPn if you want a
specific suggestion let's eliminate the attornPys' fees and
double damagPs clause.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But what would happen in that

situation is bringing me back to my situation and that is that I
would have to pay $6,000 to get $10,000, so I'd be left with
$4,000.
MR. PEREZ:

There is no attorney fees provision under

those circumstances, that's right.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BOOTH:

I mean I still lose out.

Well, as I said a couple of hours ago when

when we started that puts you in the same position as every other
business purchaser and every other industry in California.
MR. PEREZ:

It's true.

MR. MUSTAIN:

Ms. Molina, if I may, I've heard a

tremendous amount about the industry's responsibility in this
issue.

I

have heard virtually nothing about what the consumer's

responsibility is.

Now excuse me, I am not an attorney, I'm not

a legislator, and I don't understand all the details on these
things, but my understanding is that when I sell a product to
someone, a contract has taken place and there are certain
responsibilities on each side of that contract.

Now, I don't

know about the details of your situation but I would like to know
if I make a public statement about my product as honestly and
truthfully as possible and I offer a warranty that has certain
---·------~s--on-i-t--and-

I--put- thosE: -in--as- -pla-in- pos-ition-as- -possible

so that the consumer ••• I do everything I can to make sure the
consumer sees that before they buy that product.

And they buy

the product and they don't read it and they open it and something
happens where they lose data, their business is down for four 0r
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days, etc., I'm willing to replace the product, I'm willinq

to correct the problems that exist with the product.

Should I,

in fact, be responsible or liable for the loss of business when
that person did not read .•• that consumer did not exercise his
responsibility?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's why I had provided that

potential option and that is if there is up-front disclosure or
contract directly with the seller then in fact you've established
responsibilities on both sides.

Mr. Perez raised that a lot of

people don't read what they have but then how far can you go to
protect the consumer, that's why I offered it as an option.
MR. PEREZ:

But I think, if I'm not mistaken, that the

bill if in fact they do repair and replace immediately, I think
that does obviate a lot of the problem, I think that's part of
what it's directed at.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. PEREZ:

I'm sorry, that obligates what?

It obviates much of the problem.

If in fact

the vendor does immediately move and repair and replace, that
probably does correct a lot of the problems.

But for instance

the penalty provision in your bill in this bill is conditioned
upon the vendor willfully failing to accept the revocation and
rejection.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
process.

That's right.

It's not a willy nilly coming in.

So it goes through
It's willful

violation.
MR. PEREZ:

One of the suggestions you asked for

comments on language specifically, one of the things despite my
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d

0
general support for the bill, I mean I can see a concern.

The

way the bill is \Tritten right now it has an attorneys' fees

0

provision but its unilateral.

It provides attorneys' fees for

the buyer only, no it's not bilateral.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

MR. PEREZ:

I thought we did.

At least the way I read it is not.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We've talked about it as a potential

amendment because we also did not want the frivolous suits that
would be filed out there.
MR. PEREZ:

Well, one of the suggestions I miqht make is

there's a lot comment about this bill but I think it's been
pointed out to your office previously, if not in hearin9s, that
it has quite a hit of similarities to a general consumer
protection bill that exists in Texas at present, their Deceptive
Trade Practices Act.

And what's interesting is, that's a state

that's not generally accused of being overly requlated but
nonetheless they have such a bill.

They do have a provision in

their law for attorneys' fees against the consumer if the case is
brouqht in bad faith.

Now you can either say if it's brought in

bad faith or you could even make it which is done contractually
just t.he losing party pays.

I mean it probably needs somewhat.

more balance than it presently has though.
Cli.AIRtyOMAf.! MOLINA:
was in there.

Right .a_nd

We had talked about

thi~

_I

_aJJrf',.f _.___I thouqht._ that _ _ _
as a potential amendment

because I didn't want to place, you know, again a whole series of
law suits -- again it would be attorneys' fees to any of the
prevailing parties.
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MR. PEREZ:
CH~TRWOMAN

It's not written that way.
MOLINA:

No, and it's not in there yet but it

is something that we're considering as well because we think that
in order again to establish the area of responsibility, I think
the responsibility has to be two ways.

And so that you aren't

creating exclusive responsibility on the part of the manufacturer
that is going to meet the expectations of every dream or vision
that person out there has of what a computer or software is
snpposed to do.
MR.
~~hat

PEREZ~

That's the thing, from what I'm hearing if

you're proposing was a bill that set standards saying how

software had to act or how hardware had to act, I'd be revoltinq
against it also.

But at least the way I read the bill it is

saying that the product is supposed to work according to the way
you ... and you define advertising, according to the way it's
advertised basically.

And then you throw in .•. you do have the

two implied warranties but they're two warranties that are pretty
hard to say are unreasonable, that is that it's merchantable and
there's a lot of law out there as to what merchantable means.
That doesn't mean it has to be a Rolls Royce, just minimum
standards basically and you get out of that under the present
bill by saying it's under development or whatever and I think
t h ere-I s a

mE~cham_sm

for that.

You're only held to havbrg it

perform according to the particular purposes, if you knew about
those purposes.

WPll the way to handle that of course is if the

customer comes in and says I want it to do ... and describes the
business, all you have to do is say I don't know if it does and I
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would think under this present bill if you said that that's
enough to get you out of that one too.

0

I mean what's so clean

about the bill is the responsibility it imposes as t.hat it does
what they said it would do.

And that's the one that I have a

real hard time understanding, well I can understand from the

0

business standpoint why they might not like that but from a
philosophical standpoint that's a pretty hard theory to attack I
would think.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Now to me it seems reasonable as

well but that is something that

\'ie

are contemplating in that

whole area of attorneys' fees because we had looked at that as a
possibility because we don't want to create, like you said, a
whole lot of litigation out there that is going to put the
consumer industry on alert from creative lawyers that know how to
do that.

MR. MUSTAIN:

Assemblywoman Molina, you made a comment

earlier that went rather unnoticed but I think that it might be,
from our point of view at least, something which would make us
substantially more willing to consider legislation like this and
that is the option of putting a "sunset clause" in it.

That is

one of the ways to go about stopping this inevitable historical
process that I've talked about which in the past has almost on a
_ _ _ _one for _one..--ha.s:L.s-.happe.ned where con-sumer le.g islation--is- pa-s-sed------------

that eventually gets more and more legislation and you end up
with committees and regulatory bodies and the taxpayers paying
more for the product as well as more taxes in order to finance
it.

I certainly think that's something that would make the bill

more attractive at least to you.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, the option that I was

providing is the "sunset" on the exemption, not so much as
"surset" on the overall protection.
MR. MUSTAIN:

Well are you in aqreeme nt that if i t

turned out in three years that the bill wasn't necessary t hat t he
industry was in fact policing it?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Believe me I think it should be a

standard for the Legislature for every law it enacts . it should
review exactly what the implications and the aspects of every law
that we do and I would have no problem with that.
MR. MUSTAIN:

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let me hear from Mr. Braithwaite who

represents Risinq Star Industries as well and then we will
conclude this panel and break for a few minutes if we can for
some lunch and then come back because we have approximately 12
r~maining

witnesses that wish to testify.
MR. RONALD BRAITHWAITE:

Mr. Braithwaite.

I would like to thank

Assemblywoman Molina for the opportunity to discuss · computers and
warranty protection for consumers.

I would also like to make

clear that I ' m speaki ng as a software engineer.

I'm talking from

the technical vie\'lpoint, from my opinions and not necessarily
representative of Risinq Star per se.
t

hat fhe r e i s a-- se·rious- problem here.
industry fee]

We are all in agreement
Well-,--many-i-n the computer

that there are some problems with AB 1507.

The

bill does address one of the most important and most ignored
issues in th 0 compu t er industry todAy.

Currently, almost all

software is s o ld on an as is basis instead of a limited warranty.
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Disclaimers state that software is good for no particular purpose
and that if it is broken the vendor has no responsibility to fix
it.

I'm very proud of the fact that the company that I work for,

Rising Star Industries, has instituted a twofold marketing plan
consisting of a limited warranty for our software and the design

0

goals Valdocs, our integrated software package.

To summarize,

the software warranty policy simply states that if a customer
finds a reproducible error in our program within 90 days of
purchase we have 60 days from notification to fix the error.

If

we fail to fix the error we must refund the purchase price at the
customer'~

request.

An error is defined as a failure to conform

to the product specification and documentation.
preliminary, let me give my own personal history.

Now with that
I've been in

the micro industry for some time, worked on mini's and so on.

I

0
was one of the original founders of the CPM Muses -- in fact, I
was the original founder of CPM Muses Group Northwest, other user
groups, I've been involved in the micro industry for a while.

I

wrote the design specs with Andy Johnson Laird for CMP '86 on a
chip for Intel, the 8150 part.
process control, robotics, etc.

I've been involved in doing
Currently I'm in charge of the

software tools group with Rising Star.

Now Valdocs is a very

large application, this application is approximately fifteen
..--- - - - __megabytes of source code, that makes a

fairl~od--s-ized

one.

Now I am responsible for building the tools that make this thing
work.
)

I am proud to say to the fact that my code works and that

our company's code works.

If it doesn't work, we fix it.

When

we announced our design goals Valdocs we stated what currently
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existed, what we had planned, and how it would all function
toqether.

When a user decides to become our customer, he or she

purchases not only what currently exists but also what we've
stated we will do in the future.

We are committed to sending out

updates every 60 days until we have met our design goals and all
errors have heen corrected.

Of course our policies may not

directly apply or they may apply to other companies simply
because markets and marketing plans vary.
themes do apply.

However, two common

The first is: that almost all software is

evolutionary in nature, the second is that all evolutionary
software may have errors.

The first and most important of themes

is that any person who sells the product is responsible for that
product.

If the product does not perform the way the vendor

claims that it will, it is the vendor's responsibility to either
bring the product into conformance with the claims or to refund
th(~

price of the product.

And in some cases simply refunding the

price of the product is insufficient.

If I sell you a game

program and it disrupts your computer system in some way I didn't
anticipate, I shmdd either fix it. or return your money.

If I

write a program to count election results and it gives the wrong
results and it's proven that my full code is at fault; I should
not only have to fix the program, I should also have to pay for
the

recoun~ a~he

related expenses.

If I write-a program to

control a heart/lunq machine, in which some of my code currently
is doing, and you die on the operating table because of the bug
i n my code
survivors.

I

should be liable for settling accounts with your
There's another distinction between these levels
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0
besides liability.
soft\\rare is in.

0

This distinction is the state of flux the

The first level of software, if we'd think of it

in levels, is one where the software is not complete.

It's an

evolutionary product that doesn't yet conform to the stated goals
of what it will become.

0

In addition, there may be bugs in the

code which will be fixed as they are encountered.

Second level

is one where the design may not yet be complete but the product

•

is supposedly bug free.

If a product is at this stage release an

update that helps complete the design goals would probably cause
the product classification to revert to the lower level since
there could be bugs in the update.

I would class operating

systems software for instance in this category where the release
had better be bug free but it might not do everything that's
planned in the future.

Third level is where product design is

complete and there are no bugs.

The product is frozen and new

releases would be for a new product, very few products fall into
this category simply because most software has potential and the
vendors have plans for improvement.

For instance, one of the

current projects I'm working on is putting a high level language
Fourth into a processor for Zylon Super Eight, it is going to be
placed in the processor itself.

When my code goes on there it

had darn well better work because if it doesn't they're going to
stamp ont a couple million parts and people will--he real

there were a couple million parts that were broken.
software engineer I wish to affirm two things.

nps~t--i£_

As a

First is that

it's very difficult to write a program that has no bugs: the
second is that it is possible although difficult to write a
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program that has no bugs.

There are engineering techniqnes that

are available to write source codes.

It's more difficult, it

takes more time but you can do it despite anybody else's plans.
J

exhibit this on a fairly regular basis.

a lot of money.

That's why they pay me

I would like to see a situation where vendors

puhlish not only what their packages will do but also what they
won't do.

One of the very few things I like about Unix for

instance is that after the description of each utility there is a
section called "bugs".
software works.

There are things we can do to assure that

There are techniques that are well known, things

like pure code review, extensive testing, having a separnte
testing and certification department.
implement most of those in Rising Star.

We have managed to
I'm very proud of them.

There are things like modular languages, lanquages that allow you

to write in very large blocks of code and test them exhaustively.
Yes, of course, it's impossihle to say one large homogeneous
block of code is correct.

However, if you write very small

modules in a language such as Fourth which is my speciality, you
can absolutely assure that the code within that module is correct
if you are certain of the modules and you can prove
mathematically that they are correct.
together in code that is correct.

You can combine them

This was demonstrated by

- - --r:m-ctor----Entridyk-stri at the Uni,.,mrsity of Venderhoven when he
wrote the T.H.E. Operating System back in the middle sixties.
T.H.E. Operating System did what was not considered possible at
that time or it was considered highly experimental.

It was a

maj0r project wri t tPn with three people and it had no bugs.
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was (inaudible) operating system.

An0ther thing is that there

are organizations already for auditing code, a code that is being
used in situations like counting election results, should be
audited.

There is the Electronic Data Processing Auditors

Association, there are different organizations that P.Xist and
that could be brought into existence for the sole purpose of
auditing software.

Software that is in the category of being an

substantive situation should be required to be audited.

Another

thing that is very, very necessary, that is one of my things that
makes me outraged, is documentation.

Currently, technical

writers are considered the scum of the earth by technical people,
okay, they get a pittance, they don't get to do anything until
the code is done, and they are very often forgotten until the
product is almost ready to market.

In my team, and in everything

that I have been involved in for the last five years the
technical writer is an integral part of the team from the very
start and is paid generally at the same rates the software
engineers are.

This is an important point, if documentation

proceeds along, documentation is complete.

It is the vendor's

responsibility to make sure that the documentation conforms to
the product and the product conforms to the documentation.

Not

only that, the documentation must now also state how it does not
conform.-

There should be a

secti~-ca~led-·bugs,•

stuff tha

we

know about and we haven't fixed. Yet it allows the user to say,
okay, I know that doesn't work.

Another thing, individuals

writing code, companies writing code, etc •.•. if your IBM or HP,
(I have a deep amount of respect for Hewlett Packard) •.. and
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although there have been a couple of snafus like the HP150 whose
documentation stunk and caused me to thrash a bit •.• and the
front end of my HP1630 garage canalizer that was poorly desiqned
and fries if there's a floating ground but they fixed it.
fixed it.

I like HP, MicroPro.

I've been using Wordstar since

version point eight seven I think.
time.

They

I've been using it for a long

I got the very first copy of 2.0 to leave MicroPro.

released it to me a week early.

It was copy protected.

They

It broke

because of your copy protection, because of my screaming, I
guess, guys took the copy protection off.

You guys are

responsible vendors.
However, there's a whole bunch of people who aren't.

I

believe that every piece of code sold by a consultant, by a
company, by anybody, should be put into escrow and held, if the
company goes out of business, if the guy drops off the face of
the earth, so there is a current version of the code available so
that somebody is not screwed when they try to fix it.
And last, liability insurance
one yet and I don't know who's going to.

nobody has touched this
But if I write code for

my heart/lung machine or if I write the sphere language which I
helped write at

Info-sph~re

in Portland which is very

unfortunately beinq used by I think it's Union Carbide to control
the "-'1ar heads ot missiles, I t11ould be very unhappy if smne
missile blew up ln a silo somewhere in Kansas.
that a heck of a lot.

I

wouldn't like

Furthermore, I wouldn't like to be Jiahle

for that -- I think liability insurance is something that should
be mandatory .

We currently have insurance required of drivers in
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the State of California, I would like to see every software
company that's selling code have insurance required of them to
make sure that if the software breaks the poor user is covered.
Anyway, those are some of the things that I'd like to
suggest.

By explicitly stating what the limitations of the

program are, the usefulness of the program is increased and if I
encounter a problem that is not documented it makes me suspect of
other sections of the program that might be acceptable.

If I

know in advance that one method of performing a task does not
work, I'm then able to come up with an alternate method.
The second theme is the very essence of what software
is, I said there were two themes.

A computer program is a prime

examptP of an idea at work, as a creator of an idea expands on
his or her original insight the idea develops in just the same
way a program evolves.

In many cases the original develo?er does

not have a clear idea of what his or her program will eventually
become.

In other cases the ones which I prefer to be involved

with as a software engineer the developer may have a qrand scheme
into which the first idea plays a role, the details of the grand
design may change slightly but the whole is consistent, Valdocs
-- Rising Star Industry's product is an example of this.

All too

often in our industry it is the grand design that is sold without
_ _ _ _ _ mention__ of

the fac.±..--that it-isn't quite complete.

have always been up

~ront

about the fact that Valdocs is in

transition and that we have a qrand plan.
so honest.

I-n- our ease we

Others are not quite

It would be wrong to say that a developer cannot

announce what their eventual design roles are.
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It would also be

wrong to say that preliminary versions of the product cannot be
sold.

Very often the sales of the preliminary version a r e

necessary in order to complete this grand design and I don't see
any problem with that.

There should be no penalty for using this

approach other than to require that the purchase price be
returned to the customer if the vendor discontinues neveloprnent
of the product without completing the design goal.

After a l l, if

a person buys a product based on promises of what will be -- the
person making the promises should be obligated to fulfil l them.
At one time I hoped that our industry in the free market would he
able to police itself, that has not happened.

When I look at

cases like Microsoft which has known about "bugs" in their basic
confortran for years -- I reported "bugs" back in 1980.

They've

known about these things for over five years and they've refused
to fix them.

In fact when you call, then they tell you that they

know about them and they're not going to fix them.

In the last

issue of Doctor Dobbs journal, "Courtesy Call" and spends a great
deal of time talking about how to get around the "bug" in
(inaudible) which Microsoft knows about and refuses to fix.

I

get angry at this, when I hear of companies such as Ashton-Tate
and Lotus refusing to even discuss the software warranty bill
with Assemblywoman Molina, I get angry.

They're able to pull off

such 2.rroqanc:e through their market dominat1on.
~oes

not have w1ch recourse today but they will.

The customer
Legislation

providing for consumer protection from the dishonesty and lack 0f
ethics of some in the computer industry and includes somP of the
major players in the computer industry is going to be passed.
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0
There are too many outrageous examples of corporate arrogance and
too many consumers who have been burnt.

0

stopped.

This situation will he

And all the fund raisinq ADAPSO and the AEA can come up

with is not going to stop it.

It's going to happen and either

you cal"' cooperate and go along with the show or you're goinq to
get yourself in the sling.

By requiring that all software

products state exactly what its limits are, or their performance,
users can make better informed purchase decisions.

By stating

their program's limitations, vendors are protected against
frivolous claims.

By requiring the vendor to fix document errors

or refund the customer's money -- customers are protected.

By

allowing for product evolution vendors are encouraged to
ihtroduce a product in stages, easing some of the technical
versus marketing tensions that exist in most companies.

I am,

for instance, in a situation now with Rising Star where since
we're sending out updates every 60 days I can be working on
something and if it's ready to go out in that update it goes out
and if it isn't ready to go out it doesn't go out until I say
because there's other things happening.

That way everybody is

kept happy, marketing is kept happy, I'm kept happy as a software
engireer because I don't want my code being shipped until fixed.
In all other industries, engineers and vendors are responsible
___________ £o.r__t_b_.e_~:r.oduct.s_~ p_e_r_s_onally do not 1 ike having _my_____________________ _
professional integrity classed with that of used r.ar salesmen.
As a software engineer I have no problems with fixing my "bugs"
ar.o I don't know any professionals who do.

should go sell used cars or vacuum cleaners.
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Anyone who does
I feel the used car

salesmen in the software industry have had a free ride long
enough.

They should be made to stand behind their products.

At

the same time, software developers should be protected from
frivolous claims by dissatisfied customers.

There is a way to

establish both ann I hope that I have helped AssemhlyHoman Molina
establish that today.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you very much Mr. Braithwaite.

I think it's interesting that within the industry itself there is
some controversy.

All of a sudden I just felt that there was

just me against •.• in this particular issue.
MR. BRAITHWAITE:
technical person.

Don't ask marketing types, ask a

They want to fix some "bugs."

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. BRAI'rl!WAITE:

That's probably the case.
That's why I like working t'lith Gordon.

He has some integrity.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I think that that's one of the

things that we are talking about here is really making sure that
those producers, publishers, developers and manufacturers, that
we are now creatinq

R

mechanism for those people that are going

to be the unscrupulous dealer or representative out there that
we're really goinq t0 r.reate the kind of marketplace the
consumers can have the confidence in.
··--------- -legislatden

\~hich

And hopefully, this

may only be here in California today, I think

we're going to see this continuing to surface in other states and
other areas because eventually it catches up.

I just don't think

you can just cut off by trying to battle it and not trying to
resolve it.
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0
MR. BRAITHWAITE:

Microsoft might actually be forced to

fix some of the "bugs" if they want to sell IBM PCs in

0

California, I like that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
Braithwaite.

0

That would be nice.

Thank vou, Mr.

I'm going to ask the audience about how it feels.

We've all been sitting here for a couple of hours and haven't had
a chance to have a lunch break.

What do you say we have a lunch

break until about 2:45, would that be all right?
'~e'll

Okay, then

come back and listen to the rest of testimony.

Thank you

very much.
(LUNCH BREAK)

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, we're going to get back

and call the hearing back to order.

I'd like to ask on the next

panel if we could have Mr. Robert Fleming, Ms. Nona Luca, I don't

0

know if they're here, Sherwin Steffin, Harold Spice, and Richard
Witschonke.

Any other panel I apologize for not calling you

earliE"r.
MR. ROBERT FLEMING:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

That other group, no, thank you.
I'm sorry.

WE"'re a little different from those.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay good.

Will you go ahead and

start for us?
_____________

MR. FLEMING:

Good morningl_ I am Robert

_ Fleminq_~_g__!__

employed with McDonnell Douglas Corporation, specifically
representing McDonnell Douglas Information Systems Group
subsidiary of McDonnell Douglas.
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am_ _______ _

We thank you for this opportunity to address AB 1507.
We have reviewed hoth AB 1507 as the originally introduced bill
as well as the amended version.

As a manufacturer of computer

hardware and software we are extremely concerned about the
currently depressed computer industry environment.

And if I

might divert you for a moment, this morning we heard testimony
conflicting testimony that computer businesses were doing well,
some said they were doing poorly.

We think the personal computer

business is not doing as well as some would like, I think the
business computer end of it is doing well, at least we are.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

Quite healthy then?

Nevertheless, we believe that the

legislative intent of AB 1507 is covered by the UCC and that the
computer industry should have an opportunity to put forth
acceptable alternative language meeting the needs of both the
computer industry as well as the computer consumer.

McDonnell

Douglas is a responsible member of the computer industry and is
committed to working toward that end.

As you know Assemblywoman

Molina, we met in your office a few weeks aao as did a number of
other representatives from the computer industry.

There \'·Tas

quite a bit of ta.lk regarding exemption for those manufacturers
and retailers that would formalize their sales with contracts.

--·····-- -we f'6 un a very acceptable in "'t1le sense that all of oar sales no
matter what our product is, is finalized with the contract
whether it be a DC 10 Microdata computer or software, it's all
formalized with a contract.

But I think in 1507 as stated, one

of the problems that's going to cost the small manufacturer or
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0
the small retailer is that under the proposed legislation they
would have to carry their funds in reserve to meet the needs of

0

the warranty provisions.

This may cause some of the smaller

manufacturers and retailers a problem in meeting some of their
financial obligations and I think that was addressed in our

0

earlier meeting also.

As I say, I believe that the computer

industry would want to separate the responsible computer
businesses from the shoddy businesses and we are committed to
that end.
We have taken the liberty of offering some suggested
alternatives if there were to be legislation, if it were found
that the UCC was sufficient to meet these needs, we'd have no
problem.

But if other legislation is needed, we're not opposAd

to some kind of notification at the retail level.

And, if I

might, I'm just simply going to quote because I'm paraphrasing,
"this hardware or software sold are licensed without agreement,
you may, therefore, have purchased such hardware or software as
is and without any warranty whatsoever and may not rely on the
representations made by the seller," I don't know if that meets
the needs after the discussion I heard this morning.
We also include some tirneframe that the purchaser could
expect, or have a clear cut idea of when he could take his
remedies.

And a-s---I- --sa-i.d ear-l-ier, it wa-s suggested by- Senator

Robbins that there may be some type of task force or study group
developed out of this committee.

We would be more than willing

to participate in that, also.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let me ask you, Mr. Fleming, as

) ' OU

said earlier, you said the UCC already is effective in providing
these kinds of rP.medies.

Again, if you feel that is the case, do

you think t .hat if we provided - if in fact that's the case, tvhy
would you worry about the protections that arP. provided under
1507 now, or the provisions therein?
MR. FLEMING:
more clear.

Okay, maybe I should make that a little

The UCC works perfectly well for us in our line of

business, but we arP. not that heavily involved in personal
computers.

We buy just likP everybody else does, we don't make

our own personal computers, we buy them from IBM.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

All right.

And you know, I assume we're at the same

risk as the other person only that we buy more, so I guess
thPre's some value in that.
I do think that if these problems did not exist in the
computer indus t ry and

a~

was suggested in your office that day hy

this gentleman right here, if there was some kind of 14 point
bold face statemP.nt on the side of the box or something,
something like I read, possibly that would breathe some new life
i P to the personal computer business.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING :

Really, why?

Because 1 think it would add credibility.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, okay.

J,et me ask you

with reaard tc• if, in fact, what about the exemption possibility
and that is, that if these provisions were in effect and there
was also an exemption provision that if your company, a lessor or
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dealer whoever was the seller, were to make a separate warranty
protection, they would be exempted from the law?
0

Would that he

acceptable?
MR. FLEMING:

We discussed this and, yes, it would be

more than acceptable.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

Okay, I just wanted to •••

••• hear it again?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, this one is more for the record,

because we had talked about that possibility and I told you
MR. FLEMING:

I thought that everyone who carne out of

the meeting in your office was very favorable on that.

Not all

of the representatives that are here today were at your meeting,
so we didn't have all the input, but, that would be acceptable
(inaudible).
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
question.

Okay, but let me ask you the

Then you would be supportive of this kind of a measure

because you would not have to deal with it, because you would be
under the exemption provisions, is that correct?

You wouldn't

have any opposition for the application of 1507 for other folks
other than yourselves, it already provides a warranty?
MR. FLEMING:

Well, I think the problem with the

computer industry right now is that it is depressed.
need a _sho..:t.__o£_ li.fe_,_

It does

possibl¥-somethi-J:l.g- that \'!OUl.G-------bl.'ea-t;he that

ljfe into it to inspire it somehow, whether it be a statement
that - we do this with our federal contracts - if you don't get
what you said you got, we'll give you your money back.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes.
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MR. FLEMING:

And that's just a philosophy we have.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
either, and I don't know.

Yes, let me - I'm not an economist,
It's my understanding of the

interpretation about a depressed market right now in the whole
area of the computer industry is not exactly that, that very
frankly the computer industry is not doing too badly, except that
they had estimations and estimates of the kind of growth and the
potential that they would be at, at this point in time •..
MR. FLEMING:

That's the reference that I'm speaking,

vis-a-vis, their •..
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

••• their expectation level, but as

a reality, actually, that industry is quite healthy, those that
are marketing the kinds of products that people are purchasing
out there, right?
MR. FLEMING:

I can't verify one way or the other.

I

have been in touch '1ith people who say that it's not doing that
well.

I hate to use Computerland, but that's where I went and I

think it's basically their expectations •..
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

..• for higher
in reality and I think that their

expectations are not being met right now and there is a certain
amount of question o n the part of the consuming public, if you

-----------···----

--- ·-- ·- wi 1 1. ·· -·--- - --···---·- - - - - - - -

CHAIRWOMAN MOLIN/I:

Let me ask you one last question

where you rilised an important issue with regard to the small
manufacturer and retailer would have to carry funds for a certain
period of time in order to protect the warranty provisions.
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Do

you think that that is not the case

n~w?

If, in fact, there is

already some kind of overall protection for buyers?
shouldn't create any kind of a difference.

I mean, that

Again, that's if you

believe there are protections or remedies for buyers now.
MR. FLEMING:

Under your proposed legislation, was it

five years?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. FLEMING:

No, it was not.

Is it one year?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

One year

(inaudible).

We

havt=~

four years.
MR. FLEMING:

Four?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Where is it four years?
(Inaudible) •
Oh, I see, from the time of filinq

suit?
MR. ELBRECHT:

It's presumed that a notir.e of revocation

of acceptance, if given within six months, has been given within
a reasonable time, but the legal standard is reasonable time.
MR. FLEMING:

Possibly I'm confused, but wasn't it one

of the earlier ones five years, or something like that?
MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. FLEMING:

No, it was one year.
Well, for the small .•• I mean probably

some other jndjvjdnal_s that .a.r.e._-hexe~

may be carrying:- the profits

on the sale on a PC for one year as a protection on the warranty,
may cause that person a financial hardship.

I'm not the one to

answer that, but I could foresee that as, you know, someone just
starting out, that may be a potential problem.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Braithwaite raised an

interesting issue that we haven't even explored and that's the
whole issue of potential escrows.

I mean, again, for many of us

that are going to look to remedies of many of these consumer
manufacturers or developers or whatever, if these companies go
out of business a year later, I mean, I have nothing available to
me.

Should we not provide any kind of protection that way?

Should there not be any kind of mandatory escrow?

I'm just

raising it as an option, I've never heard of it, but I just
thought it was an interesting one.
MR. FLEMING:

Yes, I aqree, it's interesting.

I don't

have an answer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
much, Mr. Fleming.

Yes.

All right, thank you very

Next we have Mr. Steffin.

MR. SHERWIN STEFFIN:

Thank you Assemblywoman Molina.

I'm Sherwin Steffin; I'm Chief Executive Officer
Brainpower, Inc.

an~

founder ot

We manufacture software and publish it for the

.Mcintosh computer and the Apple computer.

We are quite di ffenmt

than anybody that you've heard thus far this morning, in that our
software is totallv addressed to the consumer and user who
purchases directly through a reseller and that is either through
a computer store, a software store, a mail order house or in some
cases, a n y u ser rna•· purchase directly from us.
What T heard this morning was to me very reminiscent of
the Nixon days when the (inaudible) in those days and (inaudible)
and I found an awf11l lot of errors in thinking of the people who
were presenting to you this morning.
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Fundamentally, the problem

0
that we have is twofold.
bad the industry is.

We just

addr~ssed

the question of how

If we take components of the industry that

sell to the horne or school or a small business purchaser, that's
the

person who huys in the way of (inaudible) , both the sales

and the stock of those companies which are publicly held, in the
last fiscal year beginning in September, has fallen more than 50%
on the average.

Part of that reflects some mark of saturation,

some of that expectation that the whole world was going to buy
computers and software hasn't materialized.
households that are going to buy.

It isn't 22 million

It's about two or three

million households that are going to buy computers as of right
now.
Part of that has been the failure by the industry as

a

whole to be able to produce equipment and software that lets
people find value in what they have purchased, and whether it
was, you're not being able to use a mail merge program, or my not
being able get ,Jazz to do some of the things it was supposed to
do for me.

Nonetheless, every consumer today who

go~s

in and

pays a lot of money for a computer and its software, has his or
her own horror story to tell about what has occurred.
Given that, I think it is very shortsighted of the
Electronic Industry Association or ADAPSO to talk about throwinq

-up all Lhe-batticades they can for-----el're- preven t J.on o f consumer
legislation that will engender confidence on the part of the
consumer in what he or she is purchasing.
Let me address a couple of things they said this
morning .

First of all, there was all the talk about legal
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remedies, that's fine if you're a corporation and you've got
staff counse l and the corporation determines that it qot qypped
on something.
themselves.

They are very well able to take care of
But, for the horne purchaser who buys a word

processor that doesn't work for $100, he's not goinq to go out
and spend $6,000 to get his $100 back.

He's just going to say,

I'm not going t o buy that company's software again, or he may put
his computer in the closet.
We've got to provide a way, no matter what else we do so
that that consumer has a legal remedy that works for him that he
doesn't ha"e to spend a lot of time and a lot of money to
exercise and I'm going to address that issue when I make some
specific recommendations to the bill.
CHJ\ IFH~OMAN MOL INA:

All right.

You heard that producers are qoing to

MR. STEFFIN:

suffer increased coRts.

I think your comment about, if they've

already set aside some money to react to remedying the customers
ills, they shouldn't have to set aside any more as the result of
]507.

Software

df~veloprnent,

you heard some contradictory vieHs

this morning: one from someone who is actually a software
developer and very well respected in thP industry, and the rest
----~p~e~r~petuat~yth

that

s~ftware

that is error free and does

what it Rays it's going to do, is impossible to create.

I can

tell you that my company, my new company has been in business now
for nine months.

I

have not had to respond to a single servicP

call that I rould not remedy, and my initial software releases
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had some errors which we fixed when they were brought to our
attention by customers.

0

And it is true that you are not always

going to find those errors going out the door.

But that you

have, if you are effective, a relationship with your customer
base that says, we need you guys to test this for us, because it

0

is complex.

We can't find everything that's wrong with it the

first time it goes out the door.

And so, please call us.

Send

us your reports with any errors that you find.
There are two kinds of testing that a publisher
ordinarily engages in.

The first is what's called alpha testing.

That's before the product is released, and we maintain a quality
assurance department that tests against the test plan, the
software that is scheduled for release.

They also test the

documentation, the user's manual, against the software to see
that if it says press the "A" key to do "X", that on the actual
operation of the program, you don't press "B".

And we're also

looking at such things as legibility and readability for the
user; how understandable is this text going to be for that
person, and to accomplish that, what I use is a group of high
school kids.

If they can understand it and can operate the

program and get the results that are anticipated, then I know my
documentation is probably okay for the average reader.

-- -

He

doesn't have---te-be--t-errib-ly computer- liteiatl;tu- andeistand :tt-.--------Now the second kind of testing is beta testing and
that's after the product has been released, it's selling and beta
testing is what your customers are saying about it.
post-release market research as authority.
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That's your

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Steffin, real quickly, is this a

standard that operates in the industry or are you just sayinq
this operates for your company?
MR. STEFFIN:

No, the terms alpha and beta testina are

very common in the consumer software publishing industry.
CHAIRt-JPMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

Are they?

And heta testing is really two things.

One is it's finding errors which people have got to find.
Second, it's qee, what did we forget to put in that you guys
would really like to have the next time around?

we have some direct

mark~t

And in that way

feedback that that product is either

riqht on or it needs to have some modifications made on it.
policy is that

wi~hin

Our

a release of a product, if you find an

error, we fix it and you get a free update and then everybody
(~lse

gets notified.

If they want it they call and send us back

the old disc.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's what you provide as a

warranty now?
MR. STEFFIN:

That's what we provide as a warranty.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Now is that an error that is hased

on application for whatever capability that it presented itself
to have and whatever software you're developing?
MR .

s

EFF'm:

Wel-r,---t:hat would be the first component of

it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So do you disclose that?

MR. STEFFIN:

Our disclosure is whatever we

advertise.

Yes.

Whatever the features that we say the program has,
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0
\'lhat will it do and second, what's on the back of the box,
because on the back of the box you have (inaudible) that tells

0

you what's inside of that hox.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And does this work for you as I

guess
MR. STEFFIN:

It has worked for me.

I've been in this

industry for six years and it has worked for me every year.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Why do you think, then, that there's

so many industry representatives that find that it would not work
for them?
MR. STEFFIN:

I think you have a high level of greed,

avarice and incompetence.
here with you?

Are you going to let me walk out of

What else could I tell you?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

All right.

Now there are some prohlems that have been

alluded to and really haven't been considered and you hit one of
them this morning.

The guy who is producing the worst product is

least likely to stay in business and when he goes out of business
if you've bought his product, you haven't got a thing that you
can do about it, because if he's bankrupt, where
go get him?
it.

~re

you going to

Now, we protect ourselves in this way by we publish

We don't internally develop any of our programs.

outside office

progr~ms

We take

that we contract for, specify wha t_ __~e _______ --·--··-··- __

--------------· --------- ---.----------------------------------------------------- ------------ -·--·-·- - - - - -- --------

want to see in those programs.
The author licenses those products to us to market.

As

a part of his obligation, he must maintain code, that is, he must
fix the program for five years, or the life of the replacement,
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so that if anytime during the time we have a marketing license
with him, and we discover an error from the third year, I call
him up and I say, this is the error report, there it is.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And they provide you that kind of

protection or is that a contract that you may brinq ••.
MR.

ST~FFIN:

That's a contract that we - component of a

contract that we write with their authors.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Why do they provide you that, I

mean, why can that not be passed on to the consumer?

It seems

like a nice protection.
MR. STEFFIN:

Well, typically, the consumer is qoing to

call us when he has a problem, they're going to say, Brainpower,
I

found an error in your program.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

All right.

Okay, we just released the proqram last

month called Powermap which lets you solve equations of all kinds
from Algebra all the way up to Calculus.
an error in the product.

Yesterday I discovered

We've been pounding on it for three

months in OA and we missed one.

My Vice President of publishing

is calling the author today and saying, you're going to fix it,
aren't you?

Because you ain't going to get your first royalty on

payment until it's fixed.
CHAIRWOMAN :MOLINir.
your

I see and then yon pass that on to

con~umers?

MR. STEFFIN ;

Y~s,

we will notify all the consumers that

have sent us registration cards, because when they buy it,

hey

have a registrntjon card which has the warranty on the package,
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and the registration card has three components.

It asks who you

are, and qets some demographic data about where you bought it anc
how you heard about it and so on.

It gives you the warranty and

asks you some questions about what do you like and not like about
this product, what would you like to see added to it?
find an error, call us.

If you

And because it's a fairly technical

product and I've got non-technical people there, I personally get
most of the calls that come in and we log them and as soon as
it's fixed; they get new warranties.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

But, that product only sells for $100.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

Yes.

It only sells for $100?

In this industry, we're getting about $40

if we sell it to a distributor, but, I have another product that
carne out in July, a statistical product, with materials about
this product in the box.

I got, of the statistical product I

sold, I've gotten almost 50% of people who now bought the second
product which is somewhat unrelated because they liked the first
one and they liked our service policy that well.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Sir, mechanically, how do you make the

correction if you find an error?

Do the people send something

back to you?
--~H~R-. ~EFFIN·

We call the author and he has the master------

disc and the master source code and we say, here is the author
and here is the error, and he then prepares a new master disc
after he's fixed it and we send it back to quality assurance to
make certain that he hasn't introduced some other errors
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somewhere else in the course of fixing it, and when we're certain
of that as we can be, we make a new master and then we start
running our copies.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And they get mailed out to the

consumer?
MR. STEFFIN:
MR. ELBRECHT:

They get mailed.
And does the buyer return somPthinq hack

to you in exchange?
MR. STEFFIN:

We ask them to send the

(inaudible) hack

so we can establish -- well first of all, it costs us a couple of
bucks for the disc and (inaudible) which we recycle.
MR. ELBRECHT:
of your program at

So the buyer is not deprived of the usP

all~

MR. STRFFIN:

No.

We'll send it out.

He might be out

of it for a day or so.
CHAIPWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:
$200.

That's list

For a $100 product you do that.

For a $100 product, the other product is

pri~e,

that's not what we

g~t

for it.

And we

also have done something which we find that some of our
p ublishing co l leagues arP now following.

You heard a lot about

the guy who sends back his product after he's nsed it for a
while, put a copy there then pirated it.

We think that there's a

---- .. ------·---::--=.:--c--,--o---=-=

"'h o l e separate issue- o-f-soft\iare--p;iracy, and our position is,
we've taken off all copy protection from all of our products, so
that l-Jhen you get a product yon can make backup discs,
store on your harrl

dis~s,

~'ott

can

you don't have to bother us about that.

We've done it for several reasons.
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We did it because Number One,

0
the failure rate, the defect rate when you install copy
protection and you ask it to operate on anothP.r machine, it tends

0

to be quite high.

Second, if you're installing that product on a

hard disc, you've got to go to a lot of trouble to get it
installed.

0

That means that you as a customer are going to call

me more often and -tell me that you didn't buy it or that it was
inconvenient for you.

I'd rather have you buy it and get up on

it and start using it, don't bother me except to tell me what's
good about it and what you'd like me to add to it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STEFFIN:

Yes.

Okay, now everybody in the industry will

say to you, that's terrible because they are going to pirate your
program and you're going to lose sales.

On a point of fact, WP

have enough computer crime around so that I think all of us in
the industry have to do a job of educating our consumers all
over.

The fact that it isn't a moral issue, they are cheating

themselves when they steal from us because if I go out of
business and I've been supplying them good software, they won't
have me around to supply them with the next one anymore.
Software development is extremely expensive and if they steal
from me I can't put that money back into the next one.

And I

think we as an industry, have to do that kind of educational joh
----·----~-1"!9___~EY_~_i~:O!,!_

from me.

Mr. Consurner_~:r_e_he~ts:i ghted---Wh.e.n----.yOU- steal

You're just depriving yourself down the line.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you think they understand that,

though?
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MR. STEFFIN:
personal calls to the

Yes, we've gotten both industry press and
~ompany

saying thanks, we're buying your

software becausP of just the position you've taken.

They

understand what you're saying.
Now, the thing that really troubled me this morning was
what I was hearing was -we have an industry that's so complex
and so woven, to use her terM, that we might just as \/ell throw
11p

our hands and not even talk about doing any legislation, that

i.t's just impossible to start.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. STF;FFJN:

All right.

And that to me is nonsense.

out with a bill that we won't like, that's

fine~

Yon may come

it's a starting

place, it's a place where you can go back and amend it.
is not something concrete for the next 90 years.

A bill

You can go back

and amend it in the next session if it doesn't work.
CHAIRWOMAN NOLTNA:
legjslation .
what you said.

As I said, it WoRsn't "as is"

Mr. Steffin, let me raise one of the issues about
You know what's a contracUction of all that, is

that the computer industry has been marketing to us as the
public, that they're going to solve our hard, complicated
problems and simplify our lives and yet the testimony that \/as
being presented this morning is that it's too complicated and too
hard to unta n gle, wh icnis almost a total contradiction of what
they represent in every advertisement.

I'm always fascinated by

the little Cha r lie Chaplin character that has hats all over the
place and then, you know, all of a sudden he gets an IBM and they
are organized and orderly and everything else.
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That's kind of

what they are selling to us, constantly, every single day and
yet, here, this morning, they said, basically, oh it's too

0

confusing, it's too hard to sort out, it's impossihle to do,
which is almost a contradiction of everything they c:tre selling ·to
the consumer.

0

MR. STEFFIN:

I think you've got to understand

~hat

you

got a good history lesson this morning, but what you really

•

didn't get was sort of a history of how people came into this
industry and we've got to understand that.

They were really -

the industry as everybody pointed out, started in majnframes back
in the '50s and '60s and you had people who were hard core
salesmen and you had people who were techies who knew how to make
that code do what they wanted it to do.

What thev wanted was

people who knew how to solve problems, knew how to make software,
design software to solve problems.

They knew how to - if I give

them - I want this program to do less, they can make that happen,
they are very skilled at that.

But if I say what do you want

that program to do, they don't know that.

And there's a \'Thole

area that is just now developing called software design; that is
assessing what a problem is and saying, what does this

softwar~

need to do to solve people's problems, whether it's word
processing, data base, or mail merge or spreadsheets and
(.l nau d.;. J...1-.,\
u ..J..=+

-

&
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But you had hard core programmers and you had hard core marketers
and you really didn't have the guy who understood what that
softwar~

needed to do in order to identify a problem that you

wanted to have solved as a consumer.
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That's one of the reasons

that we're not selling very much stuff today even if it works
because if I'm a home user for a computer; let's face it, what do
I

really need that thinq for?

really

n~ed

that

Jf J write a lot of stuff, if I'm an author, yes,

computer for?
I

What do I

can ·use word processing.

If my profession involves financing

and number punching end all the rest of that, yes, I can use a
spreadsheet if I want to work those things at home.

Rut what of

the average guy on the street, what kind of problems does our
current software and hardware solve for that guy?

Not very much,

and that's one of the reasons why we're in the pits in the
industry.
CHAlHWOMr'\N HOI.INA:

Mr.

St.effin, if we can kind of

summarize it, basically you're supportive of the proposal and you
see that it would really help the industry in the long run.
MR.

STEFFIN:

We'o l17ant to make one or two specific

suggestions.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Could you please because we're qoing

to have to be qoing with the rest of the testimony.
MR.
th~

S'T'F.FFIN:

Yes.

Number one is, I would suggest that

bill creates an arbitration board and a component of that

would be some small tax that would be tacked on the sales of
hardware and software and it would be very small because there
wotrl-dn't

you have salaries for a few people (inaudible)

administration.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That might facilitate a lot of the

legal concerns.
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MR. STEFFIN:

And that thing would opetate in small

claims court except that you could have an industry

0

representative, you could have a consumer representative, and vou
could have an attorney if you wanted to hear me as a plaintiff
say, "these guys ripped me off."

0

And they would have the right

to fine or award damages up to a certain point.

After that you

would have to go through the courts, that's number one.
The second thing I think ouqht to be considered is, in
addition to the provisions of your bill, considering some
licensing arrangements for the resale because we license real
estate people, my stockbroker has to have a license to operate,
plumbers need a license to operate, and radio repairmen.

Why

when we're dealing with complex sales, and sales transactions
should we not insure some minimal level of competence in those
people who are giving advice as a part of the service they offer?
And so I would sugqest that we could improve the quality of the
reseller in his relationship with the customer by requiring a
minimum competency test to assure that he knows what he's talking
about.

Thank you for allowing me to present this to you.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Steffin.

Those are

good suggestions that we'll take a look at and I appreciate your
testimony as well.
Chamber

Ms. Lucas, representing the Santa Rosa
- - - - - - - · - - - - - - -----

of~

MS. NONA LUCAS:

Yes, I'm here to speak on behalf of the

small computer products dealer.

I chair the Legislative Review

Committee at the Chamber in Santa Rosa and was part of the task
force on your AB 1504.

The dealers that we discussed your bill
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with came up with some specific ideas and I'm going to kP.P.p this
brief on what they felt might be some
CHAIRWOMAN I>10LINA:

negativ~

impacts on them.

Can I clarify rea 1 quickly dealers,

do you mean the ones that we see out in store fronts, or the
Cornputerlands?
MS. LUCAS:

I think you know Morey Mawson and some of

those, they're the ones who came to us in the first place with
their concerns on this bill.
CHAJRvlOMAN MOLINA:
MS. LUCAS:

I

Right.

think one of their major

concern~

is

tha~

nowhere in the proposed legislation was computer hardware and
software distributors defined as far as their leqal
responsibiliti~s.

1 think they see that there is responsibility

on the part of the manufacturer and the quote, "dealer" who I'm
speakinq for but there are also middlemen as distributors who buy
from the manufacturers and sometimes they qet great deals because
they're going out of business.
dealers.

Then they pass these on to the

Then where there is problem and the seller comes back

to the dealer, there's no way for him to get a hold of the source
codes so that some of these bugs can be worked out.

It's either

almost impossible or difficult at best, so they see that if in
legislation down the road you can find some way to put in a
~s~

for distributors

you could include them within that

prot.ection.
CHAIRWOMAN MOI.INA:
MS. LUCAS:

Within that protection.

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay.
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0
MS. LUCAS:

Their second was that although a seller may

have recourse against the manufacturer with your bill or any act

0

of omission which causes the buyer's loss, in a practical sense,
they feel it would be highly unlikely that they would use this
leveraqe against the manufacturer.

0

Most of these small dealers

rlepend on a line of credit, usually 30 days and they feel that if
they try and put any kind of weight against the nanufacturer for
recourse, that their line of credit would be cut down to five
days or

c.o.D.

And what they're looking for i n maybe some future

legislation is some way that they could be protected such as the
whistle blower legislation where a federal employee can expose
government waste. in an agency they may be
ret~ibution.
a~ainst

\~orking

in without any

So they're saying "yes" it's nice that we can go

the manufacturer but what protection do wP. have against

some recourse from the manufacturer?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I don't understand why they would be

going a9ainst the manufacturer.
MS. LUCAS:

Well, if they sell a product and the product

comes back to them, it is not their problem.

It is the

manufacturer's fault.

Then they have to go to the manufacturer

and say, "fix this."

If the manufacturer doesn't want to or for

some reason he might use that against the dealP.r and then in the
- -=
fu
= ture not g ive him the line credi.t_..________________________________________ _
MR. ELBRECHT:

This would have been illustrated by the

testimony of the agricultural dealer this morning who merely
passed on representations from the manufacturer to the customer.
He might very \vell as a dealer been sued by the customer and not
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be at fault and have a recourse under this bill back over against
the manufacturer but be fearful of asserting it because of the
possible retaliation by the manufacturer.

This is where the

dealer passes on a representation to the consumer that originated
with the manufacturer.
MS. LUCAS:

Yes, they see this as recourse.

MR. ELBRECHT:

And the bill in its present form would

allow that dealer to \'-.trite a recourse over against the
manufacturer but the

conc~rn

is the manufacturer might retaliate

against the dealer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MS. LUCAS:

Right, how could you protect that?

I don't know, but this is one of their

concerns.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I don't

knot~7

how Apple or IBM does

it but if in fact they were to honor my revocation of that
product and give me my money back and then they go back and they
do that very often that Apple might turn around and not sell to
•.. but not allow C'omputerland to sell their products.
MS. LUCAS:

Well not only that but cut their line of

credi t off and most of them cannot operate unless they do have a
line. of credit fro m the bigqP.r manufacturers.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you, we'll have to look at

thnt .
MS. LI JC.l\S:

The other concern which is as major, they

just fepJ. t.lwt the six month time period for the acceptance and
revocation is Jittle long as far as they're concerned.
CHAIRWOMJI N MOLINA:

What do they recommend?
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0
MS. LUCAS:

Well, they like the 30 day time period as

under Song/Beverly Act but I think they would be willing in

0

talking to them to deal with maybe 90 days.

But the six months

is quite a long period for them to maybe go in and try to do the
best they can.

0

It can cost them a lot of time and money and

still end up in court.
Overall, they felt that AB 1507 was too vague as to what
specific computer products are covered and then again they really
would like the legislation to define the role of the distributors
in the chain of legal responsibility.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Did they offer language as to how to

define what computer products are?
MS. LUCAS:

No.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I mean because I would really like

to work with them, I don't want to make it impossihle for them
either.

If they have any suggested language that we might be

able to accept, I'd rather not define it necessarily because it's
always hard to put a lot of definitions within the statutes but
there must be some kind of definition of what is a computer
product and what is not
MS. LUCAS:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
- - - - -----------Ms.- LUCAS:

somewhere.

All right.

-And !-mu-st-say- that at thi.-s

r>otlrt, th1s nas ____________ _

been a very interesting subject and I've enjoyed coming here but
I am not a manufacturer, dealer, I haven't been a consumer yet, I
don't have a computer -- they scare me.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
representative.

Okay, you've been their

Well they are fascinating products and I'm sure

eventually you'll be getting acquainted with them.

Next we have

Mr. Harold Spice who is representing Paradyme Software Corp.
MR. HAROLD SPICE:

Good afternoon.

My name is Harold

Spice, I'm the President and Chief Executive Officer of Paradyme
Software Corporation.

We're located in Stockton, California.

My

company currently is a privately held professional services
corporation specializinq in the development of computerized
information systems primarily for law enforcement agencies.
We're in the process of going public right now.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Could you speak up a little bit

more?
MR. SPICE:

I've been involved in software development

since 1976 and have developed and marketed a number of automated
information systems to law enforcement agencies on a nationwide
basis.

The reason that I'm at the meeting today is to provide my

support for Assemblywoman Molina's concept of this bill and to
relate some of my experiences both as a software developer and as
a consumer .

.In dea.l ing with the software warranties I think it's

important to recoqnize that warranties as they stand right now
are one-sided and they're
software developPr.

\~ritten

by attorneys to protect the

I don't think that's aiquable.

M)l attorney,

it's his job to be my advocate, my company's advocate, he
protects us a n d there are limited recourse for the consumer.
There's heen discussion this morning and thin afternoon
about complexitv of software and it's true it is complex, it's
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0
very, very complex, and not only is the software complex, but in
developing software we're relying on another vendor's operating

0

system.

Six or seven vendors hardware make our software work and

everything has to work in
'\'\Te

0

~ymphony.

Although the products that

develop are extremely complex and because ,.,e' re selling to a

vertical market, law enforcement agencies.

Our software has some

critical system requirements, that is, it's a real time
applicatjon.

It's not like an accounting package where if you

have to wait 20 minutes for your balance sheet it's no big deal.
Many of our applications are used in real time situations where
there is an officer in a car waiting for a response back and this
creates very, very complex software.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you develop customized

softwar~ .

is that what your corporation does?
MR. SPICE:

We've developed customized software that has

hecome canned software that we're marketing nationwide so we now
have canned packages that we sell to different police
departments.

It started out as a custom project and now we moved

into more a mass sales type of thing and they're selling what we
consider to be canned packaged or generic software.

Even though

it's this complex, I have to agree with the fellow from Rising
Star.
- - - __ s_l!_~nts_

It is possible to produce error free software and our
demand it and they expect it.

To survive in our rna_rke_4__

therefore, we've had to come out with a warranty policy which is
generally a li tt.le bit more liberal than the ones that a lot of
the other software corporations are offering.
software for a 365 day period to be error free.
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We warranty all

If a customer

finds an error and its what we call a recreatable type of error
then we fix that problem at no cost to the customer and we send
fixes to all of cur customers.
are our errors.
of policy.

We don't charge for fixes that

It's an expensive process to maintain this type

However, we're offsetting short term profit against

what we feel is long term profit.

That is, we view our customers

as corporate assets and we feel that it's in the best interest of
the corporation to provide this level of support and to provide
this type of policy when in the long run we're making more sales.
We view software fixes as just part of the cost of c'l.oing
business.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And then again you've had no problem

stayinq in business and looking to a successful future in this
area with the quarantee you make a warranty for 365 days.
MR. SPICE:

Well there's problems staying and you knmr

heing a small business and in the economy there's problems.

I

don't think the problems that we and many other small software
developers experience are due to warranty policy, there's a lot
of other factors but the warranty policy hasn't been one of them.
No, again it would be more profitahle for us to say ah ha,
there's a problem and it's going to cost you $500 to fix it.
That wou ld bring in short term profits, I'm not sure how that
wou l d d o \·l it h future marketinq.

'i'he point has h9Em raispd too

that relates directly to warranty because a lot of the police
departments are concerned about the viability of our company
being a

smal ~

company only in business a year and half.

WP

clo

place all our source code in escrow when we sign a contract with
the department and we don't feel that that's any problem.
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0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:
0

escro\'T

You've not had a problem with that?

Could you tell us as little bit about the

arrangement, what kind of an escrow, where this is, and

what it involves?
MR. SPICE:

Well, we're in a fairly or somewhat unique

position in that most of our clients or 90 percent of our revenue
comes from public agencies.

And we're moving more and more in

the direction of working exclusively with law enforcement
agencies.

And what we've done in terms of escrow is our attorney

and normally it's the city attorney, and if the county, then it
will be the county attorney, work out the details of an escrow
agreement where the source code to all of our products that the
city purchases are placed into an escrow account that's set up
with the city attorney's office that in the event the corporation
doesn't exist, at that point the source code is released to that
customer, so all the customers of that particular product will
have access to the source code in the event the corporation
ceases to exist.

Each customer source code is placed into escrow

with a particular customer.

And again, I'm not saying that would

necessarily work for everybody in the industry but certainly in
vertical applications it seems to make sense.

And I feel to

where hoth parties, both the dealer and in our case the
~v£lo.per.

and the cljent can he protected.

__Genera 1 lY - -OU.I----------··------·-

company agrees with most of the language contained in the bill.
However, we do have some concerns and the primary concerns relate
to in a number of areas in the bill.

And we first saw the bill

today and we feel the language is a little bit too qeneral and
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perhaps be more specific and we address that to you ..• we intend
to meet with our attorneys on this and go over the bill and
address those areas in detail.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I would appreciate that Mr. Spice.

I think the definitions that we qet from the industry will be
more helpful to us.
MR. SPICE:

Our primary concerns and we've been involved

in the particular position is that for example in your case, it
was represented to you the product would have a certain
and didn't have it.

f~ature

That in terms of litigation or arbitration

or whatever you may have, that's pretty cut and dry.

If, you

know, if there really is a bug in the program that's a fatal bug,
for example; there were some in Lotus and Jazz where every time
you did this that was it; you lost your data; that's pretty cut
and dry.

However, there are complexities involved in a lot of

applications.

There's grey areas where it is not cut and dry.

I

was involved in a situation with American Savings and Loan
Association where we put in a very larqe custom system with
software costing in the neighborhood of two hundred thousand
dollars and there were problems and it was very, very difficult
to determine who was at fault.

And what happened is we had three

different parties sitting pointing the finger at

or

course---sa· d , "uo it's not our code; you kno\<.r

~ach

"'e

other.

We

have it

working in two hundred sites and these problems aren't
occurring."

And we're saying it is partially problems with the

hardware, partially problems with the operating system, 90
percent of the problems are bugs in the operating system.
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Of

course the operating system is saying, "no, it's the hardware
manufacturer", the manufacturer is saying, "no" and you end up
with a number of people pointing the finger at each other.
That's one area where the language is very, very unspecific about
what does actually constitute a bug and we'd like to see things
better defined there.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We would welcome your input for

that.
MR. SPICE:

Particularly in terms of a recreatahle bug

because there are a lot of things that could cause a program to
lose data which aren't necessarily a flaw in the software, a
power surge, a bad memory chip, there's a number of different
things.
MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. SPICE:

What do you mean by a recreatable bug?

Well, recreatable would be for example in a

version of Lotus that's out.

Every time you entered in a certain

sequence of commands or tried to manipulate data, you would lose
it.

But if I had a product out and the customer said hey I was

doing this and you know I lost all my data and I say okay, well
gee that's too bad, nobody has reported that.

And we have the

software running with data in there and we attempt to recreate
that problem and we cannot recreate that problem.
f orce-----uiat to happen,

We cannot

t ne customer cannot force that to nappen----;-- - - - -··---

then we have to assume that the problem doesn't lie within our
code but it could be some type of equipment malfunction.
example, a fluctuation in power, bad memory.

For

In Stockton there

was a period where I was in a company where we were selling
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primarily to small businesses and we had one particular problem
with one customer's site.

They had these errors and nobody else

did and we asked PG&E to come in and do a power audit and it was
supposed to be a 120 volt outlet and they put a device on it that
tracked what the power was coming through that line for a week's
period.

The range was 90 to 2,000 volts.

That will affect the

operation of your program you know and there's a way of dealing
with tha t problem but it's not software's great graphic response.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you very much, Mr. Spice.

Mr.

Witschonke.
MR. RICHARD WITSCHONKE:

I'm Vice President and Western

Regional Manager for American Management Systems.
hundred million dollar publicly held company.

We are a

We specialize in

the development and marketing of large scale computer systems
unlike I guess a lot of the other organizations who have
testified.

We operate nationwide, we have regional offices

around the country and I manage our Western Regional office in
Redwood City, California.

I'd like to discuss the whole issue of

wa r ranty protection for purchases of hardware and software and
particularly the issues raised by Assembly Rill 1507.

We oppose

1507 for several reasons and let me say here that I'm speaking
from the perspective of a firm which serves large users, large
~ o~histicated

orqanizatians_j

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. WITSCHONKE:

eneral.
-"-"--What's large?

Well, that's a good question but you'll

see in my statement here that we recommend a cutoff threshold of
something likf! 25,000 dollars in a single purchase.
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The feeling

0
being that abmre that level you're mora likely to be dealing with

0

corporations vho have their own counsel and are reasonably
sophisticated in negotiating software licenses or contrActs.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

I think the last amendment did

include that as one of the amendments; /.5,000.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

Well that deals with a lot of our

concern but let me go through a couple of points that I think are
relevant here and sort of our concern about what would happen to
firms like ourselves if this sort of legislation did not have
those limits.
This, as we understand, would eliminate the right of a
purchaser of a computer system to negotiate the warranty anrl
liability terms of the computer system contract and require the
inclusion of certain warranties and prohibit the disclaimer of
warranties.

In order for a vendor to assume the additional

warranty and liability risks that would be imposed there would be
a monetary cost to that vendor, I think that's clear.

And that

cost in some fashion would be passed on by that vendor to the
purchaser.

Based on our experience, we think that with many

California businesses relying on the vendor's reputation, they
would rather accept the vendor's standard warranty and liabil1ty
provisions than pay the additional costs which would be passed on
1rtne AB 1 5 0 /provfsTOns were- irnposed.--------------CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

How is that based, on marketing that

you do?
MR. WITSCHONKE:

How is which based?
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CRAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That conclusion, is there an

analysis somewhere that you did that consumers out there would
rather not pay extra?

I don't know that most consumers knm-1 whrtt

the standard is for any kind because I ' ve seen word processing
programs anywhere from $150 to $900.

And I always think of it as

like when you buy a can opener, you can get one for 79¢ or you
can get one that's $29, so you operate within that ranqe.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

Right, I think what you're talkinq

about are morE• commodity sorts of products.

Whereas our business

is much more • . . software packages selling for fifty to two
hundred thousand dollars.

And what we have found in those

situations is most of our customers don't expect to be completely
indemnified and to have warranties against all contingencies.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Really, you have sold a package for

two hundred thousand dollars and they don't expect to be
indemnified in any way for any of the
MR. WITSCHONKE:
warranties.

Let me clarify our policy on

We have warranties in all our software aqreements.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So yon have written agreements that

provide alreddy.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

Absolutely, we would not entPr a deal

with one our clierts without a written aqreement.
C'ftA ~ PWOMl\N

MR.

MALINA:

WITSCHONKI-~:

So you don't sell as is anything?

Oh, yes we do.

I'm sorry, I'm sorry

\vhen yon say as is, do you mean take it as is with no recourse?
No, no,

t<~e

do r n t .

We sel l o f f the shelf software.
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0
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

Does it

as is provisions in it?

Do you disclaim all warranties?
MR. WITSCHONKE:

No, we disclaim implied warranties but

we have warranties absolutely.

0

~ave

And the basic things we warrant

is that the software will perform according to the specifications
that we've providP.d.

We warrant that if there are bugs in the

software we will correct them for some period of time,

\\7e

warrant

that we will maintain the software under a maintenance agreement,
so we have warranties.
MR. ELBRECHT:
you've just described?

How does this hill go beyond those that
What additional warranties does this bill

impose that aren't within the scope of what you've just stated?
MR. WITSCHONKE:

Well I'm not an attorney, but as I

understand the bill, it, for example, imposes a warranty for
fitness for intended use, is that correct?
MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. WITSCHONKE:

That's correct.
Let me discuss that for a second as

someone l•Jho has negotiated a lot of software agreements.

As I

understand that kind of warranty, a software provider can very
easily if they give that sort of warranty, they can install
software which meets all the specifications in their own
documentation and meets all of the stated requirements in the RFP
- - - - - - o rwln:reever- na-e-----ehey were - respond~ngro.

BuT

n

ror wnatev e r-----------

reason that software fails in the client's environment, then that
client has recourse to the software vendor to say that you should
have known what I was going to use this for and even though that
software

doe~

everything you said it would and e7erything r said
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I wanted it to do, it still wasn't enough because it

fa i l~d

and

therefore I want mv Money back.
CHAIPWOMAN MOLI NA:
I

No, the bill doesn't deal with that.

think it's important that we address the provisions of this

bill.

I mean people do not go out and create what it's supposed

to do, it's

a~cording

to how you market that product and

advertise it, you said in the disclosure that you provide.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

Well again I'm not an attorney but mv

concern is the terM warranty for fitness of use for a specific
purpose has legal implications I
MR. ELRRECHT:

think beyond.

Are you talking ahout a case where the

manufacturer actually goes out and installs the product

a~

n

location and for a particular purpose and participates in
selecting the

e~uipment

MR. WJTSCHONKE:

for that purpose?
No, no, what I'm talking about is let's

say a large orqanization is going to buy a general ledger system,

okay, and they develop an RFP for their general ledger svstem
stating all the requirements that that general ledger system
should meet.

And we come and represent our system to them.

go through all their requirements one by one
system does in fact meet. those requirements.
agreemen~

an~

agree that our

We sign an

with them , we warrant that our software will do as is

stated in our l i t erature and they install that system.
turns out

We

th~t

But it

there are (inaudible) faulty in some way

CHJ\TPl\TOMAN MOLINA:

You would not be held respo nsirle

under this legislation.
MR. WI'l'SCHONKE:

Okay, if that's true ••.

-
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0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:

0

l f that is incorrect

That's correct •.•

CHAIRWOMAN MOIJINA:

I will correct that, because that ' s

not the intent.
MR. ELBRECHT:

In other words, the manufacturer is not

going to be caught in that kind of a bind.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:

That's right.
the extent of that liability is the

extent which the manufacturer is aware that the buyer is buying
reliance upon the manufacturer's skill and judgment in selecting
that particular product for that particular application, so I
think Mrs. Molina's statement is correct.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

(inaudible- multiple voices).

Doesn't the seller undertake that liability and
undertake the responsibility of making sure that that software
will, in fact, meet their requirements, whether or n0t they've
stated them properly?
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:

No.

No, and if there is a

draftin~

problem on

that point .••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We will correct it.

That is not the

intent.
MR. ELBRECHT:
language is correct.

That's not the intent.

I believe the

The language is the same as that in the

Commercial Code, identical.
CHAIRWOMAN MOJ,INA:

And if anyone can find that that is

not stated, I want it clear for the record that that is not the
intent.
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MR. WITSCHONKE:

Okay.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And if \oJe have the incorrect

lanquage, we will accept any language that will tAke that
MR. WJTSCHONKE:

us have our legal people look at

~et

it.
MR. ELBRECHT:
judgment nrd no t

Moreover, if the seller has made the

the manufacturer, the manufacturer is not bound

by the seller's determination on that question.
MULTIPLE VOICES:
MR. ELBRECHT:

(Inaudible).

That's correct.

If the seller is the one

who exercises the judgment in determining which product should be
installed, only the

sel~Pr

MR. WI'l'SCHONKF:

js liable, not the manufacturer.

Well, how about if it's the purchaser

who makes the dPcision?
MR.

ET.RRF.CHT~

No, it's the manufacturer or seller.

We're talking about the exercise of judgment and skill on t h e
part of either the manufacturer or the seller in choosing . the
particular product for the buyer's particular application.

Only

if the manufacturer or seller, as the case may be, exercises its
skill and judgment in making that selection, is there that kind
of implied warranty liability.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's the intent of the bill.

For example, if you developed an

.ac c.onn.tin_q s y stpm for dPntiBts, jt:'s my understanding, and in
fact, someone re o resented it and said you could use this
af'countinq system for, you know, for inventory control for a
furniture compa ny , you wot1ld not be responsible for that when it
was very clearly defined that this was an accounting system for
dentists, and that's what your packaging said.
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0
MR. WITSCHONKE:

0

Well, the situation that I' m more

concerned about, we don't get involved in remarketing, so from
our point of view there's no distinction between the mflnu factun?r
and the seller.

0

wh~re

What

\'le

're more concerned about is the> situation

a buyer selects our package based on whatever criteria he

chooses to apply and we, then, install our package for him.
is our liability if, if fact, that installation fails:

What

That's

our concern.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We don' t cover .ins t: allat jon in thiF.

(multiple voices- inaudible).
MR. ELBRECHT:

The applied warranty of suitability for a

particular purpose does not apply to that situation because
you've not exercised your skill and judgment in selecting your
particular product for that application.
MR. WITSCHONKE:
MR. ELBRECHT:

Okay, if that's excluded, then ...
It's the seller that has exercised the

judgment in selecting your product.

If

the drafting, I'm sure Mrs. Molina would
MR. WITSCHONRE:

Okay.

therr~
wan~

is any defect in
to know about it.

We'll take a carefuJ look at

that and get back to you if we see any problem.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

.May I ask you one question.

If, in

fact, it seems like the kind of work that vou do, you develop

----

your own contracts or your warranty provisions directly with your
sellers, is that correct for the most part?
MR. WITSCHONKE:

With the purchasers.

CHAIRWOMAN .MOI,INA:
MR. WITSCRONKE:

Right.

I'm sorry.

Yes, that's riqht.

-

].09 -

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, so if there were a

provision, let's say, within this statute that said if there is a
signed \'larranty contract behreen you as the seller and the buyer,
(~): empted

you would be

from this law, would you have any problem

with that part i cular provision?
MR. WITSCHONKE:

By exempted, do yon mean we co u ld

negoti.nte our own warranty cln.nses with no
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

limitatioP~?

Absolutely, you would

cren. t ~

your

own standard directly with the buyer.
MR. WITSCHONKE:

That would solve our problem, yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOJ,INA:
MR. WI TSCHONKE:

Completely.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
then, to have

t h ~t

'rhat would?

Do ym, think it would be

eff~ctive,

as a secondary mechanism or as part of a

mechanism?

This would be operat i onal for those who don't hn.ve

any kind of

warran~y

protection of their own.

This would be the

operational statute under which they would operate.
t.o~anted

But, if they

to create their own protection, they could estahlish their

own contra c t dirPctly with their
MR. WITSCHONKE:

All of our business is covered hy

contract, so that would completely eliminate our problem and even
eliminatP t he need to set a threshold at which you would
- --- -

a purd1ase r

consid~r

c:oph ist i cated

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes, we've been looking at that

again, because it's not the intent.

Again, this legisln.tion is

going to be operational for that person who doesn't have leq·n. l
remedies available to them.

Most of the people that you're
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0

talking about have a whole series of legal remedies available.

0

That is, they have lawyers and other people that negotiate these
contracts and many times have the economic levernge.

Again,

they are going to come back to you for more business and you're

0

counting on that, whereas the average consumer out there does
not.

All right, thank you very much.
Our last panel is Mr. Spencer Hathaway, The Computer

Dealers and Lessors Association; Mr. Robert Mihalisin, California
Association of Value Added Resellers; George Markle, the Western
Computer Dealers Association; John Simpson from the International
Bureau of Software Testing, and John Oram who is a computer
consultant.
We are finishing up.

If you would, try to limit your

testimony to less than ten minutes and that way we'll be able to
include and incorporate everyone.
All right, can we start out with Mr. Hathaway?
MR. SPENCER HATHAWAY:

Thank you, Assemblywoman Molina.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.

I'm

Spencer Hathaway, I'm appearing today on behalf of the Computer
Dealers and Lessors Association.

It's comprised of some 260

members who lease, buy and sell computers, and
the main,

~re'

re talking in

(excuse the pun) mainframe of mini computers to large

corporate customers like Fortune, 1,000 businesses.

But

nonetheless, based on what I've heard here today and seen in the
Wall Street Journal that appeared last week, it seemed like there
is a very definite problem here primarily with the canned
software that we're finding and as it interrelates with the
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personal computer; and the prohlem seems to revolve around what
~ypes

of remedies are available to the customers who purchase

this equipment.
The Computer Dealers and Lessors Association was founded
in 1967 and faced some abuses in the industry at that time and
developed some ways to handle that and perhaps looking at the
history and how we handled that might provide some type of a
model that can bR followed in this situation.
~oday,

leasing plays

computer industry.
are leased today.

d

very important role in the

The ma j ority of computers used in business
It presents a significant cost savings for

most of our customers and users and small businesses find out
that they can have access to the latest technology at a
substantial cost savings and conserve their scarce capital and
improve their cas h flow by leasing.
Perhaps we could just step through a typical lease,
though, ana see how it works and how this provides a benefit for
the end user as well as what leasing is all about.

It starts cff

with the end user defining their computer application and then
dealing directly with the maPufacturer for the software and the
hardware.

Then the end user comes to a lessor and asks that

f inancing he made available and that the lessor acquires the
.ornput~~The

lesRor then goes and seeks debt financing from a

bank and adds their own investment capital to make up the
difference or the balance of the purchase price, if you will.
Then it's leased for a fixed period of time.

Lessors pass on all

warranties from the manufacturer that exist.

If none exist, they
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are unable to pass those along.

0

They create no warranties

themselves, however.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do most: of them know - do you carry

products or do you lease products that have "as is" warranties?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Our members deal almost exclusively with

IBM products and they have warranties and maintenance agreements
that: qo along with those, most of the software is written
in-house by the major corporations and there doesn't seem to be a
problem in that area.
Then at the end of the lease term, there are two or
three optlons that can enRue.

The ecruipment could be re-leased

to the same end user or it can be leased or sold to a third
party.

I think it's important to point out that the lessor's

investment is usually realized from the residual value of the
computer upon lease termination.

Therefore, a return of the

equipment within a specified time period would destroy the
collateral value of this equipment for financing purposes.
Essentially, lessors act as financiers and venture capitaljsts,
providing that service to business users.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

y01.1

have a question?

Well, just on that role yon play

as a lessor, would your conclusion that you act as a financier, a
conduit for the financing of a computer, would that suggest,
then, that you're not a part of the decision-making on what
equipment to utilize, whether it be hardwarP. or sofh,are?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Correct.

that's something the

manufacturer and the end user decide when they come to
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~sand

•. .

ASSEMBLY~1AN

HANNIGAN:

You ma y not be in this situation

at all, then?
MR. HATHAWAY:

I don't believe we are.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

Except for the warrnnties, you're

liY.e ooing to a bank?
MR. HATHAWAY:

That's essentially it.

ASSEMBLYMAN fH\NNIGAN:

Except if yon can't finance it

and need some additional capital or what have you?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Except we happen to know something about

how to
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

or businesRPS that can't go

to the hank and do it or choose not to, prefer to go throuqh your

MR. HATHAWAY:

Our members have expertise in putting

toqether deals for computers and leasing.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I'm reminded that 'lr/e probably don't

cover this at all in our present language in 1507, is that
correct?
MR. ELBRECHT:

Well, we actually treat the lessor as if

it were a se ller, whereas, in fact, according to this testimony,
the lessor, i n many case>s at least, is sjmply a financing aqency
which - there is a question as to whether it should be included
---a--t--a--H.- - - - CFAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes, we probably should exempt it,

because
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

{Inaudible).

Mr. Hanniqnn has a question.
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MR. HATHAWAY:

I'm sorry, 1 didn't hear it.

ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

What do you do with the equipment

once the lease has expired and this so-called residual equipment?
Does your role change at all at that point?

Do you sell it to

users?
MR. HATHAWAY:

It's sold or it's re-leased.

At that

point, it's used equipment.
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:

Well, I'm trying to determine

whether or not at any point you're involved in this selection of
the type of equipment to suit a buyer's needs.
we • re sorting out what is, you know,
and what

doesn't~

'~hat

That's where

needs to be warranted

who needs to be

MR. HATHAWAY:

Correct.

My understanding is that role

does not change with the resale of the equipment.

Oftentimes

it's to other computer dealers or lessors, there's a secondary
market back and forth amongst those people.
ASSEMBLYMAN HANNIGAN:
MR. HATHAWAY:

Okay.

Or again, it's large corporate clients

that come to us and say they want something, I couldn't tell you
what all they are, but •••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Hathaway, let me ask you a

question with regard to that kind of process.

If I had leased my

------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------·-------- ----- -- ------- -------------------------------- ·---

Apple Lisa from you and I found three months later that, boy, it
sure doesn't do what it's supposed to do, who would end up
holding the bag on that one?
MR. HATHAWAY:

I would have to pay out your lease?

Under current law?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes.

D
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MR. HATHAWAY:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. HATHAWAY:

All right.

Yes, now if it were for a consumer use,

we would prohably not be involved in the leasing.

Again, we deal

just on business transactions for business customers.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. HATHAWAY:

I see.

I think there's probably a way ••.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you mean business transaction,

mine would have been a business transaction, would it not have, I
mean, if you did have those for part of your leasing program, I
would not be excluded, would I?

But the reality is that my

recourse would have been that I would have to continue to pav my
financing contract with you?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Correct.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

There's some concern here.

MR. GEORGE MARKLE:

Well, as a retailer, and I do use

leasing services, I could observe immediately that this would
significantly impact a number of sales.

First, the leasing

companies aren't going to be inclined to pay, certainly, within a
30-60 day trial until they are very sure that things are happy
and that there's virtually no probability of a return of the
item, which can be good and can be bad.

But, it was pointed out

earlier that credit lines are very important for retailers,
especially small retailers, as I will address later.

I think

that going into preparatory educational approaches miqht be
healthy here to address this, keeping from gettinq into trouble
in the first place, that there are some things that we can do.
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0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

0

But I 1:hink that the question that

Mr. Hannigan raised about that is, is the lessor involved in any
aspect of negotiating with the purchaser as to what they want
their equipment for, what it's supposed to do?

You say you just

pass on the warranties as whatever that equipment or software
presents, right?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Correct.

They are passed on, totally,

we're not involved in defining the application or fitting the
equipment or the software to that application, it's merely a
financing conduit, if you will.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right.

Did you want to add to

this?
MR. HATHAWAY:

Yes, because there are two kinds of

leasing; he's talking about conventional leasing where they are
in the business of leasing.

The more commonly used in this

business is lease-purchase which is different from what he's
talking about.

So if you write an exemption for them you have to

be sure it doesn't exempt lease-purchase.
MR. MARKLE:

Well, the intention is just to get a

different form of financing; you're going to pay a dollar at the
end of the five years and it's yours.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
------ ---------

Well, I'm just wondering if a

-------------------- ----------------------------------------- -- ---- ---------

-

--- - - - - - - ---- ---·--

contract like this is protected under other laws now as a
financier leasing this kind of equipment.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Yes, actually the California Song/Beverly

Consumer Warranty Act has a provision that was negotiated two
years ago that applies the Act to lease transactions, not all
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lease transactions, just lease transactions in general, the kind
this gentleman just described.

Lease transactions that are

solely financing trnnsactions are excluded.

Leases from the

inventory of the lessor, however, are included, so it's very
possible that if the lessor took back an item at the end of the
lease and re-leased it, that under the Song/Beverly Act section,
and I'll give you the section number in just one second, it would
be covered.

The second transaction would be covered.

Let me

give you quickly the code section numbers
MR. ELBRECHT:

A question, does that apply to business

transactions or just consumer?
MR. HATHAWAY:

These are consumer warranty transactions,

consumer sales in which there is a written warranty given to the
buyer.
MR. MARRI.E:
MR. HATHAWAY:

(inaudible) by the way for consumers.
And we're talking about California Civil

Code §1795.4, which was an addition in 1984.

Very few people

know that it exists, but it does and it does cover this kind of
situation and the technical question would be whether that same
approach would be appropriate in this area.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We'll have to take a look •••
(inaudible).
(laughter)

Okay, if we could move

along.
MR. HATHAWAY:

I just want to follow up and say that

there might be a way that we could draft something in this area
for something like a casualty occurrence like occurs now: and
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0

~ssentially,

0

if the equipment proves faulty, it could be returned

and the lessor be compensated for the capital outlay and other
associated costs.

Thereby, it could lend back through to whoever

is the party that made the representations and put it together
while the leasing could still continue.

It wouldn't jeopardize

that.
Briefly, you haven't {inaudible) how we do business, the
CDLA pamphlet that I passed out, this is the result of about 15
years worth of the leasing industry trying to correct abuses that
occurred about 15 or 20 years ago and there are a couple of
important lessons that might be learned from this, I think.
Number One, there are a lot of problems, here.

Some of the

leasing people were being called suede shoe artists, and things
that we hear about used car salesmen, sometimes, and they decided
that this was really not beneficial to the industry.

You were

not building long-term relationships that way and if it was going
to grow, they had to clean it up.
So, they developed a code of Professional Practices and
Conduct, which is included here in some of the first pages and it
really lays out what can be accepted as a standard in the
industry.

More important they set up an Industry Practices

Committee that reviews the code and hears complaints both from
members and from customers as to the conduct under this code.
They censure members and in some instances, even expel them from
the association, which is tantamount to closing your doors,
because it's not likely that the other members are going to do
business with you at that point, so it's a very severe penalty
and has worked very well in cleaning it up.
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Some of the other provisions in here are standard
contract language for agreements between members that is
mandatory and there is also a section in here that deals with
sample agreements that should be used with customers.

They are

not mandatory, but the samples and there is a standard form in
here that can be used, seems to have cleared up that type of
matter.

Perhaps this is something that the committee and the

industry might want to look forward to developing, some type of a
standard contract form, such as you are mentioning, might come
into play.
The final provision here is for arbitration.

COLA

provides for arbitration of disputes between members and also
bet,.,reen customers and members.

It's voluntary, but it's

efficient, it's effective and it seems to work very well.

But,

the bottom line is, that the industry has cleaned up itself.

It

is very healthy, it's a multi-billion dollar business industry
today and they've done it through self-regulation and I think
there might be some lessons that the industry could learn here in
policing and we'd be very happy to act as a consultant in
advising in that capacity to assist in developing.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Hathaway.

you a question with regard to that.

Let me ask

There seems to be a lot of

concern, or at least some of the opposition that was expressed is
that any kind of additional warranty or consumer protection would
be expensive to the end user and they would have to pay.

Did you

find in setting up a kind of a code of ethics or process or
procedure that expanded the protections for your clients, that it
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0

really increased the costs and was it in the long run, valuable

0

or I mean, you say it's a billion dollar business, I'm just
wondering what kind of impact it had to maybe set up a
self-regulation practices or code book?
MR. HATHAWAY:

I think the key there is, if the industry

can set it up themselves so it's their program, they know what
the industry is, what types of things they have to take into
consideration.

I can't speak for manufacturers or the software

producers or the retailers, but the fact that the industry can
draw it up themselves so it meets their specifications while
providing some type of a remedy for the customer, seems to be the
operative fact and I think that it can be done very effectively
without additional cost.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you.

Next we have from the

California Association of Value Added Resellers, Robert
Mihalisin.

Did I pronounce it correctly?

MR. ROBERT MIHALISIN:

Yes, you did, thank you.

We'd

like to make our views known and provide technical input into
what we see as your effort to write landmark legislation in the
area of computer sales to the general public.
We are not comfortable with the $25 thousand lid,
however, we think that's too low: at least $50 thousand and

· - - - - - - -------------------------------------------------------

preferably $75 thousand we feel would be more realistic.

It used

to be that a desk-top micro was what you were talking about if
someone has a law office and they buy ten IBM PCs and put them in
a network, you're going well over $50 thousano.
common sales that are being made these days.
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And those are

CHAIPWOMAN MOLINA:

But don't you think - let me just

ask you a question with regard to that.

Don't you think that the

people who buy ten of those computers kind of have a series of
remedies that are available to them by virtue of just having kind
of the economic side?
MR. MIHAI.ISIN:

Well, attorneys are a special case,

obviously, but let's take someone else who does that, let's take
a doctor or a

~entist,

they don't have, those people like

everyone else who is in a high income bracket with very little
tax shelter or !P.veraging as much of that income in real estate
investments and other things \-/here they find tax shelters, their
cash position may not be as good as you might think it is, so
they don't necessarily have large outgoing capital reserves.
CHAIR\A70MAN MOLINA:

You don't think that \ldthin their

own mechanism of the kind of volume of business that they do and
things that would warrant let's say, purchasing that large of a
computer product that they would not have kind of their own
mechanism for their safeguards?
MR. MIHAI.ISIN:

No, in fact we've dealt with them where

they come in, they're probably less knowledgeable about computers
than you are and they're ready to write a check to execute a
lease-purchase in those numbers, it's friqhtening.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay, but again, when you're talking

about a lease-purchase agreement, that is a different thing.
They are signing something, there's an agreement that's being
made with that purchaser.

Do you think that anybody •••
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MR. MIHALISIN:

0

Excuse me, the lease-purchase agreement

is made with the financing outfit.

Not necessarily, they could

do that on a cash tag, it doesn't have to be a written sales
agreement in order to execute that.

0

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you think that anybody who buys a

$50 thousand piece of equipment doesn't have any kind of a
contract that they sign or any kind of a warranty request that
they make?
MR. MIHALISIN:

If you go down to the IBM product

center, you can ring it through on their cash register and sign
their sales slip if you're going to charge it through them and if
you're going to another party, you don't sign anything at IBM,
you sign it wherever you're going to finance it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Yes, but a $50 thousand piece of

computer hardware or software, you don't think that that person
that purchased it sets up any kind of contract with them?
MR. MIHALISIN:

No, we're not talking about a single

piece, if you're talking about a mini-computer, yes, that
frequently occurs.

I'm talking about when they walk into the

product center or Computerland or business or anywhere else where
they sell IBM PCs, where they sell them as what we call office
automation as a net,,ork solution, that is, the thrust of the high
------------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----------------------------- ---------·---------

end of the small business market.

---------

I think $25 thousand is

unrealistic.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

Okay.

In our view a true value added resel l er

and let me touch on that a moment, a value added reseller is the
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current buzzword.

Initially, when I personally got into husiness

in 1978, we were called turnkey systems houses then we became
systems integrated, which is a term brought down from larger
scales of operation but the current buzzword is value

add~d

reseller.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

MR. MIHAJ...ISIN:

Who knows what i t ' l l be next week?

We feel that a person who is truly a

value added reseller provides all of the following as part of its
crnnputer transaction.

First, they perform a needs analysis of

its client's situation and makes specific recommendations for a
complete turnkey system to meet the client's stated current needs
with an eye to future growth so as to minimize obsolescence.
Second, they staff their organization with qualified
people who know the vertical market or markets that they serve,
both from the applications viewpoint, as well as having actual
knowledge and/or experience in the client's business
classification.
Third, they are knowledgeable about electrical
interference and power regulation and isolation and insist on
more than just "search protection".
liqhtly this afternoon.

Now that's been touched on

Unfortunately, that's at the root cause

of an awful lot of the problems.

People will go into a computer

-st-ute to buy maybe everythinq they actually really need to

perform beautifulJy for them but they plug it in to dirty house
current or a small office where the guy in the next office has
overloaded his equipment, they are all on the same transformer
and things are flowing over the current that they are not aware
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of and that disrupts the computer.

0

~hese

are the so-called

non-repeatable errors that the other gentleman

w~s

talking about,

you cannot re-create those errors; they are one-time random
errors caused by lack of power protection and regulations,
frequently.

So we feel that has to be addressed in order to do a

proper job.
They provide on-site installation and training of
nperators in the use of both the hardware and oper.ating system
and the applications programs that they've purchased.
Five, they provide on-going support for a reasonable fee
for both hardware and softwar.e.
And six, they reduce the complete transaction to writing
in some form of sales agreement setting forth the details of the
system and services to be purchased and clearly stating the
responsibilities of each of the parties, one to the other,
including the terms and conditions of any warranty.
Without all of those, we feel that they are not a value
added reseller.

They're something else.

They could be a mail

order house, a store front sales operation or they could be a
discount house.

They could be any other way business is

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Sir, if

w~ \~ere

don~.

to propose that

exemption about the warranty contract, wouldn't you be considered
to be exempted under that, is that correct?
MR. MIHALISIN:

Yes, but I'm not comfortable with that

approach and I'll tell you why.

I think you are doing the

consumer a disservice if you do that.
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MR. ELBRECHT:

I think everything he described should be

covered, I mean, they're helpillg make the decision.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I realize that, but what he does, is

he establishes a signed contract with that individual so they are
protected because now they have an actual document.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Or with the warranties built in

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:

Right.

Well, I guess depending on the threshold

of the ,,, arranty.
MR. MIHALISIN:

Right.

That brings us to the point that

I think is what bothers me about your exemption.
CHAIRWOMAN MOI.INA:

Right, we had proposed the

possibility that anyone who establishes a contract directly would
be exempted.
MR. MIHALISIN:

I think perhaps, as is done in insurance

currently, they have a thing called the California Standard Fire
and Insurance Policy, it is a line-numbered one page thing.
in all of your homeowners and all of your fire policies.
you're home tonight, look at them.

It's

If

Perhaps you need to mandate a

California standard computer '"arranty clause that has to be
incorporated no matter whether - it could be a minimum thing, and
they could embellish on it and make it bigger and they could
---

e-i-t.~

i-ncorpora-t-e it into a written jnstrument or it becomes by

virtue of not having it in there, automatic by virtue of the
operation of the bill.

I think that approach would give you the

proper minimum consumer warranty that you're looking to do, I
would presume.

However, I would hope that isn't overly broad, in
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that it is very concise and tightly arawn so that everybody

0

understands what it means.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well Mr. Mihalisin, though, aqain in

trying to meet the needs of the industry, wouldn't it be better
that they, themselves, develop that kind of proposal or draft or
standard instead of giving it to the Legislature to turn around
and draft that and give it to them to use as the standard?
MR.

~UHALISIN:

I would hope that the Legislature in its

infinite wisdom would consult with the necessary experts to help
Legislative Counsel draft a bill that is tight.

0

about a whole page.

I'm not talking

I'm talking about maybe one standard

paragraph that has to be a minimum insert in any kind of warrar.ty
and above that, they can go as elaborate as they wish.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, I would welcome the language

for that and try and run that by various people and see that
there was such a standard.

I think that's what we're trying to

establish here, a standard and somehow we've gotten a lot of
people that say it's impossible to do.
MR. MIHALISIN:

I think it's quite easy to do, the

question is whether you can get agreement as to what the minimum
standards should be.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

Yes.

But if, in fact, the whole purpose of

what we'rP here for today is to try to counteract and offset and
banish the types of ripoffs, a colloquialism that's in popular
use these days, had occurred on occasion in this business at all
levels and by the way, almost anyone who sells a computer is also
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an end user.

He buys his demonstration system, he buys a system

that runs his store's accounting, which he rarely resells; and if
he does, he has to reselJ it as a used piece of equipment.
they are consumers also.

So

And they've been ripped off by their

distributor in some cases as was alluded to earlier, or the
manufacturer or all of the above.

So unless you actually are the

person who starts the chain of events, you can be impacted in the
middle as well as at the end of the line, and that is one of the
things that concerned me.

As I had expressed to you previously,

the legislation is overly broad in a few areas.

And it really

doesn't tie down the responsibilities of all the parties each to
each other, as I'd like to see it done.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN :
responsibilities, but

I'~

Yes.

I'm perfectly willing to live up to my
like the end user to know that he has a

responsibility to learn, keep his people up to staff, maintain
the equipment, thP. things that are his responsibilities he must
do also.
Okay, and then some of our areas of concern, we feel
~hat

regardless of the best intentions of the manufacturer or thP.

author, seller and the buyer there will be times when
miscommunications will arise and that honest misunderstandings
~~l~cur.

The hill

in jts present form makes no provision for

this type of situation.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

We would have to define an "honest

misunderstanding" though.
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MR. MIHALISIN:

0

Well, you cnuld do it reversely by

defining what is definitely not one.
easier way to tackle it.

I think that would bA thA

But it really hasn't been done and of

course counsel and I have discussed it.

0

Some of the terms are

pretty vague, lifted out of UCC which I think you heard enough
today to realize that UCC has nothing to do with the computer
business.

•

It's used as a crutch when convenient and is damned

when it's not .
It was an easy drafting thing to do because it's proven
legislation has been litigated.

I understand why it's been done,

but I think we're in a whole new era in an area.

It's untried,

everybody says, it's evolutionary, it's revolutionary, it's all
these things.

I'm not sure the old law totally applies, so maybA

you have to get very creative in what you do.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Again, I would welcome any kind of

language that you would provide us so that we can better clarify
it, I think it's always better to receive it from the industry in
this regard.
MR. MIHALISIN:
microcomputers is canned.

Okay.

Almost all software sold for

In other words, it's been written and

compiled so that the user can really make very little
modification to it.

You just select an option if they give him

- - - ----·--arr'r-option-s--w±thin -the program, and thei:efore requii:es the- e,.,..,nrnctc---

user to modify their operations to conform to the way the
softwarP. is designed to operate and I think that's the key to an
awful lot of end user complaints that wasn't made adequately
clear to them by whoever sold them the software.
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And of course,

requiring some form of actual demonstration is a way that a lot
of people get around that, as much as one can.
It's virtually impossible to demonstrate a program to
the prospective buyer in such a way as to uncover and fully
disclose the idiosyncrasies of desiqn that could cause customer
dissatisfaction.

Typically, in most instances I've seen or

pArticipated in, an act11al demonstration of the software on the
computer in front of an end user or prospective end usP.r is maybe
anywhere from a half an hour to an hour and a half and after
that.

Frankly, their mind freezes up and they could have trouble

and they get lost.

Frankly, sometimes

~re

get lost, as far as

that goes, especially if they've asked a lot of questions that a
canned salesman has been put on a railroad track to run down
point A, B and C, flipping charts and this sort of thinq.

If he

gets derailed, he's lost as much as the end user, which is why
I'm going to advocate something that may be unpopular before this
presentation is over.
So as long as the software performs according to its
manual, it's not defective in the sense that there is something
wrong with it.

It may or may not be

opti~1m

for your particular

usage or the way you've been manually conducting your business,
and that hrings us to the other problems.
canred pr

There are very few

rams that are written to be run the way most people

run a small business.

They tend to run them out of shoe boxes

unless they've qot a CPA somewhere along the way, in which case
they've gotten a little religion1 but they may take the shoe box
and just hand it to him and pay whatever his hourly billing
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charge is to have him straighten out the mess.
your own computer you can't do that anymore.

But when you have
You must put things

in a routine, repetitive, consistent fashion, because the machine
wants it that

way~

it won't take it any other way.

So it

enforces discipline on the end user, which he may or may not be
able to handle.

Some people just don't do it well.

Although system integrators or VARS have a high level of
expertise, generally, or a higher level of expertise, generally,
than do store sales

people~

they cannot tell in advance all the

ways that a given software program may not perform each and every
function in the same way that the buyer is used to in his manual
way of doing things.
pur~hase

Too often the person negotiating the

does not know all of the details of the operations that

their firm will be computerizing and/or they don't communicate
material information to the seller, who may make recommendations
based on what they have been told, only to find out later that
the information was incorrect or incomplete.

The buyer has a

very large responsibility, too.
Most software (inaudible) between the authors and
publishers •••
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let me ask you again, is this

addressing 1507 though?
MR. MIHALISIN:

Yes, absolutely, everything I'm saying

is addressing 1507.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay, so you're saying that's not

inclusive in there?
MR. MIHALISIN:

Oh, absolutely not.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

It's not.

So you're saying we

should expand the bill to make provisions in these areas?
MR. MIHALISIN:

Well, not necessarily expand, but take

into account or alter, whatevPr. is appropriate, because if you're
going to addresR what you said is the stated purpose of this bill
to protect consumers, I think this has to be done.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I'm not sure we're directed to thP.

same audience, because it's getting broader as I see it.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

(Inaudible).
Yes, will you provide us that

testimony?
MR. MIHALISIN:

You'll get that part in a minute, but

some of it I think, I'd like your interaction with it, and
perhaps anyone else, like Mr. Hannigan's, if at all possible, and
I'll try to get over quickly.
Most software agreements and this is probably the most
important flaw that's in 1507; most software agreements between
authors and publishers and the reseller, whatever he may be,
whether he's a storefront dealer, a mail order house or people
like myself and our organization, contains highly restrictive
language that does not allow us to take back software that has
been opened.

We eat it and there's another little problem,

________ almo s t all of this ma j or software, with the exception of MicroPro
and a couple of others, is written outside of state and all of
our agreements say that they are governed under the laws of the
state in which they are housed and, therefore, anythinq you pass
is inoperable as it relates to us and our dealings with that
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company.

0

If you figure out a way to get around that on the state

level, I'd be interested in seeing how you do it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, if you're going to sell it.

here, you have to have it •.•
MR. MIHALISIN:

0

They don't sell it.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

They don't sell it, so you bring it

MR. MIHALISIN:

by UPS and bring it in .

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right,

in

MR. MIHALISIN:

We are the sellers.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Right, but what if you know that you

could not sell it, you couldn't bring it in, right?
MR. MIHALISIN:

0

Well, we shouldn't, but the other

alternative is they go out of business, because most of the
popular, Lotus, for example,
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

(inaudible) and so on and so forth.
But again, do you think that it's

not going to create a reaction, for example, Lotus, where it
would set that as a standard?

As I understand, California is the

largest marketplace as far as computer users.
MR. MIHALISIN:

It has the largest (multiple voices).

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you think •••

MR. MIHALISIN:

Texas and Massachusetts and New York

might be (inaudible).
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's not true.

figures in the Wall Street Journal that said
largest marketplace from the standpoint
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I looked at some
Californi~ \·las

the

MR. MIHALISIN:

Not according to the trades.

The Wall

Street Journal is frequently inaccurate as it relates to our
business.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I would like any other kind of data

that you would have that says that Texas is a larger marketplace
than California.
MR. MIHALISIN:

I furnished Jane with about seven

different publications all of which do monthly and weekly charts
on these things.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And it says Texas is a larger

marketplace?
MR. MIHALISIN:

In

~orne

in some cases, Massachusetts.

cases, yes, and also New York,

What I'm saying is even if we are

the largest, we're not the majority.

We may be 15 or 18 percent

of the total marketplace, but there are 49 other states and
Canada and other English speaking countries where these products
are sold.

Yo11

are not going to tailor something to solely cater

to California if the y don't have to do it in the other 49 states.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So you're saying that a program like

Lotus would not necessarily adjust itself for this
MR. MIHALISIN:

No, no, you're not hearing me; I'm not

talking about the program, I'm talking about the contractual
arrangeme ~·~-----------

--------------------------------------------

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

That's what I'm talking about,

myself, that's what I'm talking about as well.
MR. MIHALISIN:

They have a standard dealer contract

that we sign in order to be able to sell our .••

-

234 -

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, I'm talking about the consumer

protection that they would make on their particular product.
MR. MIHALISIN:
I'm saying.

I don't think you're nnderstanding what

What I'm saying is ...

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

No, I don't.

What I'm saying is in ordP.r to live with

the terms of your bill, you're saying that we have to take the
product back for whatever reasons are appropriate and then we
have to get it refunded from them if it's their fault as opposed
to our misrepresentations, is that the way the bill is drafted?
MR. ELBRECHT:
with the manufacturer.

This bill would supersede your contract
The manufacturer would be liable under

the current draft of the bill.
MR. MIHALISIN:

He has no assets in Cal:i.fornia, and not

if he has no place of business in California.
MR. ELBRECHT:

0

The manufacturer would be liable under

the bill and you would have a legal right of recourse against the
manufacturer, but we recognize the earlier point that there might
be retaliation and so on.
form

~muld

But the bill as drafted in its present

subject that manufacturer to responsibility under the

bill if the sale were made to a buyer in California, just as the
Song/Beverly Consumer Warranty Act imposes a similar
responsibility on the Ford Motor Company when ycu buy a Ford in
California.
MR. MIHALISIN:

Ford has a plant

her~,

they have

regional offices here, what we're talking about don't have any
offices outside of say the State of Missouri or the State of
Louisiana.
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MR. ELBRECHT:

Are you sure you're raising those

questions of enforcement of the judgment and that is also a
potential

hurdle~

it's a valid point.

MR. MIHALISIN:

Yes, well, that's what we're worried

about.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay.

Mr. Mihalisin, could ynu sum

.it up?
MR. MIHALISIN:

I'm trying to wrap, if I can.

It was

mentioned this morning, I tnok some quick notes and there's some
important things that were raised today.

It's important to

differentiate between a demonstration of an actual program and a
demonstration version of that actual program, as opposed to a
rolling demonstration disc purporting to show features within,
which I believe you alluded to, but I want to make that
distinction.

There are demonstration versions of real programs

and all they've done is fix it so you can't put in more than 10
records or some such thing as that.

They've limited the amount

of use you can make of the program, but it is a real program for
demonstration purposes .

Frequently, an end user can buy one for

$75, take it and try it on his computer so that he doesn't waste
maybe $150 or $1000.

If he doesn't like it, fine, if he does

like it, that is app l ied to his purchase of the other.

That is a

typical arrangemen t.
However, there are some programs, as was alluded to in
testimony, where it is not really a demo that you're seeing as a
program~

you're seeing a sales presentation that appears to he a

demonstration of certain facets.

It is a big distinction and I
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think that should be required that tltey be told what they're

0

seeing; a real demonstration of the program or a simulation of
some aspects of the program.
The source code escrow agreement, that's something that

0

companies I've dealt with have been doing at the micro level, not
the high end level, it's more common at the hiqh end level.

The

reason the other gentleman that you had on the last panel, his
software goes from $2 hundred to $400 thousand, somewhere in that
general range.

At that range, you can do a lot of support

because you've got the money to do it

'~ith.

If you're talking

about a software package that retails for $150 to $500 to $1000,
that's a whole different set of economics and it. may be passing
through three tiers of distribution, so

0

ea~h

is relatively small of that overall price.
that we have.

chunk along the wav
So this is a problem

Escrow agreements on our level, you pay a fee to

become a part of the escro\<r agreement and the software house will
put you in touch with their attorney and they arrive at an escrow
fee of $300 to $500 and on demise or death of the principal, you
have access to your source code.
MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. MIHALISIN:

Who acts as escrow?
The law firm usually that provides and

specializes in - or any trust company - any of the various kinds.
Maybe a fiduciary of some sort.
Normally, we recommend that people run manual, parallel
records of whatever nature they have been running for the f i rst
90 days after ,.,e install a computer system that's going to take
over these same functions.

There's a very valid reason for that,
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not necessarily just tc find any bugs that miqht be lurking in
the program, but to find out if they misinterpreted the
instructions about how to put their data into the program and
into the machine and in that way they've got to test to see i f it
comes out.

For example, one of the biggest problems with

spreadsheet programs is that a novice user will write a template
for the spreadsheet and it'll have an (inaudible), but if he
doesn't check it out on a calculator, he may have set the cells
up incorrectly , hut it will give him an answer, and that's a
serious problem that manifests itself.
CHAIRWOMJI.N MOLINA:

Wait a minute, wait a minute, you

wouldn't want to protect against that?
MR. MIHALISIN:

No, I'm just saying if you buy a

sophisticated product, you had better be a sophisticated end user
or buy training to go with it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOIJINA

Maybe so, but nowhere i.n the

legislation • . .
MR. MIHALISIN:

I'm not saying that; I'm just addressing

soQe of the problems that you're addressing, but they aren't ...
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
here that's so big.

I

was quoting a code section

You're introduc ing other issues that I don't

think are related to 1507, so if you could just relate •.•
MR. MIHALISIN:

I think they are.

And the reason I say

that is I think you're addressing problems that really aren't the
problems y o11're addrAssing.

I'm saying some of these things you

perceive to be one thing were caused by the fact that the end
11ser refnsecl t o read the manual , refused to buy ...
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0
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

Yes, it does.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

0

But this biJJ does not address that.

No, it does not.

It wasn't suited to my application as

thP- salesman said it would, I can take it back for six months.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, if you add a column in a

spreadsheet and you use the wrong formula, the various cells,
just because you get the wrong answer, you cannot return that
product.
MR. MIHALISIN:

What if the salesman in his infinite

zeal to try to make a sale, said this thing is easy, any idiot
can set it up?
MR. MARKLE:

I think it does address 1507 in the way

that there are so many variables about a program, unlike most any
other consumer product that you could name, that if 1507 would

...
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

It's as you market it and as you

advertise it.
MR. MARKLE:

Okay, okay, hut if 1507 would prohibit or

rather disclaim of all implied warranties, then California courts
have traditionally favored consumers very heavily and it could be
in the case of computer software.

Unlike many other products, a

--------- -------- ------------------ - - - - - - - -----·- ----- -- - - - --- - -------------- ---- - - - - --------- - - - - - ---------

great disadvantage to the industry, as contrasted with other

industries, to have here a product with not a simple descriptor
that this product will make toast.

Something that is operated by

a relatively unsophisticated consumer, the success of the
operation of a piece of software is contingent upon considerable
study and time on the part of the consumer.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I recognize that, but right nm·.' what

we're saying in the bill, that if you market it with certain
capabilities, you cannot disclaim those particular warranties.
Now, maybe in the language there, it explains about all this
other thing, I don't think it's in there.

If it is, we'll

correct it.
MR. MARKLE:
panel.

Okay, this was discussed during the last

One of the reasons I'm here is because myself as a lay

person, I can't comment (multiple voices, inaudible)
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

•..

I think that I want to hear wherever

that is.
MR. MARKLE:

I'm sorry, that the lannuage was

sufficiently ambiguous enough to be interpreted unfairly for the
industry in favor of ...
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

If you will give me the SP.ntence and

the line, we will correct it and we will accept the language that

is not the intent, that is not the intent.
MR. MARKLE:

If we can get language that does make that

clear, plus I feel that you did make a very positive suggestion
earlier that I had not heard until today, along the lines
providing an exclusion in the case where specifically a contract
or an agreement was signed before a purchase.
-~-l.ngs1nmind,

!

With those two

think we may have made some progress.

I'll

give more testimony on that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All riqht, we need to finish up

because we're going to have to conclude.
MR. MARKLE:

Let me summarize and I'll get off.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well Mr. Mihalisin, you've heen on

for a while, you keep raising other issues.
testimony, can we accept that for now?

I do have yonr

Do you have one more

point?
MR. MIHALISIN:

.•. more pages here I'll give you at the

end, but I'd like to get this interaction.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

All right, go ahead.

And the reason, quite hoPest.ly, I'm

doinq it, is there are an awful lot of people \'lhn stand to be put
out of business if you draft this incorrectly.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well again, if you will deal with

regard to the aspects of what line it is and again, the
definition, you have it here now.

It would have been easier if

you had provided us and we could •••
MR. MIHALISIN:

I did that at your office four \'leeks

ago, if you'll look at the date of that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Did we have this?

Okay, what page

are you on nm'l of the bill?
MR. MIHALISIN:

Well, it's all cited on that thing, the

page and line.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA: Okay, but I mean, what last point did
you want to make?
- - - - - - - - ------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · - -

MR. MIHALISIN:

It's not on there specifically, it's in

my summary.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR . MIHALISIN:

Okay, go ahead.

Software in particular and computer

systems in general are too complicated for almost any untrained
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person to buy successfully on a mail order basis.

Purchases made

by untrained end users over the counter are subject to total

reliance upon t h e representations of the salesperson.

We now

license automobile sales people; perhaps this would be
appropriate for a much more complex and unfamiliar area of
computer sales.
harshly.

Gross misrepresentation should be dealt with

However, please do not throw the baby out with the bath

water.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Mihalisin.

Next we

have Mr. John Simpson, who is representing the International
Bureau of Software Test.
MR. ,JOHN SIMPSON:

Thank you Assemblywoman Molina.

I'm

here in the capacity of a fairly unique perspective, being
nt==d.ther a vendor nor a retailer.

We are a somewhat unique

organization, headquartered in Sunnyvale, California.

We are an

independent testing orqanization similar to Underwriters Labs of
the electrical industry, but we specialize in the software
industry and we do some hardware testing, also.
Our perspective is rather unique.

On the one hand, we

see many responsible vendors of hardware and software sustaining
high quality standards today, often by retaininq organizations
like ours to produce independent audits of software and hardware
products b.afore the products are released.

Our customer ljst

includes IBM, AT&T, Xerox, Hewlett Packard and many others well
known to you.
On

th~

other hand, we have occasion to see many other

vendors products that are inadequately tested in the course of
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testinq against some of the other products on the market by
comparison and we see the kinds of problems that are caused hy
those products when they reach consumers' hands.
Incidentally, we agree with Mr. Perez' point this
morning that competition tends to increase the justification for
lower quality, not to increase the justification for higher
quality.
It seems clear to us that the issue of product warranty
and the degree of willingness by a given manufacturer to offer
reasonable warranties is tied directly to that individual
corporation's atti tt1de toward product guali ty.
tied to quality and we see this first-hand.

The warranty is

The higher the

quality standards of the organization, the wore willing to hock
up the consumer the particular company seems to be and that can
be willingness in practice, if not in terms of their legal
language.
Ironically, too, the people who testified this morning,
the gentlemen from MicroPro and the gentlemen from Hewlett
Packard, both companies of which are customers of ours, have very
high quality standards and they seem to be testifying on behalf
of organizations that were representing a much wider variety of
organizations that were not necessarily adhering to their own
----- - - - - - - - - - -----· ------- -------------------------------------------------- ----- ·--------------------------------------·-·----------------- ----

quality standards.
To illustrate the point of warranty and quality, I'd
like very briefly to sketch out for your education, part of a
typical software testing cycle, and I'll be very brief here.

The

projects range from a very cursory examination 0f the product ' s

-
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major functions , which may last only one day, right through to
many man months o f intensive testing of the entire product line
by our company on behalf of our customer.

The process typically

includes a step-hy-step exercising of a program using test data
whjch we create especially for that test.

We sometimes

administer that test data automatically using other pieces of
software which we've developed to speed up the process, but the
point is that it is very physically exercised using the keyboard
or automatic input.
After this stage, we compare results of what we have
just tested, compared to what the documentation says should be
the results , or against other tests performed by the company and
we also come up \·d th what we call a discrepancy report which
rniaht otherwise be characterized as a bug report and we typically
grade those bugs, those discrepancies on four levels.

The

~irst

one being the so-called fatal bug, which causes the system lo
crash.

Level

T~~o,

we might characterize as serious, where for

instance, we couldn't find and open more than 29 fields in the
agricultural package as described this morning, as opposed to the
99 which was claimed.

Level Three evaluates what miqht be called

minor, which possibly might mean this is a really slow product in
execution or

th~re

?.re confusing instructions, and four is merely

of the screens.
At this point, our customers can take our report and may
act on that report, including fixing bugs before releasing the
product.

In many cases, they create a new version of the

-
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0

software and send it back to us for retesting before taking it

0

further.

I'm using an example to illustrate those steps in part

of a testing cycle.

Such steps are taken by most responsible

software vendors, whether they use us or whether they do it

0

themselves internally.

It seems clear to us that your bill aims

partly at protecting the consumer from those vendors that no not
adequately test their products.

A goal such as this protection,

in our opinion, is well justified if all it does is provide
incentives to raise those quality standards of the manufacturers.
We bP-lieve that manufacturers should feel confident of providing
reasonable warranties on their products and we feel sure that
responsible ones already do that in practice: again, even if the
warranties don't actually say it.

As the MicroPro gentleman

said, they do actually replace products if asked to.
We also believe that users should not feel that they are
guinea pigs for the manufacturer and on the whole, they would be
happy to pay more for what one might call premium products.

We

are currently neither advocating more legislation nor solely
self-policing.

It seems to us that your bill has provoked a

somewhat Pavlovian response among the vendors of the industry and
a lot of them have not read the individual lines of the bill.

In

the interests of a degree of optimizing of time and productivity,
one suggestion we might have is that you explore jointly with
members of the industry, a development of a set of quality and
warranty standards, possibly defining levels of performance for
different classes of products.

Product vendors then could

publicly claim adherence to those standards ard maybe even charoe
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a premium based on that, or they could specifically not claim
adherence to i t.

This system could make it easier for the

consumer for making a choice in what products he buys and
facilitate any resolution of any disputes thereafter.
The bottom line is that hiqh quality is a necessary qoal
for all hardware And software vendors to remain in business,
particularly as a result of overseas encroachment.

Our company

President, Bill Goss, who is here today has just returned from a
lengthy trip to Japan and he's seen first-hand, the Japanese
commitment to quality in their hardware and software products
which they are preparing to come over here with.

If Detroit had

acknowledged this some 15 or 20 years ago, then the motorcar
industry would not be in the state that it is today and we would
urge most strongly that whatever measures may be taken on a
cooperative basis, should be taken to arrive at high quality
standards.

That is all.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Simpson, that's

interesting because I guess if you do look at it from the
standpoint of competing internationally, we are going to have the
potential or the possibility of another company coming into this
particular

marke~

and addressing those consumer needs and

creating a different kind of competition.

I never even thought

about it, because it's always a scare tactic, has always been,
that if you create a series of consumer protection, everyone will
leave the state and not do business here.

And I have a tendency

to believe that's not the case, because again, the goal of both
producers and/or the manufacturer, the industry itself, should be

-
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the protection of that marketplace and those consumers «t the
end, there.
May I ask you a question with regard to this; if in
fact, a company hires you and your company to provide its
services as providing that software test, that sort of seal of
approval that is available there, if in fact, you find bugs let's
say at the top level, I guess you called it Level One?
MR. SIMPSON:

Fatal.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Fatal, then of course, you make a

reconunendation that they must be corrected before it is marketed,
right?
MR. SIMPSON:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right, do you know of any

instances where you've been involved in testing where maybe they
don't correct them or maybe even if it's a standard two or three,
I can't remember what three or four were, I know one was cosmetic
and one was minor.
MR. SIMPSON:

Serious and then fatal.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But, where people just, they use you

maybe just as hopefully to get the kind of approval.
flaws are involved.

Some fatal

Do people just not look at the evidence that

you provide and go ahead and continue to market that product?
- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -

MR. SIMPSON:

Let me just take some •..

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You don't have to disclose your

clients by the way.
MR. SIMPSON:

Oh, we would not anyway.

CHAIRWOMAN MOI,INA:

Okay, good.
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----

MR. SIMPSON:

Well, they would not get the seal if

th~y

did not correct the errors and resubmit it for retesting.
CHAIRWOMAN MOJ.INA:

I see.

So then, it is that seal

that you provide them.
MR. SIMPSON:

That's correct.

There are some vendors

that do that in case of getting something ready to go to a show
and they want to know what the problems are before they go so
they can work around them and beware of them.

Then they go back

and fix them later before they market them.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
h~

Well, I cou ld see where that could

quite advantaqeous to someone like myself who's a consumer.

guess prohably the thing is that a lot of us don't know about
that kind of availability; that somebody's tested this and there
are some kinds of assurances that are provided to me as a
consumer.
MR. SIMPSON:

Yes, we're increasingly getting requests

for a seal of approval by vendors so there are obviously
thousands of products out there that have no distinction.
MR. ELBRECHT:
seal and what it means?

Does the public at large know about yo11r
Have you done any promoting of your

seal?
MR. SIMPSON:

Not to anything like the same degree that

theyllnderstand, the Good Housekeeping Seal for instance, or the
Und~rwriters '

Lab Seal.

MR. ELBRECHT:
MR. SIMPSON:

Have any of your competitors done that?
There are several seals around but there

are no well known ones to that degree.

We are the largest and

the most well known but in general terms, relatively unknown.
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MR. ELBRECHT:
meaningful?

Are those that are around more or less

Are they by and large reliable seals?

MR. SIMPSON:

I can only speak for ourselves and yes,

ours is.
MR. ELBRECHT:

How about users, are users themselves in

terms of their internal communications, newsletters, etc., are
they playing any role in upgrading the selection process from the
user's standpoint -- voiding software that has problems and
providing a good market response to quality?
MR. SIMPSON:
such as in user groups.

By and large there are some positive signs
There are some helpful bodies such as

bodies of dealers that are promoting some degree of testing or
acknowledgement of quality.

There are review publications which

one can buy, which compare quality and performance but in general
though, the user, the mass buyer buys what he is shown when he
walks into a dea.ler' s showroom.

And the facts of life are that

only a small fraction of the products on the market today are
sold in dealer showrooms because the economics of running a
dealership are such that you cannot train all of your salespeople
on more than a very small number of products.

So, unless the

user is informed, he will walk in and will be qualified on the
basis of what he thinks he wants to do with

it~

and he will be

sold the product that most closely matches his requirements and
that doesn_!__t, t.he-re-fo~ take----in-tc acGQUn-t. nee€ s sari-1-¥-----the----de~ee

of quality with which that product is produced.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Are computer consultants a'railable to the

mass purchaser or the mass market?
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If I were to go today to buy

a computer, is there someplace that I could go to that would
provide unbiased advice to me as a prospective buyer?
MR. SIMPSON:

On a one-on-one situation they're

available; and they're costly; and if you're in the market for a
$500 computer product, you're probably not going to spend $2,000
checking it out.

The other way of assessing a product in terms

of functionally and comparing with others is to buy the trade
magazines and the publications expressly reviewing specific
products.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. Simpson, isn't there a kind of

network among computers, I don't want to say hackers, but just
this network they call a bulletin board?

Because they asked me

where you can tie in by telephone and they say it's kind of a
network.
they can

There are people that have tested these products and
qi~re

you all the yes/noes on it.

I've never

participated in it and I don't know if it's an informal process
but I understand there is one like that for various products.
MR. SIMPSON:

Well, there are many hundreds of them

actually and that is the problem exactly.

To actually tie into

that network you have to know what you're looking for and it's
considerable effort to identify which ones may be relevant and/or
of substantial notice when you get there.
MR. MARKLE:

In addition, there are much more readily

available forms - for exploration of quality of software.

Info

World, Byte Magazine and numerous others have as one of the most
popular features of any of these publications, its review.
Indeed, Info World has been able to very successfully take the
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rP.views from past issues and bind them and sell them.
very popular.

They're

And certainly if you're going after a word

processor, you want to make sure that when you invest money,
you're going to get a return.

And what better input can you get

in preparation than hearing from users?

These reviewers grant

that there are various levels of objectivity that you're going to
see, some have better reputations than others but all in all, if
there's dirt, that's going to appear in the review.
MR. STEFFIN:
and I think it should

I'd have to disagree with that statement
g~

into the record because of what might be

called an incestuous relationship between editorials in the trade
magazines and advertising.

Very seldom now there are reviews

such as Info World but for the most part, in the general trade
magazines in the computer industry, you will seldom see a bad
revie"' of a piece of software.

If they really think that it's

bad, they just oyron't review it and a lot of that goes directly
with the volume of adve-r tising that that manufacturer does with
that magazine.
MR. SIMPSON:
have in mind.

Well, I don't know what publications you

Thinking of Byte and Info World, I know that I do

see some very low reviews sometimes and often.

Now I will agree

that there may be some selectivity but it's easy to misinterpret
that selectivity.

I

~1ould

submit that some of this selectivity

is that if the product hasn't been around or hasn't achievPd some
degree of sucr.ess as a function in some respects of its quality,
then it will not qet the attention of the reviewers in the first
place.
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MR. MARKLE:

The problem is the naive buyer doesn't know

enough to buy those magazines and doesn't have a year to read
them.
MR. SIMPSON:

That's my point.

CHAIRWOMAN MOI.INA:

Again, in this process with the

software test, Mr. Simpson, when a person who is either

A

developer, I guess, or a publisher of software comes to you and
says, "we would like to have you test it and make sure that it
meets with your approval and goes through your standards test",
they have a certain outline of its function and capability upon
which you test, right?

I mean in other words, they have a

criteria list of what they're going to promote to be, it it's an
accounting system, that it provides such copabilities and
functions, do they provide that for you as a standard or is it a
list of criteria?
MR. SIMPSON:

There is no generalization there, each

project is set up on its own merit and is typically defined
jointly by us and them; they defining the extent of testing, and
we defining the methodology to arrive at the end of the test.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
that produce that software?

But the standard is created by those
In other words, if it's an

accounting system, it's supposed to have certain features and
capabilities as its product, then that's a standard by which you
test, you don't enter all kinds of other various options and
special applications, right?
MR. SIMPSON:

Again, it depends on the product and how

far they \vant us to test it.

We certainly cannot go outside a
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product's boundaries other than deliberately trying to crash it
which we, on occasion, try to do.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But again, the testing would be

within the parameters that they establish?
MR. SIMPSON:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Do you think that again, if they

establish those parameters and it goes through testing, it
obviously gets marketed with that kind of capability?
MR. SIMPSON:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So t .hat would be that difficult,

let's say, to provide a warranty kind of system with the very
thinqs that are being marketed or that capability to be outlined
in any fashion?
MR. SIMPSON:

We don't believe so.

There are classes of

products which are well known and well set up, such as spread
sheets which could functionally be described.

And the given

capability of meeting those functions could be defined in a
warranty or a definition document.
MR. ELBRECHT:

Would it be appropriate to simply cross

reference into what is called the documentation and say this
warranty hereby warrants that the documentation accompanying this
product is correct, is that something that has meaning?
----- ------------·------···------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -----·-·----------------··

MR. SIMPSON:

It certainly makes sense to me, yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
much.

Well Mr. Simpson, thank you very

It looks like this is something that's going to be very

valuable for the consumer out there and I think that the more and
more information that we get, that this kind of testing is done,
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certain products and the seal is carried by them, it will be
valuable to us that are really relying on those products to do
our work.

Thank you.
Next, we have Mr. Markle who is representing the Western

Computer Dealers Association.
MR. MARKLE:

I also have a systems house.

We provide

software and hardware systems to customers as well as a software
company, Pro Access.
(inaudible).

We manufacture a product called

We'll discuss our legislation similar to AB 1507

with impact on the micro computer industry.
Secondly, I will address some popular misconceptions on
how they may be evident in substance of thnt bill.

One, they

will explore more, construct the direction I hope any future
legislation might take.

The Western Computer Dealers Association

was alarmed, with others, by provisions of the proposed AB 1507.
We believe such a bill could not only significantly impact an
evasion in the industry.

The micro industry was not born of the

giants; IBM, Data General, Hewlett Packard or newcomers.
was broken and tested by one and two-men shops.

Ground

If 1507-type

leqislation had been in effect in 1975, there would likely be no
Microsoft, Digital Research, MicroPro, or Apple Computer.
Legislation that could raise the entry barrier and
catalyze litigation even if the developer prevails could doom

------------

such a company.

And legislation that would transmute industry

liahilitjes into the same league with professional services
costing $100 or $1000

(inaudible) more but foster unacceptahle

increases in microcomputer costs.

In my view, the cost increment
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would not be from, for example, the 0550 to $650 differential we
talked about this morning, rather perhaps from $600 to $1200 or
more and less expensive programs by $400 to $500 times
multiplication.

We could each tell a horror story

h~re

today

perhaps of an automobile purchase or of a man who sold some •..
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Excuse me, I have to ask questions.

I didn't understand that last point.
MR. MARKLE:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You're saying that with additional

warranty protections, you're talking about an increase cost from
$600 to $1200.

What do you base that on?

MR. MARKI,E:

I'm talking about the same kinds of reserve

the gentlemen in the earlier panel talked about liability
coverinq.

I think the crux here is your perception of exposure

to my perception that I alluded to before in the prohibition of
exclusion of some of the implied warranties and I believe perhaps
you don't see the ambiguity, and perhaps there isn't upon
re-examination.

We both talked about whether or not there is a

weakness in the wording and in your view, there isn't the
expo~ure.

In my view, there miqht just possibly he.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

dealer are you?

Let me clarify again, what kind of a

What kind is the Western Dealers Association?

MR. MARKLE:

I'm sorry.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

What kinds of dealers are these?
Store front dealers.
Store front dealers.
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MR. MARKLE:

We are roughly a third computer retailers,

about a third manufacturers.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right then, let me clarify

something or try to get an understanding of this again.

If in

fact there is a consumer protection that is available there right
now, you're saying that right now there isn't any, so if you have
to place them, it's going to cost
MR. MARKLE:

No, I don't say that.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

Oh, there is something, right?

I'm saying that we believe that there is

protection for the consumer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

What's the protection?

The protection alluded to as the Uniform

Commercial Code and the Song/Beverly Act.
CHAIRN'OMAN MOLINA:

No, no, the Song/Beverly Act is not

going to cover your products.
MR. MARKLE:

I ask in the case of consumers.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay, I just wanted an example.

So

you already think those remedies are there, right?
MR. MARKI..E:

Yes, I do.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Then why all of a sudden, are the

financial implications so much higher if they're already there?
MR

MARKI.E:

The financial implication is in a bill that

could serve as a vehicle to or something to catalyze additional
legislation that would make the small companies particularly

hav~

to maintain the kinds of reserves for litigation protection or
maintenance.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
language in 1507.

Well, Wdit a minute.

This is the

Let's not get worried about what the

Legislature is going to do four years from now.

If we can deal

with what the Legislature is going to move toward right now, it
protects you as a dealer unless you make a misrepresentation that
the product is more than it is.
MR. MARKLE:

I think that the view I got after

conferring yesterday with my attorneys is that the language was
such that it would likely be determined in the favor of a
consumer who had imagined a provision (inaudible) .
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

If we were to clarify that language,

then you would not a have a problem with that?
MR. MARKLE:

I think that would be a giant step forward

and I've said that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well, I want to continue to say that

I am not creating any unknown up there or any language that would
create any kind of expectation out there.

If we can find the

proper language, I will accept it so I don't think we have to
continue to say that's one of the biggest ambiguities.
Can we go on with other aspects of it because I think I
offered enough time.

If you give me the language, I would like

to run it by many of the people that are here.
MR. MARKLE:

Certainly.

MR. MIHALISIN:

I'd like to respond to this.

Had I not

run out of time, I would have brought up what some of the costs
are that are maybe hidden.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, no.

Now let's get back to you.

Do you have the language sir, that we're talking about?
MR. MARKLE:

Do I have the language?

No, I'm not an

attorney, unfortunately.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

No, I'm talking to ••• I mean excuse

me, I'm sorry Mr. Mihalisin, let's not go back into other kinds
of things.
MR. MIHALISIN:

I'm just talking about this thinq he

just talked about.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MIHALISIN:

All right.

The problem is the product liability

which is what you're infringing and impugning on with this
legislation is hard to come by now.

I happen to also be an

insurance agent and stock broker in one of my other businesses
and I can tell you that

pro~1ct

liability is hard to come by and

is very dear r.ost-wise and underwriting-wise.

About the time

this law was enacted, I checked with an underwriter.

There may

not be any offers to computer liability now that this law is
enacted.
Secondly, advertising liability is impacted by this and
it's also difficult to come by now for any small business.

And

I'm not sure you understand where all the impacts are coming from
the wording of thjs as proposed.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So right now you're protected just

there because there is that "as is" clause.
now?
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You do all of that

MR. MIHAI.ISIN:

Yes, but you see they rate things based

on what the impact of law is, not on \'That the current ••. and
it's also mitiqated what the current exposures are and what
they're actually paying in insurance claims.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Wait a minute.

If this is an

insurance issue it deals with insurance liability.
MR. MIHALISIN:

But you're generating additional

liability for dealers by virtue of your bill.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Well Mr. Mihalisin, I've

involved in the insurance issue because I'm in a

be~n

redlin~d

district and I'll have all kinds of other problems if you want to
discuss insurance problems.

I can assure you very quickly that

right now, most of the insurance claims and premiums that

ar~

out

there have no relationship to the claims that (inaudible) and we
can discuss that at another level because I'm involved in some of
those legislative issues as well.
MR. ELBRECHT:

May I ask a question of Mr. Markle?

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRECHT:

Sure.

Mr. Markle, is the concern the risk of

liability for consequential damages that go beyond the purchase
price of the product?
MR.

~ffiRKLE:

Well, yes and yes.

The one concern is that

there have been many times when someone has
said this product does not do such and such.

corn~

hack to me and

Well this might

have heen one of 800 different specifications that could have
been discussed at the point of sale but wasn't.

Many cases,

certainly if it's critical to what the person had i n mind, he
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gets his money back. So it doesn't necessarily have to be
conseqnential damages as in trashing a file or being responsible
for the loss of considerable time.
MR. RIBRECHT:

I'm just trying to get some sense of what

is the oriqin of this doubling of the cost of the product and the
kind of case that you foresee losing in great numbers where you
would have to add that much to the price of the product.
MR. MARKLE:
one.

Well okay, insurance premiums perhaps for

Well, I do address this in some ways in the testimony on

what you have to say and certainly if I don't, hit me at the end.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let me ask a question real quickly,

are yon a dealer yourself?
MR. MARKLE:

I am a systems house.

I'm related to a

dealer, I have solo products retail.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

What is your liability coverage now?

In addition to, I believe it's $300,000

hm<Tever, you may be aware that insurance •.•
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. ELBRRCHT:
MR .

~~RKLE:

Per incident?

Per occurrence.
You may be aware that insurance companies

have sent to computer. dealers specific disclaimers that they will
not provide protection or representations as to software computer
.~p~r~.o~d
~
u~
c~t~s~·~-------------------------------------------------------------------·-----

CHAIRWOMAN MOL INA:

Right, so then there \•rould be no

change, right?
MR. BLRRECHT:

Because they will defend laws and seem

like they won't pay.
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MR. MARKLE:

But that

woulc~

probably mean that I would

have to certainly maintain all of the larger of the reserves for
attorneys to protect me because I would have the protection.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But that would not be under the

insurance liability aspect because you just said that they
disclaimed that as well.
MR. MARKLE:

Not the institutional insurance, my own CYA

insurance perhaps.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

I'm basically covering myself.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
(inaudible).

What's CYA?

Oh, I see.

We needed a joke really.

(Laughter)

That kind of
You see what I'm trying

to say is, let's not raise issues that are not related to it.

If

you know for a fact that the insurance industry is going to raise
your premiums because you have increased liability
MR. MARKLE:

No, I was saying the opposite.

I was

acknowledging as you did, that things weren't in the way they
could be raising insurance premiums did not exist because I'm not
getting coverage for that, that's being specifically excluded but
rather cover myself for additional returns, or cover myself for
additional overhead that it would take to provide these.

A level

of service overhead of which is exaggerated greatly beyond what
it would be otherwise to amplify customers who have complaints
cognizant of this bill that encourages as an incentive to call up
and get extra protections when better than 98 percent of all
software failures are in the operator or failure to read the
manual.

-
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There are many considerations here, the observation was
made this morning that attorneys often like to obfuscate the
matters to weave nets of confusion.
software is not that simple.

Well, the fact is that

I think that that's no excuse to

say we can't enact legislation or take measures to protect the
consumer and I believe there are.

If you will indulge me.

I

know the time is getting late but I would like to go through
this.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

Sure, go right ahead.

The horror stories are real stories with

real victims and real pain.

The industry recognizes that

statistically there mnst be such stories within an existing code
that will regulate resolution.

As was suggested in earlier

testimony, there may be many more horror stories per computers
sold in 1978 than therP. are today; that there are many more
horror stories in other industries not restricted by this type of
bill and the situation for the micro computer industry is getting
better.
Th@re are at least two factors contributing.

First

increased consumer awareness but more importantly market
pressures, explosive competition, rapidly matured standards where
there is doct.mentation and interface, making computers more
------~~.salLLa~----------------------------------------------------------------------

If a customer can't understand instructions for making a
perspective machine do something, it's not worthy of investment
because you take the machine back or buy a product he can
command.

Today'£ deflated market provides even greater

-
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incentives for manufacturers to produce more usable systems and
guarantee customer satisfaction.

The 30-day money back guarantee

for software is rapidly becoming standard.

If you don't like it,

send it back.
My own software company has the same guarantee.

It's

very import.ant that software be as near to perfect as possiblE>
before being shipped.

A publisher is lucky if he gets a retailer

to even look at a free demonstration.

If anything is wrong, it's

highly unlikely that retailer will even have time to look at it
again.

These pressures are real, infinitely more compP.lling than

altruism or legislation.

Market pressures will continue to bias

conditions in favor of the consumer and will effect a healthier
envirohment than

legislation ~

Yesterday and today innovations have come from start-ups
and those pressures mean start-ups must allocate disproportionate
resources for their size, toward quality assurance, and customer
satisfaction, or they will likely perish.

I do not believe it is

a given that additional legislation must be enacted.

All

computer businesses are aware of the basic obligation to the
customer.

A customer must receive substantially what he

bargained for.

A few computer shoppers know exactly what a

computer system is.

Future leqislation must not

refle~t

the

- - · - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

typical computer shopper's misconceptions.

The fact of the

computer being a programmable utility precludes its treatment
similar to that of other commodities.

Not understanding the

programmability factor can result in dissatisfaction for a
computer purchaser.

Legislation based on misconception can be

considerably more costly.
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Corollaries of the programmability factor include:
number one, the 11ser must invest considerable time learning to
use the system, and let's face it, not everyone has an aptitude.
Number two, unlike any other consumer product in
existence, a single hardware product can have many millions of
integrated elements and a software product between forty thousand
and five milljnn parts, a defect in any one of which could cause
damage.
Number three, success of a computer system is also
contingent upon the effort the user makes to acquire a knowledge
to make utility happen.

Most consumers have no difficulty

comprehending the differences between the functions of a stereo
phonograph and the records played on it, but the relationship of
a computer hardware to softvare is infinitely more> complex.

If a

stereo plays a recording and gets lousy sound, he should be able
to sue somebody.

If a new computer operator puts in his first

program disk, he must not expect the same kind of immediate
gratification or he able to sue if he doesn't get it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

He should have (inaudible).

That's right.

The essence of 1507 in my

v .i ew, perhaps subject tn misinterpretation, was the assignment to
the retailer or manufacturer 100 percent of the responsibiJity
~or

satisfactory installation and use.

responsibility

a~signed

I noted no obvious

to the purchaser.

While this many not be

inappropriate \vhen applied to a conventional commodity such as a
Mr. Coffee, the application of its provisions to computer
hardware or software products is misplaced.
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There is a

0
reasonable expectation that ten minuces with a coffeemaker manual
will render one an acceptable level of coffee making ability.

I

believe any future legislation should be in consideration of
this, a consumer should expect to spend between five and forty

0

hours acquiring onJy a rudimentary command over simple
applications program.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
something otherwise?
MR. MARKLE:

Mr. Markle, what if they tell you

What if they advertise something otherwise?
I think if someone says that you should be

able to open a box, pull it out, push a button and have money
come out, that would be misrepresentation.

And if it is said in

other context, other than obvious puffery, the person should be
entitled to his money back.

However, I think that much of t he

solution to the problems lies in education.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

All right.

Let me just share with

you so that we can deal with some of this a little bit.
something that a major company is doing now.

This is

It talks about

(here's the ad) and says a graphic design services could do this
in about a week, and it's a whole ad, right?

Then, it goes on

and says your ad department could do this in about three days,
it's a financial report with graphs and charts and other kinds of
things, right?

Then it says, "a typesetter could do this

-

overnight," and it's a form basically that's been xeroxed.

But

it tells you right here, that Apple Mcintosh -- you could do this
yourself over lunch.
MR. MARKLE:

Yes.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
is that

~hat's

What I'm trying to represent to you

the standard of advertising and marketing that's

going on within the industry.

Where is the level, now again I

don't
MR. MARKLE:

Wait a minute, wait a minute.

I object to

that; you're tRlking aboul obvious puffery, which any court wo,Ild
throw out.

That was not representation.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
take this to court.

No, I realize that.

I mean, I can't

Gee, I had lunch and I couldn't do this

MR. MARKLE:

And you couldn't take it seriously.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I know it wouldn't hold in court but

what I'm trying to say to you is that is this not what the
industrv is representing to consumers out there?

Is there not a

standard?
MR. MARKLE:

The industry is representing hours and

eas~

and all of your (inaudible).
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

And consequently there shouldn't be

any kind of standard or where they have to ••.
MR. MARKLE:

Careful, again, if you want to point that

ad, let's talk about that ad.

I could probably produce something

like that over a lunch, I make forms myself.

Tha.t also presumes

quite a comprehensive command over that program and I don't think
a reasonable person attemptinq to seek

course in a court of law

would dare to tell the judge, "I saw that ad and it said I could
do it over lunch.

I bought the computer at 11:00 am and I came

home ••. "
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Mr. MarKle, all I'm try inq to say

is, again ...
MR. MARKLE:

I apologize.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

••• that this seems to be the

standard and now you're going through and telling
have to be hours upon hours of study.
problem.
computer.

UR

that there

Granted, that is no

Most of us recognize it if we've ever touched a
We know there isn't anything we can do, we couldn't

read the wanual during a lunch, all right?
MR. MARKLE:

But do you want to pay for t hP training?

That's the problem.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But the point that r 'm tryinq to

make is that right now, an industry standard is being created,
there's a perception out there in the marketplace of the ease of
use if, in fact, we had a series of disclosures that were there.
I'm not saying they have to be exact.

But again, that before you

can do this at lunch time, you might have to invest three weeks
in reading the manual, preparing yourself before you can go
through this process.

Again, I'm just trying to say what's thP

standard out there.
MR. MARKLE:

I see your point, and I aqree with yon.

It's an excellent point and I think it should be addressed.

I

think, as you so insightfully pointed out, that education is a
logical and necessary undertaking.

Hopefully, on the part of the

industry, if not some other educational means, and I would like
to address that here, if I can be allowed to c ontinue .
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay, go ahead.
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MR. MARKLE:

I think your question was to address how

the industry wiJ. l attempt to communicate to the consumer that
what he reads is not to be taken at face value.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

I guess what I'm saying is that you

said we could not, the industry could not be held responsible or
liable until certain processes or standards are established.
What I'm telling you is that is not anywhere in the marketplace.
The marketplace interpretation, the average consumer is getting
this.

These are the kinds of things that are being marketed to

them.

I agree with you.

I'm saying yes, if they would tell and

explain and create that kind of advertising that doesn't convince
us that we are buying a process that is going to ease and
facilitate our lives and all of that.

The reality is that if we

have to make a t\-10 \'leek investment. in taking a course then tell
us so.

If, in fact, we have to read the manual which is five

volumes long, then tell us so.

This is not the standard the

industry is using.
MR. MARKLE:

Okay, you weren't delighted at that fact

that I suggested that perhaps I address some of those issues and
you felt that I was not answering your question.

Again, if I can

continue, I do think I addressed one or two points
CHAIRWO~_N

NR. MARKLE:

MOLINA:

All right Mr. Markle, go ahead.

A computer purchaser should expect to spend

between five a.nd 40 hours acquiring only a rudimentary command
over a simple applications program.

He may have to spend between

40 and 200 or more hours learning a more complex bookkeeping
system, anrl further intimacy with the machine comes at a much
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qreater time investment.
~cquiring

Thousands of hours can be spent

knowledge and building symbiosis with a machine.

Therefore, adequate computer utility does not come in a box and
can have no conventional warranty.

A successful computer

acquisition is not simply hardware plus software plus
installation and training time.

The all too often undermentioned

investment the purchaser must still make is time, a lot of time,
and because time is not something a person in a computer
purchasing decision position has much of, it is not an attractive
notion for a dealer to so inform the prospective customer and so
many don't.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

0

Are you done?

No, I agreed with you, you see, so a

computer shopper, charmed by Charlie Chaplin's Hat of the Month
Club may be disillusioned when he opens the box and finds 600
pages of manuals instead of a money switch.

Now this must sound

like I'm putting the entire burden back on the consumer; I'm not.
But, a bill, pardon me if I've misinterpreted it, that places
100% responsibility upon dealers and manufacturers and
specifically prohibits certain warranty exclusions, may have some
shortcomings.
Fifteen years ago, you could have purchased a mini
- - - - - · - ... --. -·--

-····--·-··-··-·-·-----------------

computer for $40 thousand and hired a contract programming
company to produce a set of bookkeeping programs for, say, $300
thousand.

It was written for you to 800 of your specifications.

It bore no implied warranty exclusion, indeed, if just one of
those 800 specifications hadn't been met, it would arguably not
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be fit for a particular purpose.

Today, you've adapted that

software for microcomputers and repackaged it for a retail sale
of $599.

I come into the store and want to buy your software.

AB 1507 would say, you must provide me the same comprehension of
guarantees of success as for your original $300 thousand
customer.
MULTIPLE VOICES:
MR. MARKLE:

(Inaudible).

I'm not saying the same level •..

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

That opens the door for an

attorney, though.
MR. MARKLE:

Okay, well, again I allow you that this may

have been misinterpreted.

I heard you say at least four times

that this wasn't the intention.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

I don't doubt that at all.

Pardon me,

(inaudible).

Okay, now when I address legal issues, I'm

a lay person and I'm doing this as a - well - okay.
MR. ELBRECHT:

I think we could leave you with Mrs.

Molina's expression of hope that you will submit any refined
language that you think is needed.
attention so far, and

i~

The bill has gotten a lot of

will get, I'm sure, more as the days go

by.
MR. MARKLE:
_exp.lain_wh~:----L~_e.___hit

1 agree, and so I'd like to continue to
this front so maey times.

It is from a

letter from a law firm ,.,hich does specifically object to some
question of
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. MARKLE:

I'd like a copy of that.

I would be happy to hand this to you.
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0
There is a revealing contrast between the numbers of

0

"how to buy" books for computers, versus other more expensive
commodities.

For example; automobiles, boats and homes and this

in spite of the much greater dollar volumes of the latter.

This

heavy investment attests to something fundamentally different
about the computer, something that compels extraordinary buyer
education and failure to prepare can be preparation to fail.
example; before purchasing a computer for

seriou~

For

use, the

shopper should know what a computer is, how it relates to the
user as a programmable tool and few people really do understand
this.

Number Two; what his requirements are, a considered

performance specification derived from the analysis of work he
needs done.

Number Three, what his system should be in the

context of his performance specification, a solution system
comprised of computer hardware, software and also procedures,
people and other resources, as well as specifications for
expandability.

Number Four; support requirements, including

installation, training, on-site and depot maintenance services.
Number Five; approximately how much time must be invested in
training and/or self study before being able to operate the
functions for which the computer consumer is investing his money.
Adequate research prior to purchasing a computer for

-- ----------------- --- - -- --- ------ ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------business use is vital. By far, the greatest proportion of time I
spend with a prospect, I spend educating becauRe it's necessary.
Therefore , it is not reaJistic to mandate any leqislation
guaranteeing consumer satisfaction, neglecting the significant
consumer responsibility.

A more realistic approach towards the
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object of computer/consumer protection, if action must be taken,
would be to seek measures ensuring the customer would be provided
a standard, universal advisement of the nature of computers,
generally how they differ from other commodities, unusual hazards
the shopper may encounter as a result, such as caution never to
rely on the promise of software "any day now" and the difference
between canned and custom programming and precautions to be
taken, also a brief explanation of the relationship of hardware
and software, a frequent requirement to invest time learning to
use the computer, unlike most other appliances.

Perhaps a

suggestion to purchase an introductory book on the subject and
other varied general guidelines and knowledge.

Such an

advisement would be short, general, between one and four pages.
Should you be interested in pursuing this direction, I
and perhaps I'm sure others, would be happy to draft that sample
document.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Thank you.

Is there anyone else in

the audience that would be interested in adding to testimony
here?

Yes, sir.

If you would come and if you would hopefully be

short.
MR. MICHAEL O'CALLAHAN:

My name is Michael O'Callahan.

I'm with a company called Software Pursuits.
rnark~se£twares

to IBM mainframe

We develop and

us~.

Specifjcally,

I'm interested in the provisions you talk about where OEM
marketing to business people, business transactions and the
$25,000 limitation that you might have had.
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Let me say that we sell business to

bu~jness.

We sell

to datn processing professionals, data processinq managers,
system programmers and what have you.

In our m.;rketplace there
SC!~',

is about 6500 sites we might sell to, so we sell, you might.
to the FortunP 6,000.
All our buyers are data processing professionals.

We

deal in contracts, our contracts are frequently reviewed by legal
counsel.

The provision that I would take exception to is the $25

thousand limitation.
lease it.

We sell software, but for the most part we

However on the few occasions when we do sell it, some

of our products can be well belo\or the $25 thousand.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So you saying you're supportive of

the measure, but you would like to see it so that it is

~xpandP.d

to include higher priced products?
MR. O'CALLAHAN:
lower than $25 thousand.

Lower priced products.

We go much

The other gentleman was looking ...

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So you are saying that in those

products that are under $25 thousand there should not be this
kind of consumer protection?
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

What I'm saying is price is not

necessarily the determination of what you're trving to accomplish
here.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Let me ask you a question.

With

some of that regard, if in fact, there were the exemption, let's
say, for the warranty you provide, do you provide a contract of
some type?
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MR. O'CALLAHAN:

We simply say, if not, we don't warrant

i t for Rny particular purpose or use or merchantability.

rf it

doesn't work accnrding to specifications, we will make it work
according to specifications.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

r.m.

0

' CALLAHAN:

Do you do that in writing?

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

So you already have that.

If in

fact, that were possible and you were exempted under this law,
that probably would work effectively for you?
MR. O'CAli,AHAN:

If

Wr>

were exempted from the J.a\-1 1 we

would have no care.
CHAIRWOMAN

MOLINA~

And tell me that you think it. should

be> that the threshold should he lower?

MR. O'CALLAHAN:

I'm saying I don't think price should

be a determination for whether or not this should be excluded.
There are some products which could be several hundred thousand
dollars, and other products that could only be several hundred
dollars and they would still fit the professional selling to a
professional under a contractual arrangement that was arrived at
prior to the transfer of the product.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

Okay.

MR. F.I.BRECHT:

the main thrust of the bill is to

- - - -·- -basically c1 ealt:: a wan anty-that the-product does conform to its
specifications, so l'm wondering in what respect - do you
disaqree with

~hat

portion of the bill?

MR. O'CALLAHAN:

I think you're aiming this bill

primarily at consumer legislation, isn't that correct?
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I don't.

think you intended to catch in your net, so to speak, people who
are selling to experts in the same field: who are business to
business selling, who are selling to data processing
professionals \'Tho understand, thoroucyhly, their

e n ~' ironment,

programming, the products interfaces and what have yo11.
CHAIRWO.HAN MOLINA:

We \'lere trying to incorporate and

meet the needs of consumers for the most average

~onsumers

out

there and a lot of the small businesses that are lookinq for
computerizing their offices.
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

But who are not nata processing

profes~ionals.

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. O'CA.LLAHAN:

No, and I think you characterize

CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. O'CALLAHAN:
MR. F.T,BRECHT:
professional?

No, not necessari.1 y .

Although we don't define that.

I realize that.
Is that a term of our data processing

Would everybody in this room agree ...

MR. O'CALLAHAN:

I don't think it's an inrl1 stry

standard, but I'm simply saying somebodv

~·'ho

has expertise in

data processing •..
MR. EI,BRECHT:

Is there some way to

group of people in terms of

lancrnC~ge

charact~?rize

that

that would clearly defi ne

the group you are t alking about?
MR. MIHAI.ISIN:

Your contract approach woulc1 solve his

problerr and anybody else's.
MR. MARKLE:
w~ll

I submit that there is a difficulty and it

become even more a difficulty and the
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bound~rics

here wi l l

be more clouded

a~

the customer base becomes more sophisticated.

We're becoming more and more educated and many people, maybe say,
20 percent more people would characterize themselvPs as being
computer
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
you just said.

Wait a minute, that contradicts what

You said if you become more informed, that's the

way you provide the protection.

Now you're saying you're going

to have more confusion once they know more.
MR. MARKLE:

I'd say you weren't listening to any of my

testimony.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

You said that in order to have good

consumer prot.ection, you had to have a series of recommended
things that an average consumer out there has before they
purchased, knowing what a computer is, understand how it
operates, knowing the extent of time that one would have to use
in reading the manual.
MR. MARKLE:

Right?
Where's the conflict?

CHAJRWONAN MOLINA:
said, and let

~e

Well, right now in this and you just

nderstand, you just said it's going to create

an amount of confusion •••
MR. MARKLE:

No, no, no, no, no, you just didn't

understand this gentleman's question.
- - - - - -- - - - -.....C~HuA~I""'R~lttA~-JOY~f--U\N MOLINA·

Then you d idn 1 t

Okay.

just wanted to cJarify it, okav.

sa¥---t.._. _.h.aa._._t--1,,_._______________ _

Do you want to restate your

point, because T misnnoerstood.
MR.

O'CAI~AHAN:

Let me go back when I mentioned the

word data processing professional.
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By that I mean someone Hho

makes his living working in a data processing environment,
manipulating data processing machines.

I'm not talking about

someone who is an accountant and uses a computer as a tool; I'm
talking about some person who is there to service a computer or
write programs to run on the computer.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:

But if you are providing a benefit

for that consumer, whether he be very, very knowledgeable in the
use of the product or not, shouldn't the standard be the same?
That if a product is manufactured and represented to have certain
applications or capability, it would be the same result for
whoever the end user is?

Now if that particular individual is a

little bit more sophisticated and knows how to do more than the
other, let's say they are neighbors and he says I can do this
with my soft'''are and you can't do it, do you think that then ht=>
runs back and says, well, my neighbor can do more on it than I
can, I don't think the bill goes to that extent to protect it.
It's only as it's represented to accomplish certain tasks or have
certain applicability to the process that we're talking about
here.
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

The only thing I'm addressinq myself

again to, is the fact that you said, specifically excluded from
this bill would be OEM marketers selling to businesses for
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - -

business transactions where the transaction amount was I think
$25 thousand or more.
CHA.IRWOMAN MOLINA:

Right.

We just set that as a

threshold, hut it didn't have anything to do with havinq morf'
knowledge or anything like that.

Just a dollar threshold.
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MR. O'CALLAHAN:
that what

I'~

The other thing I'm asking there is

representing, my products would fall under that

exclusion, except for the $25,000.

Our products can, some cf our

products can cost less than that.

I know therP. are arguments for

having higher prices.
MR. MIHALISIN:

I think his point is that maybe the way

you would try to differentiate is the wrong criteria upon which
to make your differentiation.

I think you should come up with a

different set of criteria.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
you could offer to ns.

I would appreciate any language that

We tried to set that as a threshold

because we felt that anybody who is making a purchase of $25,000
or more, usually had other kinds of remedies available to them
that they would use.
MR. ELBRECHT:
corrected defects.

Sir, you have indicated that you have

Were there any cases in which you were unahle

to correct the defe c ts in a software product that you sold and
the transaction had to be unwound or some other action took
place, or have you been uniformly successful in
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

I don't know of every situation where a

problem has been reported to us, but I would have to guess that
there must has bee n some prohlem reported to us that we could not
-----~r~~~-------------------------------------------------------------------

MR. ELRRECHT:
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

And what would happen in those cases?
{Inaudible) since we do, it's a lease

arrangement or rental arrangement actually, because we could
terminate the u se of the product.

We would then have to decide

whether the product had as much value in it, given thP prohlem.
-
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MR. ELBRECHT:

Are you aware of any situations involving

your competitors where the buyer has had to simply live with a
serious problem and wasn't able to unwind the transaction?
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

Do you mean a serious problem where the

problem had been misrepresented though from the begi nnjng or is
just a serious problem?
MR. ELBRECHT:

Well, both.

MR. O'CAL!JAHAN:

Yes, I mean I know of situations where

there are problems with some products and the customer chooses to
live with it.

The product was not represented as having or not

having a particular capability and the customer having bouqht the
product decided that he would much prefer if it had, let's say,
capability "8" and it doesn't.
MR. ELBRECHT:

One of the witnesses suqqested the

possible desirability of an arbitration program to handle
disputes betwePn manufacturers or sellers and buyers, have you
thought about that or considered that as a possible option that
the industry might be interested in?
MR. O'CALLAHAN:

In the arena that I'm dealjnq in, the

marketplace that I deal in, there's never been n need for that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. O'CALLAHAN:
--------------------------·

(Inaudible) .

Correct.

If there is a situation, a

--------------------------------------------------------

deficiency in a particular product, we can deal with that
deficiency and can talk about it with those people.

Most times

if it ' s a ceficiency, it's one of inconvenience, it's not fatal.
If the product simply doesn't work, if it doesn't do what we
represent it to do, then it's our responsibility to make it do
what we represented it to do.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOLINA:
MR. O'CALLAHAN:
damages.

(Inaudible) .

The other thing of course being

Let's say that we did have a problem and I don't care,

every gentleman who's been up here and saying they could write
perfect

softw~re,

they all say how they fix it.

Now, you don't

have to fix perfect software.
Onr software has bugs in there, I know it.
what they are, no one does yet.
sooner or later, perhaps.

I don't knm.;

Sorneone's going to find them

So something could happen some evening

when they're doing some crucial run that would cause them to get,
let's say, their payroll out late, and there may be penalties
involved with that.

You're suggesting that we would incur

damages because of that.
MR. EI,BRECHT:

We would object to that.
Suppose I have one more sort of almost a

rhetorical question, Mr. Markle, you might want to check with
your attorneys to see what potential liability your industry
would have if no law is passed.

In view of the possibility that

the courts, themselves, could create a series of rights and
remedies that perhaps wouldn't have some of the kinds of
protections that the c11rrent statute has.

And this is something

I think that hasn't been really addressed at these hearings so
far, and that is, where are you if no legislation is passed and
you simply let the couJ-ts create common law types of causes of
action as the co11rts have doue in the general area of product
liability?

You need to balance the risks and burdens where

there are no limitations of remedies such as you have in the
Commercial Code, such as you have in this bill, indeed, and
that's something that, you know . . .
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0

MR. MARKLE:

0

I think that's un excellent point and I

hadn't considered that.

You might be able to appreciate how I'm

more optimistic in that I think because of trends in the 30 day
guarantee, that more people are getting recourse that way.

0

recognize the vulnerability to what you suggest.

I

I'm optimistic.

As this gentleman testified, the Japanese are coming through now,
or will be, with some very reliable products and similarly to the
automobile industry, we better get our act together and offer the
same kind of reliability that implies support and make good for
any dissatisfactions and I think that picture will be improving.
The reason I make that point is that the present text of the bill
contains quite a number of provisions that do limit liability and
provide boundaries to liability and hedges and qualifications and
so on, that you're never going to find if the matter is left
solely in the hands of the courts.

Therefore, that is something

that you need to balance, I would say, the industry needs to
balance and it's

SU$pen~~ ~f_th~ qu~sti~~_of

legislation is needed in this area or not.

whether the
I know, I wouldn't be

quite as optimistic as you are if we looked at the kinds of court
judgments that are rendered in trial court actions in the public
liability field and elsewhere, that's just one additional factor
that I think we all should consider in this analysis.
MR. MARKLE:

-I

t h ink tha t -is good a n d- IrJI t aKe tha~t~-

back to the Western Computers Dealers Association.
MR. SIMPSON:
that I said earlier?

Could I repeat something for emphasis here
There really is, in my opinion, an aurora

of us and them, you being them, and the industry being us and I
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would just like to repeat what I

said, I urge you to construct

some form o f informal committee or panel where the industry can
send some representative along and participate in the framinq of
language and ideas.

I think yo u 'd find

tha~

there would he much

more cooperat.ion and willingness to work the thing through and I
don't know what p recedence there are for structures of that kind,
but I would just like to submit that again.
CHAIRWOMA N MOLINA:

Mr. Simpson, I'd like to offer this

as a mechanism by which we could begin that process of
neqotiating all of those interests.

As I said in the beginning

of the hearing and to all that have participated, this is really
just a h cginning of t r ying to establish the parameters under
which we should look at the problem and how to start that process
of resolving it.
I would welcome from any of you, your input as to how we
can better define this legislation to meet the specific needs so
that we make sure that we're not creating all kinds of secondary
problems that are going to be created by this kind of
legislation.

How can we refine it; how can we hopefully include

a maximum flexibility so we are not creating any kind of a
stifling mechanism with this particular growing industry.
So,

anguage,

l \.'eJ c ome your input and any kind of technical

ell I]

kind of ide as that you may have iu

this a much, mu c h better product.
Than ~

y o n very nru c h for coming today.
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to make

